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SAVE up to             on a 
Storage System designed 
for your van
� General Service and Trade Specific Packages

�  Packages available to fit all vans including High Roof, Standard Roof and Mini Vans

�  See over 200 van packages on our website at www.AmericanVan.com

American Van has been equipping work vans for Contracting Service Companies as well as Public 

Utilities, Plant Maintenance Operators and countless other industries for over 40 years! Put our 

experience to work for you by choosing one of our pre-configured Storage Packages and save up to 

$250 in the process. Packages are designed for all vans including variations for higher roofs and longer 

wheel bases. Visit our website at www.AmericanVan.com to browse through over 200 pre-configured 

packages. If you donít find a package to fit your needs, call one of our equipment specialists and weíll 

be happy to help design a storage system that works for you. And installation is easy since most of our 

products are pre-assembled, ready to install into your van!

Over 200 Van Packages 
Available on our Website!

$250

https://www.americanvan.com/van-packages.html
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Because speed counts in last-mile delivery, FoldPro Shelving provides a solu-

tion that boasts a unique folding design that has been meticulously engineered 

to offer unparalleled durability, enhanced productivity, and speed all while pri-

oritizing safety. Improve productivity and protect drivers and deliveries with the 

advanced features of FoldPro Shelving. Effortless one-hand operation with a de-

pendable latch mechanism holds each shelf securely in place, whether open or 

closed. Shelves include a quiet spring retention shelf latch system that reduces 

driver distraction and fatigue by minimizing vibration and noise. Prime Designís 

patented durable design is constructed of strong, yet lightweight aluminum that 

yields increased payload and achieves 400 lbs. per shelf weight capacity. When 

not in use, shelves can be stowed in the upright position to maximize available 

storage space. Installation is quick and easy with assembled components and 

shelf height is conveniently adjustable. Shelving kits available for Ford Transit, 

RAM ProMaster, Mercedes Sprinter and Box Trucks.

Smart Safety Solutions for Last Mile Delivery -  
                                    and Sliding Partitions 

Sliding Partitions

Best-in-Class Shelving Solution 

for Last Mile Delivery

MODEL VEHICLE APPLICATION WEIGHT PRICE

FP-FT4X-01 Transit 148" WB EXT High Roof 182 lbs. $4,107.97

FP-FT3X-01 Transit 148" WB  High & Mid Roof 275 lbs. $3,910.28

FP-FT2X-01 Transit 130" WB  Mid Roof 281 lbs. $2,436.21

FP-PM5X-01 ProMaster 159" WB EXT High Roof 172 lbs. $3,904.95

FP-PM4X-01 ProMaster 159" WB High Roof 63 lbs. $3,839.04

FP-PM2X-01 ProMaster 136" WB High & Low Roof 322 lbs. $3,641.36

FP-PM1X-01 ProMaster 118" WB Low Roof 220 lbs. $1,795.83

FP-SP4X-01 Sprinter 170" EXT WB High Roof 184 lbs. $4,230.62

FP-SP2X-01 Sprinter 144" WB High & Standard Roof 359 lbs. $3,967.02

MODEL VEHICLE APPLICATION MATERIAL WEIGHT PRICE

MSP-A125-FT-HR Transit, High Roof Aluminum 86 lbs. $1,425.87

MSP-A125-FT-MR Transit, Medium Roof Aluminum 84 lbs. $1,396.29

MSP-A125-PM ProMaster, High/Low Roof Aluminum 85 lbs. $1,402.66

MSP-A125-MS-HR Sprinter, High Roof Aluminum 85 lbs. $1,425.87

MSP-A125-MS-STD Sprinter, Std. Roof Aluminum 83 lbs. $1,396.29

Developed to protect the driver, our high strength aluminum 

and steel Sliding Partition also provides ease of access be-

tween the cab and cargo area and also features an enhanced 

noise reduction design. An inte-

grated sliding door allows quick 

access to the cargo area and 

features a large, lockable door 

handle with dual position latching 

for added security from theft. The 

unique door design features our 

trip-proof slide eliminating a floor 

mounted track that fills with dirt 

and debris hindering operation of 

the sliding door. Products are 

simple, easy to install, and 

designed to last. Models available 

for Ford Transit, RAM ProMaster 

and Mercedes Sprinter Vans. 

Partitions available in both 

aluminum and steel

Shelves easily fold up and stow when not in use

*Transit 130î WB and ProMaster 118î WB shelving layouts are street side only.

NEW 
Product

MODEL VEHICLE APPLICATION MATERIAL WEIGHT PRICE

MSP-S16-FT-HR Transit, High Roof Steel 116 lbs. $1,002.81

MSP-S16-FT-MR Transit, Medium Roof Steel 113 lbs. $   985.21

MSP-S16-PM ProMaster, High/Low Roof Steel 115 lbs. $1,002.81

MSP-S16-MS-HR Sprinter, High Roof Steel 115 lbs. $1,002.81

MSP-S16-MS-STD Sprinter, Std. Roof Steel 113 lbs. $   985.21

Easy access with trip-proof 

sliding door design Partitions available in both 

aluminum and steel

Utility Hooks and 

Grab Handle sold separately

https://www.americanvan.com/sliding-partitions.html
https://www.americanvan.com/shelf-and-bin-systems/last-mile-home-delivery
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� Available for all roof heights

� Available with or without door

Guard against shifting loads and provide added security for your cargo. Perforated top allows 

the driver rear visibility while maintaining the security of a full partition. Comes with stationary 

center panel or you can create a pass-through to the cargo area of your van by adding the 

Partition Door Conversion Kit. Partitions contour to the vehicle interior for a custom fit. Partitions 

available for High, Medium and Low Roof models. Constructed of heavy duty steel with a dura-

ble powder coat finish. Due to body variations found in vehicles, partition received may differ 

slightly from partition pictured. Add window screens to completely secure your cargo area. 

Please specify year, make, model and roof height 

when ordering.

Heavy Duty Steel Partitions for Higher Roof Vans

Heavy Duty Steel Partitions for 

Standard Roof Vans

With Partition Door Conversion Kit

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

MS-PM3 ProMaster Partition - All 98 lbs. $554.70

STL-3 Sprinter/Transit - Low Roof 98 lbs. $576.90

STM-3 Transit - Medium Roof 103 lbs. $564.80

STH-3 Sprinter/Transit - High Roof 108 lbs. $604.80

SP-3D Partition Door Conversion Kit 3 lbs. $30.00

� Contours to vehicleís interior for custom fit

� Available with or without door 

Heavy-duty steel partitions with powder coat finish guard against 

shifting loads and provide added security for your property. Driver 

side panels are solid, while center and passenger side panels are 

perforated for rear visibility. Choose a stationary partition or a partition 

with a lockable swing-open center door. Partitions are available for 

full-size Chevy/GMC, Ford 2014 & older, Nissan NV, MB Metris and 

2008 & older Dodge vans. Sliding Door Partitions are not available for 

Ford and Dodge vans with side sliding doors. The MS-3 is currently the 

only partition available for the Nissan NV Standard and High Roof vans. 

The high roof version requires the high roof extension, sold separately. 

Driver and passenger side partitions can be purchased separately, 

and provide a pass-through center. Due to body variations found in 

vehicles, partition 

received may 

differ slightly from 

partition pictured. 

Please specify 

make, model, side 

door configu-

ration and year 

of vehicle when 

ordering.

Stationary Center Panel

Swing Open Door

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT  PRICE

MS-3 Full-Size Van Partition 96 lbs. $470.00

MSD-3 Full-Size Van Partition w/Swing Open Door 100 lbs. $512.30

MSOD Full-Size Van Driver Side Only 41 lbs. $181.60

MSOP Full-Size Van Passenger Side only 41 lbs. $181.60

MS-NHR Nissan NV High Roof Extension 8 lbs. $  69.80

https://www.americanvan.com/bulkhead-partitions
https://www.americanvan.com/bulkhead-partitions
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Protect drivers and passengers from shifting cargo with these heavy duty one piece Com-

posite Partitions. Constructed with 3/16î thick FormPro 1101 Premium ABS, these Com-

posite Partitions feature a 3¼î wide steel center rib for strength and a 10 gauge full width 

steelbase mounting bar, both finished with an epoxy primer and a high-end automotive top 

coat. Partitions are available completely solid or with an integrated ¼î thick Lexan window. 

This one piece design and integration into OEM mounting points, where available, equates 

to significantly less time to install than a sectional steel or plastic partition. Each installed 

Partition ensures a tight fit for a quieter ride, plus helps maintain desired cab compartment 

temperature. Models available for Transit, all roof heights, ProMaster, Sprinter, Nissan NV 

(high roof) and Chevy/GMC vans. Complete with easy to follow installation instructions and 

all hardware needed.

Composite Partitions – Custom Formed for Your Van

Transit High 

Roof

Transit, Low Roof - Solid Partition Sprinter, High Roof - Window Partition

Chevy Express & GMC Savana - Window PartitionNissan NV, High Roof - Window PartitionProMaster, High Roof - Solid Partition

� Steel reinforced construction

� High-end automotive top coat

� One piece, 30 minute installation

� Available with or without window

  WITH WINDOW    WITHOUT WINDOW

VEHICLE  WEIGHT MODEL PRICE MODEL PRICE 

Transit, Low Roof 60 lbs. LIN-346 $877.40 LIN-345 $877.40

Transit, Mid Roof 65 lbs. LIN-343 $982.50 LIN-342 $941.30

Transit, High Roof 85 lbs. LIN-348 $1,095.60 LIN-349 $1,054.40

ProMaster, High Roof 75 lbs. LIN-936 $982.50 LIN-935 $941.30

Sprinter, High Roof 85 lbs. LIN-942 $1,095.60 LIN-941 $1,054.40

NV, High Roof 85 lbs. LIN-947 $1,095.60 LIN-946 $1,054.40

Chevy/GMC, Hinged Door 70 lbs. LIN-629 $877.40 LIN-628 $836.20

Chevy/GMC, Sliding Door 70 lbs. LIN-631 $877.40 LIN-630 $836.20

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT  PRICE

1. MSP-30  Lexan™ Climate Control Panels, set of two   3 lbs. $42.00

2. SB-25  Spare Tire Mounting Bracket, 4îW x 2îD x 4¼îH   1 lb. $26.90

3. BP-32  Ameri-Bin Panel comes with 4 A-235 and 3 A-230 bins, see page 31. 15 lbs. $92.10

4. PH-50  Practice Holder, 13îW x 5îD x 7îH   3 lbs. $45.00

5. FHK-15  First Aid Kit Holder, 111/8îW x 3îD x 5îH, Fits FAK-25.   3 lbs. $26.90

6. FAK-25  First Aid Kit, includes enough OSHA supplies for 25 people.   2 lbs. $37.60

7. RK-35  Triangle Reflector Kit Holder, 5½îW x 5îD x 16îH   3 lbs. $23.10

8. TRK-3  Triangle Reflector Kit, includes three red/orange reflective triangles  11 lbs. $43.90

9. HH-10  Hard Hat Holder, 7½îW x 9¼îH   1 lb. $23.30

10. LR-30  Literature/Binder Rack, 13îW x 5¼îD x 151/8îH   5 lbs. $68.00

9
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Van Partition Accessories
These convenient holders and storage trays can be mounted to any of our partitions. 

Our Lexanô Climate Control Panels feature an angled center panel to help eliminate 

reflections of oncoming lights. 

8

3

https://www.americanvan.com/bulkhead-partitions
https://www.americanvan.com/bulkhead-partitions
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These heavy duty Partitions, for the Ford Transit Connect, Chevy 

City Express, Nissan NV200 and RAM ProMaster City, guard 

against shifting loads and provide added security for your prop-

erty. Perforated top allows the driver rear visibility. Perforated 

wing panels on Transit Connect and ProMaster City Screens 

allow vision out both driver and 

passenger cargo door windows 

for vans with side windows. 

Available in heavy-duty steel 

or .100 aluminum construc-

tion. Installed partition has a 

6î set-back that allows both 

driver and passenger seats to 

be moved to their rear most 

position. Steel version comes 

complete with a durable grey 

powder coat finish. Partitions 

come with all necessary 

hardware for assembly and 

installation. Due to body 

variations found in vehicles, 

partition received may differ 

slightly from partition pictured. 

See page 7 to add Window 

Screens to completely secure 

your cargo area. Please specify 

year, make and model when ordering.

ProMaster City – Steel

City Express/NV200 – Aluminum

  STEEL PARTITIONS ALUMINUM PARTITIONS

 DESCRIPTION MODEL WEIGHT PRICE MODEL WEIGHT PRICE

2014 & Newer Ford Transit Connect  MS-3T-N 64 lbs. $419.20 MS-3TA-N 36 lbs. $551.70

Nissan NV200 MS-NV2 55 lbs. $419.20 MS-NV2A 34 lbs. $551.70

Chevy City Express MS-NV2 55 lbs. $419.20 MS-NV2A 34 lbs. $551.70

RAM ProMaster City MS-3PC 55 lbs. $419.20 MS-3PCA 34 lbs. $551.70

Heavy Duty Steel or Aluminum 

Partitions for Mini Vans

Transit Connect – Steel

MORE VEHICLE 
PARTITIONS AVAILABLE:

Standard Heights ............................Pg. 4

Higher Roof Vans ............................Pg. 4

Welded Wire Partitions 

for Mini Vans

 MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

WP-T10-N 2014 & Newer Transit Connect Wire Partition  56 lbs.  $341.20

WP-NV2 Nissan NV200 Wire Partition  50 lbs.  $341.20

WP-NV2 Chevy City Express Wire Partition 50 lbs. $341.20

Protect driver and passenger from shifting cargo with this heavy duty 

welded wire partition. Built with 6 gauge wire welded at each and 

every intersect point for strength. Installed partition has a setback 

which allows both driver and passenger seats to be moved back 

to their rear most position. The welded wire screen center panel is 

anchored to the floor and roof of the van with 16 gauge steel panels. 

The entire partition has a durable grey powder coat finish. Instal-

lation instructions and all necessary hardware are included. Due 

to body variations found in vehicles, partition received may differ 

slightly from partition pictured. See page 7 to add Window Screens 

to completely secure your cargo area. Please specify year, make and 

model when ordering.

https://www.americanvan.com/bulkhead-partitions
https://www.americanvan.com/bulkhead-partitions
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These custom fit window screens are available for the rear and side door 

windows on Ford Transit Connect, Nissan NV200, Chevy City Express 

and RAM ProMaster City mini vans. Constructed of a heavy-duty 7 gauge 

wire frame and a 9 gauge welded wire screen grid with an attractive gray 

powder coat finish. Screens fit neatly into window openings and provide 

for easy installation with tabs on all four sides. All hardware is included. 

Please specify year, make, model and screen positioning when ordering. Side Sliding Door Screen

2014 & NEWER PROMASTER NV200 &

DESCRIPTION WEIGHT TRANSIT CONNECT CITY CITY EXPRESS

Side Sliding Door Set of 2 10 lbs. WGR-3120G2 $142.20 WGR-PC1S $126.40 ó

Rear Swing Door Set of 2 7 lbs. WGR-1818G2 $110.80 WGR-PC1R $110.70 WGR-NV2R $103.00

Rear Lift-Up Door Screen 8 lbs. WGR-4518 $  94.20 ó ó

Custom Welded Wire Window Screens 
for Mini Vans

These Custom Fit Window Screens are available 

for rear and side swing-out door windows and 

side-sliding door windows on standard roof  full 

size vans. Available for all vans with fixed win-

dows and opening windows on current Chevy/

GMC vans. Constructed of a heavy-duty 7-gauge 

wire frame and 9-gauge welded wire grid with an 

attractive gray powder coat finish. Screens easi-

ly attach to doors at several points with provided 

self tapping hex head screws. Please specify 

make, model and year of vehicle with side door 

type (hinged or sliding) and window type (station-

ary or opening) when ordering. Swing open door 

screens sold in sets of 2.

Custom Welded Wire Window Screens for Standard Roof Vans

Side Sliding Door Screen Rear Door Screen

 REAR DOORS SIDE DOORS SIDE DOOR

SWING OPEN - SET OF 2 SWING OPEN - SET OF 2 SLIDE OPEN

Vehicle Description $88.20 $88.20 $110.20 $141.00

Chevy/GMC, ë96.5 & Newer WGR-1620GN ó WGR-4040GN ó ó ó WGR-45GS*

Ford E-Series, ë92 & Newer WGR-1620FN ó ó WGR-2020FN ó ó ó

*2 Screen Set

SIDE DOORS
  REAR DOORS SWING OPEN SWING OPEN SIDE DOORS

 SET OF 2 SET OF 2 SLIDE OPEN 

Vehicle Description $103.20 $110.80 $110.80 $110.80 $102.10

Transit, Low Roof WGR-76L ó ó WGR-78L WGR-8FTL

Transit, Med. & High Roof ó WGR-76H ó ó WGR-8FTH

ProMaster, All ó WGR-2424 ó ó ó

Sprinter, 2007-2018, All ó ó ó ó WGR-8S

Sprinter, í19 & Newer, All ó ó WGR-72-G2 ó ó

Available for rear swing open, 

side sliding, and side swing open 

doors for all ProMaster, Transit, 

and Sprinter Vans. Constructed 

with a heavy-duty 7-gauge wire 

frame and 9-gauge welded wire 

grid with an attractive gray pow-

der coat finish. Screens easily 

attach to doors at several points 

with provided self tapping hex 

head screws. Swing open door 

screens sold in sets of 2. Please 

specify year, make, model and 

roof height when ordering.

Custom Welded Wire Window Screens for 
Higher Roof Vans

Ford Transit Side Sliding Door Screen
Attachment points secured 

with supplied hardware

ProMaster Rear Swing Door Screen

https://www.americanvan.com/window-screens
https://www.americanvan.com/window-screens
https://www.americanvan.com/window-screens
https://www.americanvan.com/window-screens
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� Mounts directly to existing factory holes

� Engineered for most current model vans

The Slick Locks Hasp System is the only drill-free stainless steel 

locking hasp system on the market today. This no-drill installation 

process eliminates the typical corrosion problems caused by 

compromising your vehicleís paint finish. Slick Lock utilizes Blade 

Brackets that are custom engineered to fit each manufacturerís 

vehicle doors precisely. When your doors are closed the two Blade 

Brackets meet creating a receiving hasp for your cylinder lock. 

Once installed the cylinder lock covers them thus eliminating ac-

cess to and tampering with the blades. Keyed alike locks available, 

maximum of three. Kits vary by door type configuration and include 

Blade Brackets for all the cargo doors on each van.

The Slick Locks Spinner (included) is required to protect your lock 

against tampering. Spinners turn the locks into a rotating bearing 

that prohibits locks from being twisted off. Spinners remain on 

cylinder locks at all times using a stainless steel ring with a key way 

access hole for easy lock on and off usage. 

Kits include Slick Locks Blades, Cylinder Locks, Spinners and 

Weather Covers for all cargo doors of your van and are available 

in the door configurations listed for each model to the right. Please 

specify year, make and model of your vehicle when ordering.

Slick Locks Drill-Free Security Kits

Blades attach to existing OEM holes

Blades form Hasp for lock

Lock in place, doors secured

MODEL DESCRIPTION REAR DOOR SIDE DOOR WEIGHT  PRICE

SL-FG-10 Ford, Chevy, GMC Hinged Hinged 3 lbs. $244.99

SL-FGN-20 Ford, Chevy, GMC, Nissan NV Hinged Sliding 3 lbs. $254.99

SL-SPM-30 ProMaster, MB Sprinter & Metris Hinged Sliding 3 lbs. $254.99

SL-FT-40 Ford Transit - Hinged Side Door Hinged Hinged 4 lbs. $244.99

SL-FTS-50 Ford Transit - Sliding Side Door Hinged Sliding 4 lbs. $254.99

SL-TC1-60 Ford Transit Connect Hinged Sliding (2) 4 lbs. $370.99

SL-NV2-70 Nissan NV200, Chevy City Express Hinged Sliding (2) 4 lbs. $370.99

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT  PRICE

ML-770 Hasp with Cylinder Shield 3 lbs. $25.60

ML-6270 Cylinder Lock 2 lbs. $44.90

ML-6270KA Cylinder Lock, Keyed Alike 2 lbs. $44.90 Ea.

�  Cylinder Shield resists attack, 

prying, and cutting

Chrome finish Cylinder Lock offers 

maximum protection against theft. 

The haspís unique Cylinder Shield 

is constructed of commercial-grade 

steel with a corrosion-resistant 

plated finish. All hardware included. 

Hasp and Cylinder Lock sold 

separately. Also available keyed 

alike, two needed.  ML-6270

 ML-770

Security Hasp & Cylinder Lock

All 

Installation 

Hardware 

Included

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT  PRICE

GH-18-BLK Black 18" Grab Handle 2 lbs. $59.90

This all steel Black Grab Handle assists you in easily stepping up into the cargo area of your 

Van. No drilling is required for 2018 & Newer Medium and High Roof Ford Transit Vans as 

the handle mounts to either side of the internal rear door frame using existing pre-threaded 

OEM mounting points. However, handle can be mounted to any flat surface within your 

vehicle. A full 2 ½" standoff provides ample space for gripping the handle. Constructed of 

1" round, 16-gauge steel tubing with a black powder coat finish. All mounting hardware 

is included for installation into the OEM mounting points for Ford Transit Vans. Additional 

hardware may be needed for installation in other vehicles.

Grab Handle

https://www.americanvan.com/hasp-and-cylinder-lock.html
https://www.americanvan.com/slick-locks-drill-free-vehicle-security.html
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12 Volt LED 

Cab Dome Light
This surface mount LED Dome Light 

is constructed from durable, high 

impact resistant polycarbonate. 

These lights generate 380 equiva-

lent Lumens of clean, clear light to 

illuminate your cab. This LED light 

provides flicker-free lighting with a 

faster start up in even the coldest 

temperatures. Comes with integrat-

ed on/off switch.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

LED-44438C Surface Mount Dome Light w/Switch 8 oz. $57.20

Premium LED 

Aluminum Housing 

Cargo Lights
� Available in 2 different lengths 

� Waterproof to IP66 Rating    

�  Robust construction with unique 

impact deflection design

These Nebula aluminum housing LED 

lights by Labcraft incorporate the Orizon 

LED strip light, which use the latest 

in LED technology, offering optimum 

performance and extended life. The 

properties of these LEDs give greater 

luminosity, allowing a brighter unit while 

using fewer LEDs to maintain the low 

power draw. The lights are available 

with 12 or 24 LEDs, offering a choice 

of light output and lengths to suit your 

specific needs. Lights come with an in-

tegrated on/off rocker switch which fits 

neatly into the end cap. The PCB driver, 

components and LEDs are completely 

encased within a polycarbonate extru-

sion, which protects against moisture 

ingress. Set in a low profile, tough 

aluminum housing, the Nebula is quick 

and easy to install, making it suitable 

for both new vehicle specifications and 

retrofitting into existing vehicles.

DIMENSION LED

MODEL DESCRIPTION L x W x D QTY WEIGHT PRICE

SI5CW250S 16.5î Nebula LED Light 16.5îL x 1.75îW x 0.6îD 12 0.5 lbs. $39.90

SI5CW500S 24.5î Nebula LED Light 26.3îL x 1.75îW x 0.6îD 24 1 lb. $51.90

Integrated on/off rocker switch

https://www.americanvan.com/van-and-truck-accessories/interior-lighting
https://www.americanvan.com/van-and-truck-accessories/interior-lighting
https://www.americanvan.com/van-and-truck-accessories/interior-lighting
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STEEL SHELVING FOR 
High Capacity 54”High Shelving for 

Standard Higher Roof Vans

Model CBN-3954P – With BackModel CN-3954 – Open Back

Model CD1-3954 – With Back & Door 

CD1-3954

�  Available for Ford Transit, Sprinter and ProMaster Vans

�  Choose Open Back, Closed Back or Closed Back with Door

� Available in 39,î 48î or 60î widths

Maximize your storage space with these 16î deep shelving units that fit closer to the side wall of your 

van freeing up valuable floor space. Available in two versions, the ProMaster models have a straight 

back and a bottom shelf clearance of 18î to allow mounting over ProMasterís higher wheel wells. 

The second version for Transit and Sprinter vans comes with offset backs to conform to vehicle side 

walls and our standard 13î wheel well clearance. Units for ProMaster vans include four 16î deep 

shelves while the units for Transit and Sprinter vans include two 13½î and two 16î deep shelves. All 

shelves have 3î lips and are perforated on 2î centers to accept bolt in dividers. Choose from units 

with or without back or with back and locking drop down door to secure your most valuable items. 

Each heavy duty shelving unit has a durable powder coat finish and comes completely assembled 

with all necessary hardware and brackets ready to install in your van. Units fit Sprinter and ProMaster 

Standard Roof and Ford Transit Medium Roof vans. SAVE 10% on Divider Kits which include three 

dividers per shelf. Shelf Liner, made of polyester webbing coated with PCB foam is also available and 

can be seen on page 28.

Save 10% on 

Divider Kits
Kits include three 

appropriately sized 

Dividers per shelf 

in the shelf unit you 

are purchasing.

54" 
High

                                                TRANSIT/ TRANSIT/

 WIDTH WEIGHT SPRINTER PROMASTER PRICE SPRINTER PRICE* PROMASTER PRICE*

 High-Capacity Shelving with Open Backs      Divider Kits

 60îW 113 lbs. CN-6054 CN-6054P $449.90 DB-100 $43.20 DB-110 $43.20

 48îW 96 lbs. CN-4854 CN-4854P $402.20 DB-100 $43.20 DB-110 $43.20

 39îW 84 lbs. CN-3954 CN-3954P $370.70 DB-100 $43.20 DB-110 $43.20

High-Capacity Shelving with Closed Backs      Divider Kits

 60îW 138 lbs. CBN-6054 CBN-6054P $580.90 DB-100 $43.20 DB-110 $43.20

 48îW 117 lbs. CBN-4854 CBN-4854P $468.10 DB-100 $43.20 DB-110 $43.20

 39îW 102 lbs. CBN-3954 CBN-3954P $433.70 DB-100 $43.20 DB-110 $43.20

 High-Capacity Shelving with Closed Backs and Doors Divider Kits

 60îW 155 lbs. CD1-6054 CD1-6054P $696.50 DB-100 $43.20 DB-110 $43.20

 48îW 116 lbs. CD1-4854 CD1-4854P $578.80 DB-100 $43.20 DB-110 $43.20

 39îW 111 lbs. CD1-3954 CD1-3954P $526.30 DB-100 $43.20 DB-110 $43.20

* Prices listed reflect 10% discount. 

54”

18”

16”

For ProMaster Vans 
with Higher Wheel Wells

For Sprinter and 
Ford Transit Vans

54” High Shelving

https://www.americanvan.com/shelf-and-bin-systems/shelving
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�  Available for Ford Transit, Sprinter, ProMaster and Nissan NV vans

� Available in 39,î 48î or 60î widths

�  Choose Open Back, Closed Back or Closed Back with Doors

Use your storage space floor to roof with these 16î deep shelving units featuring contoured backs that 

fit closely to the side wall of your van freeing up valuable floor space. These 65î high shelving units are 

available in two versions, one for the ProMaster van with a bottom shelf clearance of 18î to allow mounting 

over ProMasterís higher wheel wells and the second version for all other high roof vans with our standard 

13î wheelwell clearance. Units include four 16î and one 13½î deep shelves all with 3î high lips to keep items 

on the shelf. Shelves are also perforated on 2î centers to accept bolt individers. Choose from units with or 

without back or with back and locking drop down doors to secure your most valuable items. Each heavy 

duty shelving unit has a durable powder coat finish and comes completely assembled with all necessary 

hardware and brackets ready to install in your van. Units fit Sprinter, ProMaster and Nissan NV High Roof 

and Ford Transit Medium and High Roof vans. In Nissan NV vans, 39î wide units will not fit over vehicle 

wheelwells. SAVE 10% on Divider Kits which include three dividers per shelf. Shelf Liner, made of polyester 

webbing coated with PCB foam is also available and can be seen on page 28.

CN-3965P With 

Open Back

Model CBN-3965 

With Back

CD1-4865P With 

Closed Back & Door

Model CD2-3965 with 

Back & 2 Door 

CD1-4865P with 

Closed Back & Door

Maximum Capacity 65” High Contour Shelving 

for High Roof Vans

HIGH ROOF VANS 

                                                TRANSIT/ TRANSIT/

 WIDTH WEIGHT SPRINTER PROMASTER PRICE SPRINTER PRICE* PROMASTER PRICE*

 High-Capacity Shelving with Open Backs      Divider Kits

 60îW 123 lbs. CN-6065 CN-6065P $609.70 DB-16 $54.00 DB-16 $54.00

 48îW 104 lbs. CN-4865 CN-4865P $570.40 DB-16 $54.00 DB-16 $54.00

 39îW 94 lbs. CN-3965 CN-3965P $531.70 DB-16 $54.00 DB-16 $54.00

 High-Capacity Shelving with Closed Backs      Divider Kits

 60îW 159 lbs. CBN-6065 CBN-6065P $723.90 DB-16 $54.00 DB-16 $54.00

 48îW 132 lbs. CBN-4865 CBN-4865P $668.40 DB-16 $54.00 DB-16 $54.00

 39îW 118 lbs. CBN-3965 CBN-3965P $613.10 DB-16 $54.00 DB-16 $54.00

 High-Capacity Shelving with Closed Backs and Doors Divider Kits

 60îW 174 lbs. CD1-6065 CD1-6065P $878.70 DB-16 $54.00 DB-16 $54.00

 48îW 144 lbs. CD1-4865 CD1-4865P $810.80 DB-16 $54.00 DB-16 $54.00

 39îW 128 lbs. CD1-3965 CD1-3965P $729.60 DB-16 $54.00 DB-16 $54.00

 High-Capacity Shelving with Closed Backs and Doors Divider Kits   

60îW 189 lbs. CD2-6065 ó $1,033.50 DB-16 $54.00 DB-16 $54.00

48îW 156 lbs. CD2-4865 ó $953.30 DB-16 $54.00 DB-16 $54.00

39îW 138 lbs. CD2-3965 ó $845.70 DB-16 $54.00 DB-16 $54.00

 * Prices listed reflect 10% discount. 

65”

16”

13 1/2”

13”

65”

16”

13 1/2”

18”

For Sprinter, Nissan NV and 
Ford Transit Vans

65” High Shelving

For ProMaster Vans with 
Higher Wheel Wells

65" 
High

https://www.americanvan.com/shelf-and-bin-systems/shelving
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� Heavy-duty All Aluminum construction throughout

� Units shipped fully assembled to save vehicle downtime

� Choose from 39", 48" or 60" Open, Closed Back or Doored Units

Over 25% lighter than steel, these All Aluminum shelving units are constructed with .100 3003 H14 

Aluminum and engineered to support loads comparable to their steel counterparts. Each of these 16" 

deep shelving units fit closely to the side wall of your van freeing up valuable floor space. Available in 

two versions, the ProMaster models have a straight back and bottom shelf clearance of 18" to allow 

mounting over the vehicles higher wheel wells. The second version, for Transit and Sprinter vans, 

comes with offset backs to conform to the vehicles side walls and standard 13" wheel well clearance. 

Units for ProMaster vans include four 16" deep shelves while the Transit and Sprinter units include 

two 13 ½" and two 16" deep shelves. Each shelf has a 3" lip and is slotted on 4" centers to accept op-

tional drop-in dividers. Choose from units with or without backs or with backs and locking drop down 

doors for added security. Each unit comes completely assembled with all necessary hardware and 

mounting brackets, ready to install into your van. Units fit Sprinter and ProMaster Standard Roof and 

Ford Transit Medium Roof vans. SAVE 10% on Divider Kits which include three dividers per 

shelf on the unit. 

ALUMINUM SHELVING
High Capacity 54" High All Aluminum 

Shelving for Standard Higher Roof Vans

CD1-4854A

CN-3954A

54" 
High

Save 10% on 

Divider Kits
Kits include three 

appropriately sized 

Dividers per shelf in 

the shelf unit you are 

purchasing.

Model CN-3954A – 

With Open Back

Model CBN-3954PA – 

With Back

Model CD1-4854A – 

With Back & Door 

                                                TRANSIT/ TRANSIT/

 WIDTH WEIGHT SPRINTER PROMASTER PRICE SPRINTER PRICE* PROMASTER PRICE*

 High-Capacity Shelving with Open Backs      Divider Kits

 60îW 82 lbs. CN-6054A CN-6054PA $663.00 DB-35 $36.70 DB-45 $38.90

 48îW 68 lbs. CN-4854A CN-4854PA $592.10 DB-35 $36.70 DB-45 $38.90

 39îW 62 lbs. CN-3954A CN-3954PA $544.40 DB-35 $36.70 DB-45 $38.90

High-Capacity Shelving with Closed Backs      Divider Kits

 60îW 97 lbs. CBN-6054A CBN-6054PA $751.60 DB-35 $36.70 DB-45 $38.90

 48îW 80 lbs. CBN-4854A CBN-4854PA $662.50 DB-35 $36.70 DB-45 $38.90

 39îW 71 lbs. CBN-3954A CBN-3954PA $597.50 DB-35 $36.70 DB-45 $38.90

 High-Capacity Shelving with Closed Backs and Doors Divider Kits

 60îW 106 lbs. CD1-6054A CD1-6054PA $927.00 DB-35 $36.70 DB-45 $38.90

 48îW 89 lbs. CD1-4854A CD1-4854PA $825.50 DB-35 $36.70 DB-45 $38.90

 39îW 76 lbs. CD1-3954A CD1-3954PA $727.70 DB-35 $36.70 DB-45 $38.90

* Prices listed reflect 10% discount. 

54”

18”

16”

For ProMaster Vans 
with Higher Wheel Wells

For Sprinter and 
Ford Transit Vans

54" High Shelving

https://www.americanvan.com/shelf-and-bin-systems/shelving
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Take advantage of the full interior height in your van with these All Aluminum 65" high by 16" deep shelving 

units. Constructed with .100 3003 H14 Aluminum these units weigh over 25% less than our steel shelving 

yet are engineered to support comparable loads. Each unit features contoured backs that fit closely to 

the side wall of your van freeing up valuable floor space. These 65" high shelving units are available in 

two versions, one for the ProMaster van with a wheel well clearance of 18" and the second for all other 

high roof vans with a standard 13" wheel well clearance. Each shelving unit includes four 16" and one 13 

½" deep shelves. Each shelf has a 3" lip and is slotted on 4" centers to accept optional drop-in aluminum 

dividers. Choose from units with or without backs or with backs and locking drop down doors for added 

security. Each unit comes completely assembled with all necessary hardware and mounting brackets, 

ready to install into your van. Units fit Sprinter, ProMaster and Nissan NV High Roof and Ford Transit 

Medium and High Roof vans. In Nissan NV vans, 39" wide units will not fit over vehicle wheelwells. SAVE 

10% on Divider Kits which include three dividers per shelf on the unit.

Maximum Capacity 65" High Aluminum 

Contour Shelving for High Roof Vans

65" 
High

FOR HIGH ROOF VANS 

�  Available for Ford Transit, Sprinter, ProMaster and Nissan NV vans

�  Units shipped fully assembled to save vehicle downtime

�  Choose from 39," 48" or 60" Open, Closed Back or Doored Units

CBN-4865A

CD1-4865A

Model CN-3965A – With Open Back Model CBN-3965PA – With Back

Model CD1-4865A – With Back & Door

                                                TRANSIT/ TRANSIT/

 WIDTH WEIGHT SPRINTER PROMASTER PRICE SPRINTER PRICE* PROMASTER PRICE*

 High-Capacity Shelving with Open Backs      Divider Kits

 60îW 104 lbs. CN-6065A CN-6065PA $799.30 DB-25 $47.50 DB-25 $47.50

 48îW 84 lbs. CN-4865A CN-4865PA $747.30 DB-25 $47.50 DB-25 $47.50

 39îW 76 lbs. CN-3965A CN-3965PA $697.50 DB-25 $47.50 DB-25 $47.50

 High-Capacity Shelving with Closed Backs      Divider Kits

 60îW 127 lbs. CBN-6065A CBN-6065PA $949.40 DB-25 $47.50 DB-25 $47.50

 48îW 105 lbs. CBN-4865A CBN-4865PA $876.00 DB-25 $47.50 DB-25 $47.50

 39îW 91 lbs. CBN-3965A CBN-3965PA $804.50 DB-25 $47.50 DB-25 $47.50

 High-Capacity Shelving with Closed Backs and Doors Divider Kits

 60îW 136 lbs. CD1-6065A CD1-6065PA $1,148.10 DB-25 $47.50 DB-25 $47.50

 48îW 113 lbs. CD1-4865A CD1-4865PA $1,063.30 DB-25 $47.50 DB-25 $47.50

 39îW 96 lbs. CD1-3965A CD1-3965PA $957.20 DB-25 $47.50 DB-25 $47.50

 * Prices listed reflect 10% discount. 

65”

16”

13 1/2”

13”

65”

16”

13 1/2”

18”

For Sprinter, Nissan NV and 
Ford Transit Vans

65" High Shelving

For ProMaster Vans with 
Higher Wheel Wells

https://www.americanvan.com/shelf-and-bin-systems/shelving
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MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

ST-14HR Shelf Tower 63"H 36 lbs. $276.70

D-8 Optional Divider 3 oz. $3.10

Our heavy-duty steel Shelf Tower 

mounts to the end of any of our 

shelving units or in any other 

unused floor space in your van. 

Units are available with 9 shelves 

and have an exceptionally small 

footprint of 13½"W x 8"D, yet provide 

plenty of easy access storage. Units 

have closed backs and each shelf 

features a reinforced 2" lip to ensure 

that your items will stay secure. 

Shelved are perforated on 3" cen-

ters to accept optional 2"H dividers 

and are welded to side and back 

panels to ensure structural integrity. 

Tower measures 13½"W x 8"D x 

63"H and will fit Sprinter, ProMaster 

and Nissan NV High Roof and Ford 

Transit Medium and High Roof Vans.

Shelf Tower for 

High Roof Vans

Carry Case/Shelf Combo 

for High Roof Vans
This compact steel storage unit is 

perfect for smaller spaces that wonít 

accommodate a full-size shelving unit. 

The bottom of the unit features three 

18"W x 12"D x 2"H shelves for easy 

storage of small parts and tools. The 

top of the unit stores nine CA-12 Carry 

Cases (included). Cases are constructed 

of commercial-grade polypropylene 

and come with 12 removable bin cups 

of various sizes, all 2½" deep. Durable, 

see-through lids give you a clear view 

of contents. Case shelves have a ¾" lip 

to keep cases from sliding out. Cases 

measure 16¼"W x 127/8"D x 31/8"H. See 

full CA-12 case description on page 23 

where you can also purchase additional 

cases. Unit measures 18"W x 12"D x 65"H. 

Unit has a durable gray powder coat finish and 

comes comlete with all mounting hardware.

63" H

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

CAC-SHR High Roof Combo Unit 100 lbs. $654.60

Bulk Bins and Bin Storage Racks for High Roof Vans
�  Racks available in two sizes

High Roof Van Compartment 
Shelving with Removable Bins
�  Completely welded steel units

�  65î High for your High Roof Van

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

SB-18 18 Bin Compartment Shelving 82 lbs. $464.60

DUS-234 Bin Dividers 5 oz. $2.90

QUS-234BL Extra Bins 10 oz. $7.00 Optional Bin Covers Available

Bins and Covers
MODEL L x W x H LBS. PRICE

NDC-2035 16½" x 107/8" x 3½" 1 $8.50

NDC-2060 16½" x 107/8" x 6" 2 $11.20

NDC-2080 16½" x 107/8" x 8" 2 $14.10

NDC-3060 22½" x 17¾" x 6" 3 $16.80

NDC-3080 22½" x 17¾" x 8" 4 $20.50

NDC-3120 22½" x 17¾" x 12" 6 $26.00

NDC-2020N 16½"L x 107/8"W cover 8oz. $5.90

NDC-3020N 22¾"L x 17¾"W cover 12oz. $10.80

Racks
MODEL DESCRIPTION LBS. PRICE

BR-1711HR-G2 Bin Rack only, 14¾"W x 17¼"D x 64"H 57 lbs. $404.50

BR-2318HR-G2  Bin Rack only, 21¼"W x 23½"D x 64"H 62 lbs. $406.60

This welded, heavy-duty steel shelf unit 

has a closed back and features removable 

polypropylene bins and a 2½îD top shelf. 

This versatile unit is perfect 

for organizing those last few 

inches of wall space in your 

high roof van. Each shelf has 

a 1î lip that keeps the bins on 

the shelf even on the bump-

iest roads. Unit measures 

12îW x 15½îD x 65îH and 

has eighteen 6îW x 6¾îH 

compartments with 5½îW x 

14¾îD x 5îH bins. Bins can 

be divided in half by inserting 

dividers in pre-formed slots 

on the front and back bin 

walls (dividers sold separate-

ly). This all steel welded unit 

has a durable gray powder 

coat finish and comes complete with all 

mounting hardware. Unit ships in three 

pieces.

These Bulk Bin Storage Racks conveniently hold your selection of 

our heavy duty Bulk Storage Bins. Racks are constructed of heavy 

duty steel and are available for both our 16½"L x 107/8"W (15½îL x 

97/8"W-ID) and 22¾"L x 17¾"W (21"L x 16"W-ID) sized bins. These 

high-density polyethylene bins also stack and can be divided by 

length or width on 1î centers with dividers sold on page 18. Bins 

are available in three different heights per bin size and come in 

either blue or gray. Racks are 64" high and provide 59" of storage 

space for bins. Bin support rails are adjustable on 1" centers. 

When selecting your bins, add a 1" minimum between bins plus 

the bin heights to fill the 59" capacity of the rack. 

Bins are held securely in place by ½"D remov-

able solid aluminum bars. Bins not included with 

racks and must be selected separately. Unit 

comes complete with all mounting hardware.

�  Up to 12 cu. ft. of storage!

BR-2318HR Rack with Bins

https://www.americanvan.com/shelf-and-bin-systems/high-roof-storage
https://www.americanvan.com/shelf-and-bin-systems/high-roof-storage
https://www.americanvan.com/shelf-and-bin-systems/high-roof-storage
https://www.americanvan.com/shelf-and-bin-systems/high-roof-storage
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Space Saver Contour Shelving, 16” Deep
� Graduated backs fit close to van side wall    

� Available with closed backs and drop-down doors to keep items in place

These 16î deep Space Saver Contour Shelving units free up even more floor space than our 18î and 24î 

deep Contour units. The top shelf is 13½îD, middle and bottom shelves are 16îD. A 3î reinforced lip on each 

shelf prevents items from falling off. 18-gauge shelves are perforated on 2î 

centers to accept dividers. Additional 16îD shelves can be added. These 

44î high units are available with back plates to keep items from falling 

behind unit. Units with drop-down doors with locking, folding T-handles keep 

contents secure. Open bases fit neatly over wheelwells, and base footplate 

gives you additional floor storage. Add a Divider Kit to complete your unit. 

These heavy duty steel units have a durable powder coat finish and come 

completely assembled with all necessary hardware and brackets, ready to 

install into full size low roof vans and the Mercedes Benz Metris.

Now available 
in a heavy duty 

lightweight 
aluminum. 
See website 

for details.

44”

16”

13 1/2”

Space Saver - 16”

CN-3944

16"
Deep

Fits 
MB Metris

BACK NO. OF DIVIDER KITS

MODEL WIDTH PANEL DOORS WEIGHT PRICE MODEL PRICE*

Space Saver Contour Shelving with Open Backs

CN-6044 60îW NO 0 102 lbs. $388.20 DB-10 $32.40

CN-4844 48îW NO 0 85 lbs. $365.70 DB-10 $32.40

CN-3944 39îW NO 0 67 lbs. $341.70 DB-10 $32.40

Space Saver Contour Shelving with Closed Backs

CBN-6044 60îW YES 0 125 lbs. $447.20 DB-10 $32.40

CBN-4844 48îW YES 0 106 lbs. $413.00 DB-10 $32.40

CBN-3944 39îW YES 0 87 lbs. $377.20 DB-10 $32.40

Space Saver Contour Shelving with Closed Backs and Doors

CD1-6044 60îW YES 1 145 lbs. $588.30 DB-10 $32.40

CD1-4844 48îW YES 1 123 lbs. $542.30 DB-10 $32.40

CD1-3944 39îW YES 1 101 lbs. $482.70 DB-10 $32.40

CD2-6044 60îW YES 2 165 lbs. $728.90 DB-10 $32.40

CD2-4844 48îW YES 2 140 lbs. $671.60 DB-10 $32.40

CD2-3944 39îW YES 2 115 lbs. $588.50 DB-10 $32.40

* Prices listed reflect 10% discount. 

Standard Contour Shelving, 18” Deep
�  18î depth to accommodate larger items    � Graduated backs fit close to van side wall     �  Available with closed backs and doors for secure storage

Standard contour shelving units are perfect for storing large items, or a large quantity of smaller items. The top shelf is 16îD, middle and bottom 

shelves are 18îD. Side panels are perforated on 1î centers to allow for middle and lower 18î shelves to be positioned to meet your requirements. 

Additional 18îD shelves can be added to these 44î high units. 18-gauge shelves are perforated on 2î centers to accept dividers and have a 3î 

reinforced lip to prevent items from falling off. Drop-down doors with locking, 

folding T-handles keep contents secure. Open bases fit neatly over wheel-

wells, while contour back allows unit to fit flush to van side. Add a Divider Kit 

to complete your unit. These heavy duty steel units have a durable powder 

coat finish and come completely assembled with all necessary hardware and 

brackets, ready to install into full size vans.

 BACK NO. OF DIVIDER KITS
 MODEL WIDTH PANEL DOORS WEIGHT PRICE MODEL PRICE*

Standard Contour Shelving, with Open Backs

DCN-6018 60îW NO 0 112 lbs. $426.70 DB-90 $35.60

DCN-4818 48îW NO 0 94 lbs. $403.20 DB-90 $35.60

DCN-3918 39îW NO 0 74 lbs. $377.10 DB-90 $35.60

Standard Contour Shelving with Closed Backs

DBN-6018 60îW YES 0 138 lbs. $485.70 DB-90 $35.60

DBN-4818 48îW YES 0 117 lbs. $450.50 DB-90 $35.60

DBN-3918 39îW YES 0 96 lbs. $412.70 DB-90 $35.60

Standard Contour Shelving with Closed Backs and Doors

DD1-6018 60îW YES 1 159 lbs. $626.60 DB-90 $35.60

DD1-4818 48îW YES 1 135 lbs. $580.10 DB-90 $35.60

DD1-3918 39îW YES 1 111 lbs. $518.10 DB-90 $35.60

DD2-6018 60îW YES 2 180 lbs. $767.20 DB-90 $35.60

DD2-4818 48îW YES 2 154 lbs. $709.30 DB-90 $35.60

DD2-3918 39îW YES 2 127 lbs. $623.90 DB-90 $35.60

  * Prices listed reflect 10% discount. 

44”

18”

16”

Standard - 18”

18"
Deep

DCN-6018

https://www.americanvan.com/shelf-and-bin-systems/shelving
https://www.americanvan.com/shelf-and-bin-systems/shelving
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Overhead support bracesFloor Saver Shelving gives you the advantage of shelving without using up the valu-

able floor space between the wheelwells in your van. Weíve developed a unique 

overhead support system for our standard contoured shelving with closed backs 

that open up the space between the wheelwells to fit 4í x 8í sheets of plywood, 

sheetrock, paneling, etc. The height adjustable overhead support braces connect 

the driver and passenger side units for stability. This dependency dictates that Floor 

Saver Shelving only be sold and used in pairs of the same size. Units are available 

in widths of 39î, 48î and 60î, and come with one 13½îD top shelf and two 16îD 

shelves. Units are constructed of heavy-duty 18-gauge steel with a powder coat 

finish. Shelves are perforated on 2î centers to accept dividers sold on page 46.

Floor Saver Shelving Maintains Full Floor Width Between Wheelwells

MODEL DESCRIPTION  WEIGHT PRICE

FSS-3944-2 39îW Floor Saver Shelving, 2 Units 146 lbs. $857.70

FSS-4844-2 48îW Floor Saver Shelving, 2 Units 182 lbs. $895.90

FSS-6044-2 60îW Floor Saver Shelving, 2 Units 193 lbs. $935.80

Contour Backs

18-gauge steel construction

Over 48”W storage clearance

16” Deep Shelves

13½”D Top Shelves

Overhead Supports

These heavy-duty steel shelf units have closed backs and feature a 21/2îD 

top shelf and removable polypropylene bins. These versatile units are perfect 

for organizing those last few inches of wall space in your van. Each welded and divided shelf 

has a 1î lip that keeps the bins on the shelf even on the bumpiest roads. The SB-9 unit measures 

9îW x 151/4îD x 44îH with 83/4îW x 101/4îH compartments and four 8îW x 15îD x 7îH bins that can 

be divided in half (dividers sold separately). The SB-12 unit measures 12îW x 151/2îD x 44îH with 

6îW x 63/4îH compartments and twelve 51/2îW x 14îD x 5îH bins that can be divided in half (divid-

ers sold separately). These all steel welded units ship in two pieces, have a durable gray powder 

coat finish and come complete with all mounting hardware.

ITEM MODEL DESC. WEIGHT PRICE MODEL DESC. WEIGHT PRICE

Bin Shelving SB-12  12 Bin 57 lbs. $307.60 SB-9  4 Bin 35 lbs. $182.30

Extra Bins QUS-234BL For SB-12  10 oz. $7.00 A-240  For SB-9  1 lb. 6 oz. $8.40

Dividers DUS-234  For SB-12  5 oz. $2.90 DA-240  For SB-9  6 oz. $2.90

QUS-234BL  A-240  

SB-12  

Heavy Steel Compartment Shelving 

with Removable Bins
� Choose from 9î or 12î wide units

Available
for High 

Roof Vans. 

See
Page 14.

https://www.americanvan.com/shelf-and-bin-systems/shelving
https://www.americanvan.com/shelf-and-bin-systems/bin-system
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� 18-gauge steel shelves

� Choose open back, closed back or closed back with door

18” Deep Super Shelving

13½” Deep Standard Shelving

BACK NO. OF DIVIDER KITS

MODEL WIDTH PANEL DOORS WEIGHT PRICE MODEL PRICE*

Super Shelving with Open Backs

K-6018 60îW NO 0 109 lbs. $400.80 DB-50 $37.30

K-4818 48îW NO 0 92 lbs. $377.20 DB-50 $37.30

K-3918 39îW NO 0 70 lbs. $354.00 DB-50 $37.30

Super Shelving with Closed Backs

SS-6048 60îW YES 0 131 lbs. $459.50 DB-50 $37.30

SS-4848 48îW YES 0 112 lbs. $424.50 DB-50 $37.30

SS-3948 39îW YES 0 86 lbs. $389.30 DB-50 $37.30

Super Shelving with Closed Backs and Doors

SD-6018 60îW YES 1 151 lbs. $600.30 DB-50 $37.30

SD-4818 48îW YES 1 129 lbs. $553.70 DB-50 $37.30

SD-3918 39îW YES 1 100 lbs. $494.90 DB-50 $37.30

SD2-6018 60îW YES 2 171 lbs. $741.00 DB-50 $37.30

SD2-4818 48îW YES 2 146 lbs. $683.40 DB-50 $37.30

SD2-3918 39îW YES 2 114 lbs. $600.50 DB-50 $37.30
* Prices listed reflect 10% discount.

Our standard shelf units have 18-gauge shelves with 3î reinforced lips to keep your 

parts and tools in place. Side panels are perforated on 1î centers for easy shelf height 

adjustments. These 44î high units are available with back plates to keep items from 

falling behind unit and drop down doors with locking, folding T-handles. Add a Divider 

Kit to complete your unit. Each shelf unit is finished with a durable powder coat finish 

and delivered completely assembled with all necessary hardware and brackets, ready 

for installation.

K-4813

CS-4848 with Back SD-4818 with Back and One Door

BACK NO. OF DIVIDER KITS

MODEL WIDTH PANEL DOORS WEIGHT PRICE MODEL PRICE*

Standard Shelving with Open Backs

K-6013 60îW NO 0 84 lbs. $354.00 DB-40 $32.40

K-4813 48îW NO 0 73 lbs. $330.40 DB-40 $32.40

K-3913 39îW NO 0 63 lbs. $306.60 DB-40 $32.40

Standard Shelving with Closed Backs

CS-6048 60îW YES 0 100 lbs. $412.90 DB-40 $32.40

CS-4848 48îW YES 0 89 lbs. $377.30 DB-40 $32.40

CS-3948 39îW YES 0 79 lbs. $342.10 DB-40 $32.40

Standard Shelving with Closed Backs and Doors

SD-6013 60îW YES 1 120 lbs. $553.50 DB-40 $32.40

SD-4813 48îW YES 1 106 lbs. $506.90 DB-40 $32.40

SD-3913 39îW YES 1 93 lbs. $447.70 DB-40 $32.40

SD2-6013 60îW YES 2 140 lbs. $694.30 DB-40 $32.40

SD2-4813 48îW YES 2 123 lbs. $636.30 DB-40 $32.40

SD2-3913 39îW YES 2 107 lbs. $553.50 DB-40 $32.40

* Prices listed reflect 10% discount. 

Pre-Assembled Heavy-Duty Shelving for Full Size Vans

https://www.americanvan.com/shelf-and-bin-systems/shelving
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Self-Stacking Bulk 

Storage Bins and Racks
Multi-purpose bins store anything from small parts to 

larger tools. Rugged, high-density polyethylene bins stack 

on top of each other and can be divided by length and/or 

width on 1î centers, with optional interlocking polyeth-

ylene dividers. Two standard sizes ñ 16½îL x 107/8îW (15½îL x 97/8îW-ID) 

and 22¾îL x 17¾îW (21îL x 16îW-ID) ñ each available in 3 different heights. 

Available in Blue or Gray. Bins and covers sold separately.  

For convenient access to any one bin without moving several others, try our 

vertical storage racks. Racks are 48î high and provide 42î of vertical storage. 

Support rails can be adjusted on 1î centers, allowing you to select bin height 

(allow 1î minimum between bins). Bins are held securely in place by ½î remov-

able solid aluminum bars. Racks are heavy-duty steel with powder coat finish.

Racks
MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

BR-1711-G2 Bin Rack, 14¾îW x 17¼îD x 48îH 56 lbs. $306.50

BR-2318-G2 Bin Rack, 21¼îW x 23½îD x 48îH 65 lbs. $325.50

Covers
MODEL DIMENSIONS WEIGHT PRICE

NDC-2020N 16½îL x 107/8îW   8 oz.  $5.90

NDC-3020N 22¾îL x 17¾îW 12 oz. $10.80
BR-2318 Rack

Available
for High 

Roof Vans. 

See
Page 14.

Bins
MODEL L W H LBS. PRICE LONG DIVIDER PRICE SHORT DIVIDER PRICE

NDC-2035 161/2î x107/8î x 31/2î 1 $ 8.50 DV-1635N  $1.50 DV-1035N  $1.40

NDC-2060 161/2î x107/8î x 6î 2 $11.20 DV-1660N  $2.30 DV-1060N  $1.80

NDC-2080 161/2î x107/8î x 8î 2 $14.10 DV-1680N  $2.40 DV-1080N  $2.20

NDC-3060 223/4î x173/4î x 6î 3 $16.80 DV-2260N  $2.70 DV-1760N  $2.40

NDC-3080 223/4î x173/4î x 8î 4 $20.50 DV-2280N  $2.90 DV-1780N  $2.70

NDC-3120 223/4î x173/4î x 12î 6 $26.00 DV-2212N  $5.10 DV-1712N  $4.80

Cabinets can be used 

free-standing or stacked 

with our lockable draw-

er units sold on page 62. 

Folding, lockable T-han-

dles provide secure 

storage for valuables. 

Model LUC-12 is 18îW x 

12îD x 22îH and comes 

with 1 removable shelf. 

Model LUC-18 is 18îW x 

18îD x 22îH and comes 

with 1 removable shelf. 

Model LUC-44 is 18îW 

x 12îD x 44îH comes with 2 removable shelves. One additional shelf can be 

added to the LUC-12/LUC-18 and two to the LUC-44. All welded construction 

with durable powder coat finish.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

LUC-12  Lockable Cabinet, 18îW x 12îD x 22îH 38 lbs. $161.20

LUC-18  Lockable Cabinet, 18îW x 18îD  x 22îH 40 lbs. $199.10

LUC-44  Lockable Cabinet, 18îW x 12îD x 44îH 67 lbs. $286.20

LUC-S2  Additional 12î Deep Shelf   3 lbs. $  27.70

LUC-S8  Additional 18î Deep Shelf   5 lbs. $  36.70

LUC-18

LUC-44

Lockable 

Upright 

Cabinets

LUC-12

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

ST-14 Shelf Tower 40îH 24 lbs. $176.10

D-8 Optional Divider 3 oz. $    3.10

Our heavy-duty, Shelf Towers 

mount to the end of any of our 

shelving units or in any other 

unused floor space in your van. 

These units are available with 

6 shelves for standard full sized 

vans. Units have an exception-

ally small footprint of 13½îW 

x 8îD, yet provide plenty of 

easy-access storage. Units have 

closed backs and each shelf 

features a reinforced 2î lip to 

ensure that your items will stay 

secure. Shelves are perforated 

on 3î centers to accept optional 

2îH dividers and are welded to 

side and back panels to ensure 

structural integrity. This 6-Shelf 

Tower measures 13½îW x 8îD x 

40îH. See page 14 for our High 

Roof Van Shelf Tower.

Shelf Tower for 

Standard Roof Vans

https://www.americanvan.com/shelf-and-bin-systems/bin-system
https://www.americanvan.com/lockable-upright-cabinets.html
https://www.americanvan.com/shelf-tower.html
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SB-9 

Bin Storage Cabinets in Three Sizes
� Interlock welded heavy-duty steel

�  1/8î high front shelf lip prevents spills

The CHU-36 and CHU-72 bins 

measure 4îW x 117/8îD x 

4½îH. Each CHU-20 bin mea-

sures 8îW x 117/8îD x 8½îH. 

All lips and dividers are fully 

hemmed. Optional steel doors 

are available for the CHU-20 

and CHU-72 cabinets.

CHU-72  

CHU-20

DRD  

MODEL DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS WEIGHT PRICE

CHU-20 20-Bin 33¾îW x 12îD x 42îH 53 lbs. $320.40

CHU-36 36-Bin 18îW x 12îD x 42îH 50 lbs. $289.70

CHU-72 72-Bin 33¾îW x 12îD x 42îH 76 lbs. $377.90

DRD  Doors for CHU-20 & CHU-72 18 lbs. $113.20

High-Capacity Shelving for Step Vans, High Roof Vans or Even Shop Storage
� 18-gauge steel shelves

� Units are 65î high

These heavy-duty commercial shelving units are available with 13½î, 18î, or new 24î deep shelving. 

Select the size you need to carry boxed parts, power tools, cases, extension cords, etc. Units are 65îH 

and available in shelf widths of 39î, 48î, or 60î. All shelves feature a 3î lip to keep items in place. Shelves 

adjust up or down on 1î centers and can be divided on 2î centers. Shelving units are designed to be used 

in cube or step vans, the new Nissan NV high roof vans and are also perfect for use in the shop, garage, or 

basement. All units have a durable gray powder coat finish and are shipped with necessary hardware for 

installation. See page 28 for extra shelves, non-slip shelf liners, and dividers.

24î

65î

131/2î

65î

18î

65î65î

DIVIDER KITS

MODEL DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS WEIGHT PRICE MODEL PRICE*

24î Deep High Capacity Shelving Units

SV-6024  Step Van Shelving 60îW x 24îD x 65îH 179 lbs. $719.80 DB-80 $71.60

SV-4824  Step Van Shelving 48îW x 24îD x 65îH 149 lbs. $668.70 DB-80 $71.60

SV-3924  Step Van Shelving 39îW x 24îD x 65îH 130 lbs. $629.50 DB-80 $71.60

DIVIDER KITS

MODEL DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS WEIGHT PRICE MODEL PRICE*

18î Deep High Capacity Shelving Units

SV-6018  Step Van Shelving 60îW x 18îD x 65îH 149 lbs. $648.20 DB-70 $62.10

SV-4818  Step Van Shelving 48îW x 18îD x 65îH 124 lbs. $609.40 DB-70 $62.10

SV-3918  Step Van Shelving 39îW x 18îD x 65îH 105 lbs. $570.80 DB-70 $62.10

DIVIDER KITS

MODEL DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS WEIGHT PRICE MODEL PRICE*

13½î Deep High Capacity Shelving Units

SV-6013  Step Van Shelving 60îW x 13½îD x 65îH 127 lbs. $570.80 DB-60 $54.00

SV-4813  Step Van Shelving 48îW x 13½îD x 65îH 106 lbs. $531.50 DB-60 $54.00

SV-3913  Step Van Shelving 39îW x 13½îD x 65îH  90 lbs. $492.80 DB-60 $54.00

* Prices listed reflect 10% discount.

CHU-36

https://www.americanvan.com/shelf-and-bin-systems/shelving
https://www.americanvan.com/bin-storage-cabinet-20-bins.html
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2014 and Newer Transit Connect 

Steel Contour Shelving

�  Graduated backs contour to the 

side wall of the van 

�  Available with open backs, closed backs or closed backs w/door

Developed especially for the 2014 and Newer Transit Connect, these 28î 

and 32î wide shelving units have two 12î deep shelves and a 9î deep top 

shelf to accommodate the contour back of the unit. 32î units mount over 

the wheel wells while the 28î units are used in front of either the driver 

or passenger sliding side doors to maximize your storage. Each 18 gauge 

steel shelf has a 3î lip to prevent items from falling off and are perforat-

ed on 2î centers to accept dividers. These 42î high units are available 

with open backs, with backs to keep items from falling behind unit and 

with backs and drop-down doors with locking, folding T-handles to keep 

contents secure. Open bases on 32î wide units fit neatly over the wheel 

wells and the base footplate gives you additional contained floor storage. 

These heavy duty steel units have a durable powder coat finish and come 

completely assembled with all necessary hardware and brackets, ready 

to install in your van.

CD1-3242 with 
Closed Back & Door

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

CN-2842 Steel Contour Shelving w/Open Back, 28îW  52 lbs. $325.80

CN-3242 Steel Contour Shelving w/Open Back, 32îW 56 lbs. $338.10

CBN-2842 Steel Contour Shelving w/Closed Back, 28îW 62 lbs. $359.80

CBN-3242 Steel Contour Shelving w/Closed Back, 32îW 66 lbs. $373.70

CD1-2842 Steel Contour Shelving w/Back and Door, 28îW 69 lbs. $460.10

CD1-3242 Steel Contour Shelving w/Back and Door, 32îW 74 lbs. $477.60

D-12 Steel Shelf Dividerófor 12î D Shelf 8 oz. $    4.00

D-9 Steel Shelf Dividerófor 9î D Shelf 8 oz. $    3.80

� All Aluminum construction in 28î and 32î widths 

� Engineered for strength and durability 

� Graduated backs contour to the side wall of the van 

� 30% lighter than steel

Developed especially for the 2014 and Newer Transit Connect, these all 

aluminum 28î and 32î wide shelving units have two 12î deep shelves and one 9î 

deep top shelf to accommodate the contour back of the unit. 32î units mount over 

the wheel wells while the 28î wide units are used in front of either the driver or pas-

senger side sliding side doors to maximize your storage. Each .100 aluminum shelf 

has a 3î lip to prevent items from falling off and are slotted on 4î centers to accept 

drop-in dividers. These 42î high units are available with open backs, with closed 

backs to keep items from falling behind unit and with closed backs and drop-down 

doors with locking, folding T-handles to keep contents secure. Open bases on 32î 

wide units fit neatly over the wheel wells and the base footplate gives you additional 

contained floor storage. These all aluminum units come completely assembled with 

all necessary hardware and brackets, ready to install in your van. Units measure 

either 28î or 32î wide by 12î deep by 42î high.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

CN-2842A Aluminum Contour Shelving w/Open Back, 28îW 34 lbs. $433.10

CN-3242A Aluminum Contour Shelving w/Open Back, 32îW 37 lbs. $450.50

CBN-2842A Aluminum Contour Shelving w/Closed Back, 28îW 39 lbs. $481.20

CBN-3242A Aluminum Contour Shelving w/Closed Back, 32îW 44 lbs. $500.40

CD1-2842A Aluminum Contour Shelving w/Back & Door, 28îW 44 lbs. $609.40

CD1-3242A Aluminum Contour Shelving w/Back & Door, 32îW 44 lbs. $643.20

D-9A Aluminum Shelf Divider ó for 9îD Top Shelf 3 oz. $    2.80

D-12A Aluminum Shelf Divider ó for 12îD Shelf 4 oz. $    3.10

2014 and Newer Transit Connect Aluminum Contour Shelving

CN-3242 with Open Back

CBN-3242 with Closed Back

CN-3242A with Open Back

CBN-3242A with Closed Back

https://www.americanvan.com/shelf-and-bin-systems/shelving
https://www.americanvan.com/shelf-and-bin-systems/shelving
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Maintain the maximum storage space in your vehicle with these Heavy Duty 

Contour Shelving units that closely hug the side wall of your van. You can maintain 

access through both sliding side cargo doors by installing 38î wide units over the 

passenger and driverís side wheel wells or you can completely shelf either side of 

the vehicle with our 60î wide units. Heavyñduty 18-gauge steel and .100 aluminum 

top and middle shelves are 12î deep with a 7î deep bottom shelf that allows you 

to position these units over the wheel wells. All shelves have a 3î reinforced lip 

to keep items on the shelf. Steel shelves are perforated on 2î centers to accept 

dividers while aluminum shelves can be divided on 4î centers with optional drop-in 

dividers. All units are 45î high and are available with a door in the middle section 

of the unit, complete with a back panel. Doors have lockable heavy duty folding 

T-handles to keep contents secure. Units have open bases with a 3î high foot plate 

to create additional contained floor storage space beneath the unit. Heavy-duty 

steel units have a durable powder coat finish and all units come completely assem-

bled with all necessary hardware and brackets, ready to install into your vehicle.

CD1-3845

Steel or Aluminum Contour Shelving 

for the Nissan NV200 and Chevy 

City Express Vans

� Graduated backs fit closer to van side

�  Available with closed backs and locking doors to keep 

items in place

These 12î Deep Heavy Duty Steel and Aluminum Contour Shelving 

Units for the Nissan NV200 and Chevy City Express are available 32î 

or 28î wide and help to maximize your vehicleís storage capacity. All 

shelves are 12îD, while a 3î reinforced lip on each shelf keeps items 

on the shelf. Heavy-duty 18-gauge steel shelves are perforated on 2î 

centers to accept dividers while .100 aluminum shelves are divided on 

4î centers with optional drop-in dividers. These units are 46î high and 

are available with back panels and doors complete with locking, folding 

T-handles to keep contents secure. The open base of the 32îW unit 

fits neatly over wheel wells and the base footplate gives you additional 

floor storage. Steel units are finished with a durable gray powder coat 

finish and all shelving units come completely assembled with all neces-

sary hardware and brackets, ready to install into your van.

  STEEL SHELVING ALUMINUM SHELVING

 DESCRIPTION MODEL WEIGHT PRICE MODEL WEIGHT PRICE

 28îW Shelving w/Open Back  CN-2846 42 lbs. $321.80 CN-2846A 30 lbs. $436.30

 28îW Shelving w/Closed Back CBN-2846 48 lbs. $355.90 CBN-2846A 36 lbs. $482.10

 28îW Shelving w/Back and Door CD1-2846 57 lbs. $456.20 CD1-2846A 41 lbs. $610.50

 32îW Shelving w/Open Back CN-3246 45 lbs. $339.40 CN-3246A 32 lbs. $456.50

 32îW Shelving w/Closed Back CBN-3246 53 lbs. $375.30 CBN-3246A 38 lbs. $505.90

 32îW Shelving w/Back and Door  CD1-3246 62 lbs. $479.00 CD1-3246A 43 lbs. $642.30

 Shelf Dividerófor 12îD Shelf D-12 9 oz. $    4.00 D-12A 4 oz. $    3.10

CBN-3246

CN-3246A

CD1-3246A & CN-2846A

CD1-2846

Aluminum

Steel

Steel

STEEL SHELVING ALUMINUM SHELVING

 DESCRIPTION MODEL WEIGHT PRICE MODEL WEIGHT PRICE

 38îW Shelving w/Open Back  CN-3845 49 lbs. $352.10 CN-3845A 35 lbs. $473.00

 38îW Shelving w/Door and Back CD1-3845 65 lbs. $475.40 CD1-3845A 44 lbs. $635.80

 60îW Shelving w/Open Back CN-6045 74 lbs. $404.90 CN-6045A 49 lbs. $544.40

 60îW Shelving w/Door and Back CD1-6045 96 lbs. $572.20 CD1-6045A 64 lbs. $720.20

 Shelf divider - for 7îD Shelf D-7 7 lbs. $    3.50 D-7A 3 oz. $    2.90

 Shelf divider - for 12îD Shelf  D-12 7 lbs. $    4.00 D-12A 4 oz. $    3.10

CN-3845A

CD1-6045

Aluminum

Steel

Steel or Aluminum Contour Shelving for 

the RAM ProMaster City
� Available with open backs or with locking door and back panel 

� Contoured backs for a close fit to vehicle side wall

https://www.americanvan.com/shelf-and-bin-systems/shelving
https://www.americanvan.com/shelf-and-bin-systems/shelving
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� Select components to build your ideal system

� Choose from Drawers, Cabinets, Bins and Racks

� Designed to fit together or stand alone

We know itís difficult to find exactly what you need in a storage unit. If youíve looked on the previous two 

pages and donít see a system there that meets your needs, you can select the components here to build 

your ideal system. Start from scratch or use one of our designs as a base and add or subtract components 

as needed. If you need help with the process please call one of our experts and they will be glad to help.

Drawers, Cabinets, Bins and Racks
Our drawer units and cabinets are perfect for storing small parts, power tools and everything in between. All 

cabinets are 18î wide and either 12î or 18î deep for uniform stacking, as well as floor or shelf unit mounting. 

Units are available with your choice of two drawer sizes to accommodate small parts, large parts and tools 

or a combination of both. All drawers are supported by compound action drawer slides for easy opening and 

closing even when loaded. A internal stop mechanism keeps drawers closed even on the bumpiest roads yet 

provides easy access with a ìone fingerî release. Padlock (not 

included) can easily be added for security.

Small Parts Drawer Units with 21/8îH drawers are available 

with 4 or 8 drawers and with front-to-rear drawer depths of 

11½î or 17½î. All drawers are 153/8îW x 21/8îH and come with 

tough ABS divided and removable trays. 

Large Parts and Tools Drawer Units with 4¾îH drawers, are 

available with 2 or 4 drawers and have front-to-rear drawer 

depths of 11½î and 17½î. Optional ìegg crateî styled drawer 

dividers can be added for organization of smaller parts and 

hardware. 

Combo Drawer Units have both 21/8î and 4¾îH drawers and 

are available in two sizes: 12î high cabinets with two 21/8îH drawers and one 4¾îH drawer or 24î high cabinets with four 21/8îH 

drawers and two 4¾îH drawers. Both sized drawers can be divided as described above.

Bases, Shelf Modules and Racks are just some of the other components available to help you create your storage system. For 

units being installed over a wheel well youíll want to start with a Wheelwell Base Cabinet. To add drawer units to a shelving 

unit youíll need a Riser Bracket to lift your drawer unit above the shelf lip. If you have catalogs or manuals to store youíll want 

a Thinline Catalog Rack. We have all the components you need to build your ideal storage system.

Slide-arm supported drawers

EC-10 & ECX-20 Dividers

Drawer 
stop with a 

“one finger” 
release

Modular Storage System Components

Modular Storage Units for High Roof Vans
These Modular Storage units incorporate our 

High-Capacity Shelving with backs and several 

of our most popular modular storage units. These 

units include Carry Cases and Small Parts Drawer 

Units to accommodate small parts. Larger parts, 

hand and power tools are stored using shelves, 

large part drawer units and locking doors. A 

full description of these modular components 

can be found on pages 23 & 62. Durable grey 

powder coat finish. Units measure 39"W x 16"D 

and are available in either 54"H for Sprinter and 

ProMaster Standard and High Roof and Ford 

Transit Medium and High Roof vans or 65"H for 

Sprinter, ProMaster and Nissan NV High Roof 

and Ford Transit Medium and High Roof Vans. To 

accommodate both the door and small parts cab-

inets on these units, the bottom shelf (12" clear) 

prohibits installation over the 18" high wheel wells 

in these ProMaster vans. Units 

can be mounted at the sidewall 

directly behind the driverís seat 

or against the partition.

MSPU-39 & MSHR-30MSPU-39 in a RAM ProMaster 

  54"H FOR MED. & HIGH ROOFS  65"H FOR HIGH ROOF VANS

DESCRIPTION INCLUDES MODEL  WEIGHT PRICE MODEL  WEIGHT PRICE

Shelving/Storage Base Shelving, 1MDU-30, 1 CAM-3, DP-260 MSPU-39 155 lbs. $923.10 MSHR-30 186 lbs. $1,071.50

Shelving/Storage Base Shelving, 2 SDU-20, 1 DP-260 MSPU-44 178 lbs. $1,199.70 MSHR-40 209 lbs. $1,234.40

MSPU-44 & MSHR-40

https://www.americanvan.com/shelf-and-bin-systems/shelving
https://www.americanvan.com/shelf-and-bin-systems/shelving
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Each commercial-grade polypropylene case comes with 12 removable bins 

of different sizes, all 2½î deep. Durable, see-through lids give you a 

clear view of contents. Grid molded design in lid locks bin contents 

in place when closed. Sliding latches keep lid closed and prevent 

accidental spills. Our modular storage units have a ¾î lip on each 

shelf to keep cases from sliding out. Cases measure 16¼îW x 

127/8îD x 31/8îH. Our case cabinets and modular insert units are 

heavy-duty steel with a powder coat finish. 

Case cabinets can be floor or shelf-mounted and measure 18îW x 

12îD x 12îH (3 cases), and 18îW x 12îD x 24îH (6 cases). 

Modular insert units mount 

directly to our modular shelving 

units and measure 17¾îW x 

133/8îD x 12îH (3 cases) and 

17¾îW x 13îD x 24îH (6 cases). 

Carry cases are included with 

Inserts and Cabinets. 

CAC-6 STACKABLE CABINET

 

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

CA-12 Small Part Carry Case 3 lbs. 3 oz. $  38.30

CAC-3 3-Case Cabinet 29 lbs. $214.20

CAC-6 6-Case Cabinet  59 lbs. $368.50

CAM-3 3-Case Modular Insert 22 lbs. $187.80

CAM-6 6-Case Modular Insert 43 lbs. $345.70

CA-12 

CAM-3 INSERT ON SHELF

CAM-3 MODULAR INSERT

Small Part Carry Cases and Modular Components
� Cases are easily carried to jobsite      

� Can also be used in Modular Storage Units

CAC-3 STACKED ON BASE

Carry Case Bins 

Turn Wasted Space Into Valuable Storage
Hanging bin compartments easily attach to existing holes on the underside of any 

13½îD, 16îD, or 18îD shelf to conveniently hold our small parts carry cases. Made 

of heavy-duty steel, each bin has a 9/16î lip to hold cases in place. You can fit 2 carry 

case bins on our 39îW and 48îW shelves, while the 60îW shelf holds 3*. Bins measure 

16½îW x 13îD x 4îH. Carry Cases sold separately above.

Steel bins make use of wasted storage
space usually found directly below shelves

MODEL    DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

CAB-14 Carry Case Bin for 13 ½îD Shelf 5 lbs. $29.30

CAB-16 Carry Case Bin for 16îD Shelf 6 lbs. $34.60

CAB-18 Carry Case Bin for 18îD Shelf 6 lbs. $39.40

* Installing 2 bins on a 39î shelf or 3 on a 60î shelf will require some drilling.

Carry Case/

Shelf Combo
This compact steel storage unit is 

perfect for smaller spaces that 

wonít accommodate a full-size 

shelving unit. The top of the unit 

features three 18îW x 12îD x 2îH 

shelves for easy storage of small 

parts and tools. The bottom of the 

unit stores six CA-12 Carry Cases 

(included). Cases are constructed 

of commercial-grade polypropylene 

and come with 12 removable bins 

of different sizes, all 2½îD. Durable, 

see-through lids give you a clear 

view of contents. These storage 

units have a ¾î lip on each shelf to 

keep cases from sliding out. Cases 

measure 16¼îW x 127/8îD x 31/8îH. 

Additional cases can be purchased 

separately. See full description 

above. Unit measures 18îW x 12îD x 

44îH. Gray powder coat finish.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

CAC-S Combo Unit 79 lbs. $459.10

CAC-S

https://www.americanvan.com/carry-case-with-12-removable-bins.html
https://www.americanvan.com/six-case-carry-case-shelf-combo.html
https://www.americanvan.com/carry-case-bins-av-cab-1550.html
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Model: MSU-92  
Shelving/Storage Unit includes: 1 WBC-42, 1 
CAC-3, 1 MDU-30, 1 TCR-6, and 1 SSM-36.
Dimensions: 42îW x 14îD x 461/2îH 
Weight: 175 lbs.
Price: $948.50

Model: MSU-25  
Shelving/Storage Unit includes: 
1 WBC-42, 1 CDU-30, 1 SDU-20, and 
1 DT-42.
Dimensions: 42îW x 14îD x 247/8îH 
Weight: 128 lbs.
Price: $805.60

Model: MSU-65  
Shelving/Storage Unit includes: 1 K-3913 
(less 1 shelf), 1 CAM-6, 1 MDU-10, 5 D-13.
Dimensions: 39îW x 131/2îD x 44îH 
Weight: 162 lbs.
Price: $967.10

Modular Storage Systems
� Heavy-duty steel construction 

� Interchangeable components

Weíve put together 16 storage systems in a variety of styles to 

suit your needs. Systems include Large Drawer units for tools and 

gauges as well as Small Drawer units for small parts and hardware units. Also available with 12îD or 18îD upright 

cabinets for power tools and 39îW shelf units with doors for longer items. All drawer units, cabinets, and units 

with doors have locking capabilities. If you need assistance, call one of our experts and we will be happy to help. 

Most units are shipped completely assembled and all include necessary hardware and brackets for installation. 

All components have a durable powder coat finish.

Model: MSU-70  
Shelving/Storage Unit includes:
1 WBC-42, 1 SDU-20, 
1 MDU-30, 1 TCR-6, 
and 1 SSM-36.
Dimensions: 
42îW x 14îD x 461/2îH 
Weight: 178 lbs.
Price: $890.10

Our Most Popular 
Components 
Combined To Create 
Storage Systems To 
Fit All Your Needs!

Model: MSU-46  
Shelving/Storage Unit includes: 
1 WBC-42, 1 SDU-20, 1 MDU-30, 1 TCR-6, 1 
LUC-12, 1 CAC-20.
Dimensions: 42îW x 14îD x 461/2îH 
Weight: 174 lbs.
Price: $1,027.40

Model: MSU-49  
Shelving/Storage Unit includes: 
1 WBC-42, 1 SDU-20, 1 MDU-30, 
1 TCR-6, 1 SSM-36, 1 SB-9.
Dimensions: 51îW x 14îD x 461/2îH 
Weight: 213 lbs.
Price: $1,187.80

Slide-arm supported drawers

https://www.americanvan.com/shelf-and-bin-systems/modular-storage/full-size-van
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Model: MSU-10  
Shelving/Storage Unit includes: 
1 CS-3948, 1 SDU-20, 1 MDU-30, and 5 D-13.
Dimensions: 39îW x 131/2îD x 44îH 
Weight: 148 lbs.
Price: $797.00

Model: 
MSU-85  
Shelving/Storage 
Unit includes: 
2 MDU-10 and 1 SSM-36. 
Dimensions: 36îW x 12îD x 46îH 
Weight: 168 lbs.
Price: $906.40

Model: MSU-30  
Shelving/Storage Unit includes: 1 K-3913
(less 1 shelf), 1 SDU-40, 1 MDU-10, and 5 D-13. 
Dimensions: 39îW x 131/2îD x 44îH 
Weight: 178 lbs.
Price: $1,122.80

Model: MSU-60     
Shelving/Storage Unit includes: 1 KM-3936, 
1 SDU-20, 1 MDU-30, and 5 D-13. 
Dimensions: 39îW x 131/2îD x 36îH 
Weight: 128 lbs.
Price: $793.70

Model: MSU-42  
Shelving/Storage Unit includes: 1 WBC-42, 
1 MDU-30, 1 SDU-20, 2 CAC-20 and 1 TCR-6. 
Dimensions: 42îW x 14îD x 461/2îH 
Weight: 156 lbs. 
Price: $956.40

Model: MSU-73  
Shelving/Storage Unit includes: 1 WBC-48, 
1 MED-30, 1 SED-20, 2 LUC-18, and 1 TCR-6. 
Dimensions: 42îW x 18îD x 461/2îH 
Weight: 232 lbs. 
Price: $1,287.90

Model: MSU-40   131∕2”D
Shelving/Storage Unit includes: 
1 SD-3913, 1 SDU-20, 1 MDU-30, and 5 D-13. 
Dimensions: 39îW x 131/2îD x 44îH 
Weight: 162 lbs.
Price: $902.70

Model: MSU-78   18”D
Shelving/Storage Unit includes: 1 SD 3918, 
1 MED-30, 1 SED-20, and 5 D-18. 
Dimensions: 39îW x 18îD x 44îH 
Weight: 202 lbs. 
Price: $1,051.00

Model: MSU-68  
Shelving/Storage Unit includes: 1 WBC-42, 
1 MDU-30, 1 CAC-3, 1 TCR-6, 2 LUC-12. 
Dimensions: 42îW x 14îD x 461/2îH 
Weight: 189 lbs.
Price: $1,045.60

Model: MSU-96  
Shelving/Storage Unit includes: 
1 CS-3948, 1 CAM-3, 1 MDU-30, and 5-D-13. 
Dimensions: 39îW x 131/2îD x 44îH 
Weight: 137 lbs.
Price: $729.70
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6” Wide Thinline 

Catalog Rack
Fits almost anywhere in your van ó or can be 

stacked on wheelwell base cabinets or mounts 

neatly next to any of our shelving units. Three in-

clined shelves hold manuals, parts, books, and cat-

alogs. Completely welded construction with powder 

coat finish. Unit measures 6îW x 12îD x 34îH.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

TCR-6  Thinline Catalog Rack 16 lbs. $109.60

Wheelwell Base Cabinet with Lock
Cabinet with open bottom and back fits snugly over rear wheelwell and provides a 

solid base for drawer units, cabinets, and other storage modules. Available in depths 

of 14î and 18î to accommodate both 12î and 18î cabinets. Door has locking, folding 

T-handle. Powder coat finish. Dimensions: 42îW x 14î or 18îD x 12½îH.

 MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

 WBC-48  Wheelwell Cabinetó18î Deep 39 lbs. $196.10

 WBC-42  Wheelwell Cabinetó14î Deep 34 lbs. $168.20

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

 SSM-36  Stackable Shelf Module 62 lbs. $233.10

Lyon Welded Work 

Stool with Back
This work stool is perfect if you need 

to spend time in your van and would rather 

sit than kneel. Our Lyon fixed height industrial 

work stool features a formed angle leg and 

spot welded formed channel foot rest for 

strength and stability.  This durable steel work 

stool has a 13½î square wood covered steel 

seat with rounded corners that is perforated 

to provide ventilation. The seat is 18î high and 

has a height adjustable seat back for support. 

Meets or exceeds ANSI/BIFMA standards. 

Closed Back 

Shelf Module
This compact steel storage unit 

adds just the right amount of open, 

easy access storage space to 

your modular storage system. Unit 

measures 18îW x 12îD x 20îH with 

three 2î high shelves and closed 

back to keep parts and tools in place. 

Powder coat finish.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

CAC-20 Closed Back Shelf Module 20 lbs. $101.10

Stackable Shelf Module with Dividers
Stack these modules or combine them with drawer units, upright cabinets, or wheel-

well bases. Completely welded unit features shelves with 2î lips spaced 6î and 8î 

apart. Stationary dividers. Powder coat finish. Dimensions: 36îW x 12îD x 22îH. 

DT-50 

with Leg

CDU-60 Base 

See pg. 23

Desktop Makes Your Van an Offi  ce
These desktops utilize a steel pan inlaid with a high-strength fiber board to create a conve-

nient work surface in your van. They can be supported by mounting ledges (one supplied) 

when bolted onto surrounding cabinets or shelving units or, as seen above, with any com-

bination of Desk Legs and or Drawer Cabinets available on page 62. Available in two sizes, 

42îW x 14îD and 50îW x 18îD, both with a 3î rear lip. Durable powder coat finish. 

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

WS-8  Lyon Work Stool with Back 12 lbs. $140.90

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

DT-42  Desktop 42îW x 14îD 25 lbs. $144.40

DT-50  Desktop 50îW x 18îD 38 lbs. $177.30

P-282  Desktop Leg 8 lbs. $  34.60

P-DT-50-2  Desktop Ledge 3 lbs. $  18.10
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Box or Step Van Modular Storage Units
Heavy-duty modular storage units are ideal for storing all your parts and tools. All drawers are supported with heavy-duty 

slide-arm supports.  Some units feature open shelves for storing bulky items, while others offer locking doors for securing 

valuable items.  All doors feature continuous hinges and locking T-handles. Available in depths of 13½î or 18î. Add the 

work bench with lockable drawer unit and stool to any of the 18îD systems for maximum work space.  All components have 

a durable gray powder coat finish and are shipped with necessary hardware for installation.

Model: MSVU-10  

Shelving Storage Unit includes: 

2 LUC-12, 2 LUC-18, 1 SDU-20, and 1 

MDU-30  

Dimensions: 36îW x 18îD x 56îH 

Weight: 222 lbs.

Price: $1,249.90

Model: MSVU-20  

Shelving Storage Unit includes: 

2 LUC-12, 2 SDU-20, and 2 MED-10.

Dimensions: 36îW x 18îD x 58îH 

Weight: 256 lbs.

Price: $1,722.20

Model: MSVU-45  

Shelving Storage Unit includes: 

2 LUC-18, 1 SDU-20, 1 MDU-30 and 1 

SSM-36.

Dimensions: 36îW x 18îD x 56îH  

Weight: 208 lbs.

Price: $1,114.30 

Model: MSVU-55  

Shelving Storage Unit includes: 

1 SV-3913, 1 SDU-40, 1 MDU-10, 

less 1 ES-3914.

Dimensions: 39îW x 131/2îD x 65îH  

Weight: 202 lbs.

Price: $1,188.30

Model: MSVU-60  

Shelving Storage Unit includes: 1 SV-4818, 

1 SED-20, 1 MED-30, and 1 DP-270. 

Dimensions: 48îW x 18îD x 65îH 

Weight: 238 lbs. 

Price: $1,273.10

Model: MSVU-30   (Pictured)

Modular Work Bench ñ No Leg includes: 1 

DT-50, 1 WS-8,  and 1 MED-10.

Dimensions: 50îW x 18îD x 25îH 

Weight: 116 lbs.

Price: $647.30

Model: WB-1010  

Free-Standing Work Bench With Leg 

includes: 1 DT-50, 1 WS-8, and 1 MED-10.

Dimensions: 50îW x 18îD x 25îH

Weight: 124 lbs.

Price: $617.60

https://www.americanvan.com/shelf-and-bin-systems/modular-storage/step-or-cube-van
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Extra Shelves and Dividers
Customize your storage system by adding extra 

shelves and dividers. Order the shelf that match-

es the dimensions of your basic unit. All Ameri-

can Van shelving is perforated on 2îcenters to 

allow for the insertion of shelf dividers. Dividers 

are made of steel and have reinforced top edges 

for rigidity and come with necessary hardware 

for easy installation.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE  

DP-260  39îW Steel Door 14 lbs. $100.80

DP-270  48îW Steel Door 16 lbs. $123.80

DP-271  60îW Steel Door 20 lbs. $134.60

DP-260A  39îW Aluminum Door 10 lbs. $126.40

DP-270A  48îW Aluminum Door 12 lbs. $154.40

DP-271A  60îW Aluminum Door 14 lbs. $167.80

Extra ShelvesDividers
MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

D-7 For 7îD Shelving 7 oz. $3.50

D-9  For 9îD Shelving 8 oz. $3.80

D-13  For 13½îD Shelving 11 oz. $4.00

D-16  For 16îD Shelving 13 oz. $4.00

D-18  For 18îD Shelving 15 oz. $4.60

D-22  For 22îD Shelving 1 lb. $5.30

D-24  For 24îD Shelving 1 lb. $5.30

Doors for Steel and Aluminum Shelving Units
Doors feature folding, locking T-handles and continuous hinges. Available in 

16-gauge steel with durable powder coat finish or .100 3003-H14 aluminum for 

all 39î, 48î and 60î wide shelving units. Installing a door requires 11î of space 

between two shelves.

ToolMate Non-Slip 

Shelf Liner
� Prevents shifting, slipping, or sliding

ToolMate Non-Slip Shelf Liner reduces damage 

and noise caused by 

tools and parts shifting 

when in motion. Shelf 

liner is available in 13 

¼î, 15 ¾î and 17 ¾î 

widths that fit our 13 

½îD, 16îD and 18îD 

shelving. Shelf Liner is 

sold in 5 foot lengths 

only. Liner is made of 

polyester webbing and 

coated with PCB foam. Fire-retardant, mold and 

mildew resistant and fully washable. Made in USA, 

liner carries a 10-year limited warranty against 

manufacturing defects.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

TMSL-13x5 ToolMate Shelf Linerñ13¼î Wide x 60 Long 15 oz. $4.25

TMSL-16x5 ToolMate Shelf Linerñ15¾î Wide x 60 Long 1 lb. 4 oz. $5.25

TMSL-18x5 ToolMate Shelf Linerñ17¾î Wide x 60 Long 2 lbs. $6.25

 MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT  PRICE

Extra Shelves for 24” Deep Units

ES-6024  60îW x 24îD x 3îH 29 lbs. $104.00

ES-4824  48îW x 24îD x 3îH 24 lbs. $95.40

ES-3924  39îW x 24îD x 3îH 20 lbs. $89.00

Extra Shelves for 18” Deep Units

ES-6018  60îW x 18îD x 3îH 23 lbs. $97.20

ES-4818  48îW x 18îD x 3îH 19 lbs. $90.10

ES-3918  39îW x 18îD x 3îH 15 lbs. $83.90

Extra Shelves for 16” Deep Units

ES-6016  60îW x 16îD x 3îH 20 lbs. $92.70

ES-4816  48îW x 16îD x 3îH 17 lbs. $85.80

ES-3916  39îW x 16îD x 3îH 13 lbs. $79.20

Extra Shelves for 13½” Deep Units

ES-6014  60îW x 13½îD x 3îH 17 lbs. $85.80

ES-4814  48îW x 13½îD x 3îH 14 lbs. $79.20

ES-3914  39îW x 13½îD x 3îH 11 lbs. $72.40

ES-1814  18îW x 13½îD x 3îH  6 lbs. $38.90

Extra Shelves for 9” Deep Units

EST-609  60îW x 9îD x 3îH 11 lbs. $75.20

EST-489  48îW x 9îD x 3îH 9 lbs. $68.20

EST-399  39îW x 9îD x 3îH 7 lbs. $61.50

https://www.americanvan.com/shelf-and-bin-systems/shelving/shelving-accessories
https://www.americanvan.com/shelf-and-bin-systems/shelving/shelving-accessories
https://www.americanvan.com/shelf-and-bin-systems/shelving/shelving-accessories
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Quickly locate parts and supplies with this instant visual inventory storage system. 

Bins tilt out to a 45-degree angle for easy filling or removing of parts. When closed, 

each bin is secured with individual retaining bars. Maxi-Stor clear bins are made 

with a custom blend of K Resin and Crystal Styrene for clarity and durability. Tilt 

bins are mounted on 65"H frames constructed of 14-gauge structural steel tubing 

with a durable powder coat finish. High-density polypropylene bin cabinets house 

3 to 9 clear bins that easily slide on and off the back panels. Convenient card slot 

for identification. Unit comes complete with all mounting hardware.

MODEL DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS WEIGHT PRICE

BR-2565 Maxi-Stor Bin System 25"W x 9½"D x 65"H 65 lbs. $344.00

Maxi-Stor Bin System for High Roof Vans
� Structural Steel constructed frame

� Spill-Proof Maxi-Stor Bins

blue when ordering. Dividers (black) are available for each width bin and available on each 

bin line below. Bin Cups (yellow and blue only) provide removable storage for smaller items 

and are sold in packs of 24. Clear label holders with laser and inkjet compatible label inserts 

are available in packs of 25.

BINS DIVIDER

MODEL DIMENSIONS WEIGHT PRICE MODEL WEIGHT PRICE

115ˇ8î Deep Bins

SB-114 41/8îW x 4îH 6 oz. $1.90 BD-4 1 oz. $ 0.60

SB-116 65/8îW x 4îH 8 oz. $2.70 BD-6 1 oz. $ 0.60

SB-118 83/8îW x 4îH 11 oz. $3.50 BD-8 2 oz. $ 1.20

SB-111 111/8îW x 4îH 15 oz. $4.90 BD-11 2 oz. $ 1.40

SB-1146 41/8îW x 6îH 12 oz. $2.80 BD-24 1 oz. $ 0.90

SB-1166 65/8îW x 6îH 14 oz. $4.40 BD-26 1 oz. $ 0.90

SB-1186 83/8îW x 6îH 1 lb. 4 oz. $4.70 BD-28 2 oz. $ 1.90

SB-11116 111/8îW x 6îH 1 lb. 10 oz. $6.70 BD-21 2 oz. $ 2.30

177ˇ8î Deep Bins

SB-174 41/8îW x 4îH 12 oz. $2.90  BD-4 1 oz. $ 0.60

SB-176 65/8îW x 4îH 14 oz. $3.60 BD-6 1 oz. $ 0.60

SB-178 83/8îW x 4îH  1 lb. 3 oz. $4.70 BD-8 2 oz. $ 1.20

SB-1711 111/8îW x 4îH  1 lb. 6 oz. $7.90 BD-11 2 oz. $ 1.40

SB-1746 41/8îW x 6îH 1 lb. $3.90 BD-24 1 oz. $ 0.90

SB-1766 65/8îW x 6îH 1 lb. 3 oz. $5.30 BD-26 1 oz. $ 0.90

SB-1786 83/8îW x 6îH 1 lb. 11 oz. $6.70 BD-28 2 oz. $ 1.90

SB-17116 111/8îW x 6îH 1 lb. 12 oz. $12.50 BD-21 2 oz. $ 2.30

Bin Cups and Labels

BC-3  3¼îL x 1¾îW 2 lbs. $11.50 per 24

BC-5  5¼îL x 2¾îW 4 lbs. $17.40 per 24

LTR-0813 Labels w/clear holders, 25 pack 1 lb. $17.90

Maximize your storage space with these durable, high density polypropylene 

bins. Choose our New 6î high bins for even more storage or our standard 4î high 

bins perfect for smaller quantities and shallow access. Bins feature a molded-in 

label holder, a wide hopper front, reinforced edges for added strength and are 

waterproof and impervious to most chemicals, greases and oils. Both 115/8î and 

177/8î depth bins are available in 41/8î, 65/8î, 83/8î and 111/8î widths. Specify red or 

Choose 6î or 4î high Polypropylene Shelf Bins

https://www.americanvan.com/shelf-and-bin-systems/bin-system
https://www.americanvan.com/shelf-and-bin-systems/bin-system
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MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

MSBW-44 Dividable Bin Wall ó 42îH 25 lbs. $212.90

MSBW-22 Compact Dividable Bin Walló18îH 11 lbs. $104.10

MSD-10 Addíl Dividers, pack of 4 5 oz. $    5.30

Quickly locate parts and supplies with this instant visual inventory storage system. These clear 

view bins make it easy to review parts inventory and maintain desired quantities. Bins tilt out to a 

45-degree angle for easy filling or removing of parts. When closed, 

each bin is secured with individual locking bars. Maxi-Stor clear 

bins are made with a custom blend of K Resin and Crystal Styrene 

for clarity and durability. Tilt bins are mounted on 45î high frames 

constructed of 14-gauge structural steel tubing with powder coat 

finish. High-density polypropylene bin cabinets house 3 to 9 clear 

bins and easily slide on and off the back panels. Convenient card 

slot for identification. Bin systems are available in 25î, 50î or 75î 

widths with the 50î and 75î wide systems capable of bridging 

vehicle wheel wells.

Maxi-Stor Bin Systems for Vans
�  Structural Steel constructed frame

� Featuring Spill-Proof Maxi-Stor Bins

BR2545

BR5045  

BR7545

Maxi-Stor Dividable Bin Walls
�  Mount to end of shelving unit or any flat surface

�  Dividable bins for versatile small parts storage

Bin Wall units easily mount to shelving unit sides or to almost 

any flat surface. The 42îH standard unit has 7 bin levels, each 

measuring 117/8îW x 4¾îD x 515/16îH. The 18îH compact unit 

holds 3 bins. Bins can be divided on 1½î centers. Units come 

with 3 dividers per bin.The compact unit can be mounted on 

the side of a shelving unit, allowing 

other items to hang above or store 

below the unit. Additional dividers are 

available. A platform at the bottom 

of the bin frame supports the load 

even when the unit is not standing on 

the floor. Frame is made of durable 

18-gauge steel with a gray powder 

coat finish. Standard 7-bin unit 

measures 12¼îW 

x 6¼îD x 42îH. 

Compact 3-bin unit 

measures 12¼îW x 

6¼îD x 18îH.

              QUANTITY

    BIN  BR2545 BR5045 BR7545  

    BR-90  1 2 3

    BR-60  1 2 3

    BR-50  1 2 3

 
   BR-40  1 2 3

    BR-30  1 2 3

MSBW-44

BR5045

MSBW-22

Tilt-out Maxi-Stor Bins
�  Stack or use pre-drilled holes for mounting

�  Spill proof with easy tilt out access

�  Clear K Resin/Crystal Styrene Bins

�  Five sizes to choose from

Organize your hardware and small parts in these versatile 

clear view Maxi-Stor Bins.  Available in five bin cabinet 

sizes, 2½î, 35/8î, 5¼î, 65/8î and 7¾î high, each 235/8î wide. 

Each high-density Polypropylene cabinet houses three to nine 

bins depending on size. Each bin has a label slot for content 

identification and a bin lip that forms a handle for access. 

� Retainer Bar keeps Bins closed

� Available in 25î, 50î or 75î wide

NUMBERS SIZE OF EACH

MODEL BIND/ROW BIND/ROW WEIGHT PRICE

BR-90 9 bins 235/8îW x 21/2îD x 31/8îH 2 lbs. $14.50

BR-60 6 bins 235/8îW x 35/8îD x 41/2îH 2 lbs. $15.30

BR-50 5 bins 235/8îW x 51/4îD x 61/2îH 6 lbs. $25.20

BR-40 4 bins 235/8îW x 65/8îD x 81/2îH 7 lbs. $37.40

BR-30 3 bins 235/8îW x 73/4îD x 91/2îH 8 lbs. $40.30

MODEL DESCRIPTION SIZE WEIGHT PRICE

BR2545 25" Unit 25îW x 91/2îD x 45îH 51 lbs. $292.90

BR5045 50" Unit 50îW x 91/2îD x 45îH 94 lbs. $472.10

BR7545 75" Unit 75îW x 91/2îD x 45îH 139 lbs. $655.80

Available
for High 

Roof Vans. 

See
Page 8.

https://www.americanvan.com/shelf-and-bin-systems/bin-system
https://www.americanvan.com/shelf-and-bin-systems/bin-system
https://www.americanvan.com/shelf-and-bin-systems/bin-system
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Triple the Storage Space In Your Vehicle!
Organize small parts and check stock levels at a glance with our Ameri-Bin stor-

age systems. Each system starts with a heavy-duty, steel mounting panel and 

features high-quality polypropylene binsóso tough, 

theyíre guaranteed for life! Bins can be removed or 

divided for greater storage versatility. Molded finger 

grips are great for easy handling. Systems have 4 

rows of bins. Use the charts below to choose the 

system that meets your needs in 39î, 54î, and 72î 

widths. Please specify make and model of vehicle 

when ordering. Shorter Bin Systems available for 

other mini-vans, please call for availability.

Exclusive spring clip
Forms a lock between each panel and 

bin to prevent bins from shaking loose, 

even on the roughest roads.

39” Wide systems
Standard vans 17îD x 48îH 66 lbs. $373.20

Choose from...
MODEL AB139 MODEL AB239 MODEL AB439

  6óA-230 6óA-230   6óA-230
  6óA-230 6óA-230   4óA-235   
  4óA-235 2óA-250   4óA-240   
  4óA-240 2óA-250   2óA-250     

54” Wide systems
Standard vans 17îD x 48îH 90 lbs. $546.80

Choose from...
MODEL AB154 MODEL AB354 MODEL AB454

 9óA-230   6óA-235 9óA-230  
 9óA-230   6óA-235  6óA-235 
 6óA-235   6óA-235   6óA-240
 6óA-240   6óA-235  3óA-250

72” Wide systems
Available for Standard Vans only

Standard vans  17îD x 48îH  124 lbs.  $643.20

Choose from...

MODEL AB154 MODEL AB354

 12óA-230   12óA-230  
 12óA-230     8óA-235
  8óA-235     8óA-240 
  8óA-240     4óA-250

**This system is 12î deep.

Extra Bins and Bin Dividers 
Tough polypropylene bins with wide ledges for stability and 

stacking. Reinforced sides wonít spread when bin is fully loaded. 

Each bin has a cardholder slot to hold label cards, available 

below. Dividers, made from rigid styrene, easily slide into vertical 

slots. Bins A-230   11îL x 53/8îW x 5îH, A-235   11îL x 8îW x 7îH  and 

A-240   15îL x  8îW x 7îH accept one divider. A-250   15îL x 16îW x 

7îH bins can use up to two dividers.

* Guarantee applies to Ameri-Bins used under normal working conditions, on back panels, loaded with 

capacities outlined.

Delivered 
Assembled, 
Ready To Install. 
Each and Every 
Bin Guaranteed* 
For Life!

�   Organize small 

parts and tools

�   Check stock levels 

at a glance

�   Choose a 39,î 54,î 

or 72î system

 

MODEL CAPACITY WEIGHT PRICE DIVIDER WEIGHT PRICE

 A-230  30 lbs. 8 oz. $4.60 DA-230  4 oz. $1.70

 A-235  50 lbs. 1 lb. $6.60 DA-235  5 oz. $2.30

 A-240  50 lbs. 1 lb. 6 oz. $8.40 DA-240  6 oz. $2.60

 A-250  70 lbs. 3 lbs. $11.30 DA-250  6 oz $2.60

 LA-200  Bin Labels-Pack of 50  4 oz. $8.70

These heavy-duty steel shelf units have closed backs and 

feature a 21/2îD top shelf and removable polypropylene bins. 

These versatile units are perfect for organizing those last few 

inches of wall space in your van. Each welded and divided 

shelf has a 1î lip that keeps the bins on the shelf even on the 

bumpiest roads. The SB-9 unit measures 9îW x 151/4îD x 44îH 

with 83/4îW x 101/4îH compartments and four 8îW x 15îD x 7îH 

bins that can be divided in half (dividers sold separately). The 

SB-12 unit measures 12îW x 151/2îD x 44îH with 6îW x 63/4îH 

compartments and twelve 51/2îW x 14wD x 5îH bins that can 

be divided in half (dividers sold separately). These all steel 

welded units ship in two pieces, have a durable gray powder 

coat finish and come complete with all mounting hardware.

ITEM MODEL DESC. WEIGHT PRICE MODEL DESC. WEIGHT PRICE

Bin Shelving SB-12  12 Bin 57 lbs. $307.60 SB-9  4 Bin 35 lbs. $182.30

Extra Bins QUS-234BL For SB-12  10 oz. $7.00 A-240  For SB-9  1 lb. 6 oz. $8.40

Dividers DUS-234  For SB-12  5 oz. $3.10 DA-240  For SB-9  6 oz. $2.90

A-240  

SB-12  

Heavy Steel Compartment Shelving with Removable Bins
� Choose from 9î or 12î wide units

Available
for High 

Roof Vans. 

See
Page 14.

QUS-234BL  
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� Stainless steel hardware

�  Durable white or black powder 

coat finish

�  Available for all full-size vans 

with Drip Rails

This all aluminum heavy duty ladder rack is constructed 

with heavy-duty 15/8î square cross supports, deeply set 

into 2î square uprights. Extra-wide 8î mounting bases and 

clamps secure uprights to drip rails for maximum support 

and stability, without the need for drilling holes in your 

vehicle. Ladder stops adjust on the width of the cross 

supports. Uprights have 5/8î diameter tie-down holes to 

accommodate hooks, ropes, etc. when securing your load. 

Available with 2 or 3 cross supports for all full-size vans 

with Drip Rails. See below for this rack specifically designed for Ford Transit and 

Nissan NV Vans. Please specify year, make, and model of vehicle when ordering.

Occasionally, due to changes 

in aerodynamics caused by the 

installation of ladder racks, some 

vibration may occur. This can happen with any ladder rack and is not predictable. 

If you experience this problem, installing the optional Air Foil and slightly repositioning 

the rack on your vehicle should help eliminate the vibration.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

P-328 Air Foil - White 4 lbs. $45.20

P-328BK Air Foil - Black 4 lbs. $45.20

The Ultimate Aluminum 
Ladder Rack for Chevy/GMC 
and Ford E-Series Vans 

To protect the roof of your van we have developed 

our exclusive ìRoof Saverî Extension which 

extends out and over the roofís end to provide a 

load surface between your cargo and the vehicle. 

This all aluminum extension has a 2î x .125 wall 

aluminum roller bar at the rear of the extension that 

moves on high-density non metallic bearings, mak-

ing it easy for one individual to load and unload long ladders and cargo. Loads 

are simply leaned up on the roller, lifted from end and rolled up onto the rack. 

Adjustable ladder stops are supplied for each cross support. See description 

above of our Ultimate Ladder Rack for full construction details and rack features.

Available in two or three cross support models with a white powder coat finish. 

Rack comes complete with our Air Foil to eliminate vibration and all necessary 

mounting hardware.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

ULW-200TR 2 Cross Support Rack ñ Ford Transit 29 lbs. $544.50

ULW-200NV 2 Cross Support Rack - Nissan NV 36 lbs. $544.50

ULW-300TR 3 Cross Support Rack ñ Ford Transit 38 lbs. $718.00

ULW-300NV 3 Cross Support Rack - Nissan NV 48 lbs. $718.00

The Ultimate Aluminum Ladder Rack for the 

Ford Transit and Nissan NV

� Exclusive ìRoof Saverî Design

� Mounts to OEM attachment points

� Drill Free Installation

Weíve taken our Ultimate Aluminum Ladder Rack and re-configured it to mount 

directly onto the OEM attachment points on the roof of Ford Transit and Nissan NV 

vans. As a result of using these attachment points, the rear cross support of the 

rack sits nearly 24î from the end of the roof which exposes the roof to possible 

damage in the loading and unloading process.

ULB-300 with optional Air Foil

Mounted on 
Drip Rail

Now 

Available 

For Ford 

Transit!

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

The “Ultimate” – White Powder Coat Finish

ULW-200 2 Cross Support Rack 27 lbs. $376.40

ULW-300 3 Cross Support Rack 38 lbs. $557.60

The “Ultimate” – Black Powder Coat Finish

ULB-200 2 Cross Support Rack 27 lbs. $376.40

ULB-300 3 Cross Support Rack 38 lbs. $557.60

Roller Bar for easy loading and unloading
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Heavy-Duty Steel Ladder Racks
� Stainless steel hardware � Powder coat finish in white or black

� Available with 2 or 3 cross supports � Available for all full-size vans with Drip Rails

Our original heavy duty steel rack features 1½î square cross supports. Select our three cross support 

model for holding shorter-length or less-stable cargo that has a tendency to sag. Drill-free installation 

makes it easy to remove or transfer rack to another van. Racks are built of 14-gauge structural steel 

tubing for strength and durability. Extra-wide mounting base and clamp secures uprights to drip rail for 

maximum support and stability. Adjustable ladder stop on each cross support. Uprights have 5/8î diameter 

tie-down holes to accommodate hooks, ropes, etc. when securing your load. Each rack is protected from 

the elements with our ìStorm Shieldî zinc powder coat primer and white or black powder coat finish. 

Available with 2 or 3 cross supports for all full-size vans with Drip Rails. Occasionally, due to changes in 

aerodynamics caused by the installation of ladder racks, some vibration may occur. This can happen with 

any ladder rack and is not predictable. If you experience this problem, installing the optional Air Foil and 

slightly repositioning the rack on your vehicle should help eliminate the vibration. Please specify year, 

make and model of vehicle when ordering.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

Bright White Finish

CCR-200WH 2 Cross Support Rack 48 lbs. $271.40

CCR-300WH 3 Cross Support Rack 68 lbs. $398.80

Gloss Black Finish

CCR-200BK 2 Cross Support Rack 48 lbs. $271.40

CCR-300BK 3 Cross Support Rack 68 lbs. $398.80

Optional Equipment

P-328 Air Foil ó White 4 lbs. $ 45.20

P-328BK Air Foil ó Black 4 lbs. $  45.20

STORM SHIELD
PROTECTIVE FINISH

POWDER COAT FINISH

ZINC POWDER COAT

RUGGED STEEL CONSTRUCTIONRUGGED STEEL CONSTRUCTION

This sturdy ladder rack has an extra-wide mounting base and 
deeply-set cross supports. Made of tough structural steel, the rack 
is designed to carry up to 800 lbs.

Mounted on 
Drip Rail

Available with two or three cross supports in steel or aluminum

Ladder Rack with Steel or 

Aluminum Cross Supports 
� Heavy-duty cast aluminum uprights

� Stainless steel hardware and clamps

� Handy eye bolts for fast tie-downs

� Available for all full-size vans with Drip Rails

Our standard heavy-duty ladder rack is available with steel or aluminum cross 

supports set deeply into polished cast aluminum uprights. Aluminum cross sup-

ports are 1/8î wall clear anodized aluminum for years of maintenance free service. 

Our 14-gauge steel cross supports are protected from the elements with our 

ìStorm Shieldî zinc powder coat primer and light gray powder coat finish. Cross 

support surface edges have radius corners to help reduce ladder wear. Uprights 

clamp firmly onto drip rails. Drip rail clamp assembly features a stainless steel eye 

bolt for securing tie-downs to the rack. This drill-free installation makes it easy to 

remove or transfer rack to another van. Ladder stops adjust on the width of the 

cross supports. Available with 2 or 3 cross supports for all full-size vans with Drip 

Rails. Occasionally, due to changes in aerodynamics caused by the installation 

of ladder racks, some vibration may occur. This can happen with any ladder rack 

and is not predictable. If you experience this problem, installing the optional Air 

Foil and slightly repositioning the rack on your vehicle should help eliminate the 

vibration. Please specify year, make and model of vehicle when ordering.

STORM SHIELD
PROTECTIVE FINISH

POWDER COAT FINISH

ZINC POWDER COAT

RUGGED STEEL CONSTRUCTIONRUGGED STEEL CONSTRUCTION

On steel cross supports only

Mounted on 
Drip Rail

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

Rack with aluminum cross supports

AL-200  2 Cross Supports 28 lbs. $292.60

AL-300  3 Cross Supports 38 lbs. $434.30

P-328A  Air Foil - Anodized 4 lbs. $ 45.20

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

Rack with steel cross supports

PL-200  2 Cross Supports 37 lbs. $250.40

PL-300  3 Cross Supports 52 lbs. $373.30

P-328SL  Air Foil - Silver 4 lbs. $ 45.20

https://www.americanvan.com/ladder-racks
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MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

VBB-FT-M Ford Transit, Low Roof 44 lbs. $695.57

HBB-FT-M Ford Transit, Mid & High Roof 43 lbs. $670.26

HBB-PM-M RAM ProMaster, All 45 lbs. $869.81

HBB-SP-M MB Sprinter, All, mounting channels included 36 lbs. $793.80

HBB-SPX-M MB Sprinter, All, mounting channels not included 21 lbs. $515.11

HBB-NV-M Nissan NV, All 33 lbs. $776.90

�  Available for Transit, ProMaster, Sprinter and 

Nissan NV vans

�  Add a 3rd cross support for shorter loads 

and step ladders

These all aluminum Base Racks not only handle your 

ladders and other oversized and long cargo but will also 

provide the foundation for either our Lock Down or Side 

Access Rotation Rack Upgrades. Durable, fully padded 

cross supports protect ladders for a long service life. Racks 

mount to the supplied mounting channels which attach to 

the OEM mounting points on the roof of your van. Racks 

come complete with stainless steel hardware and are pro-

tected by a durable white powder coat finish. The Retract-

able Ratchet Tie-Down upgrade makes securing materials 

on your rack quick and easy and comes complete with all 

mounting hardware. A third cross support can be added to 

your rack to accommodate step ladders and shorter loads. 

Ladder Stops are required if adding a third cross support.

All Aluminum Base Ladder Racks

With extra Cross Support

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

VBC-FT-M Ford Transit, Low Roof, Single 59 lbs. $910.32

VCC-FT-M Ford Transit, Low Roof, Double 74 lbs. $1,125.07

�  Provided mounting channels match 

OEM attachment points

�  Available for Ford Transit Low 

Roof vans

Securely transport, load and unload 

ladders by yourself when you add Prime 

Designís All Aluminum Lock Down 

Upgrade to your Base Ladder Rack. Once 

loaded an easy pull of the handle secures 

or when ready releases the ladder. Side 

rail curved ìJ Hornî design holds ladders 

in place as you remove the opposite end 

of the ladder from the rack. Durable, fully 

padded rubber surfaces protect ladders 

for a long service life. These racks come 

complete with stainless steel hardware 

and are protected by a durable powder 

coat finish. Due to the inaccessibility of 

the Lock Down mechanism on higher roof 

vans, we recommend that our Lock Down 

Racks only be used on the Low Roof Ford 

Transit. All racks are available in either 

single or double lock down configura-

tions. Add a 3rd cross support for shorter 

loads and step ladders. Ladder Stops are 

required if adding a third cross support.

All Aluminum Lock Down Ladder Racks

Double Lock Down 

https://www.americanvan.com/ladder-racks
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These accessories are available to upgrade your rack to your liking. 

Extra Cross Supports help with mounting shorter loads or step ladders by 

bridging the span between the front and rear cross supports. Ladder Stops 

are required if selecting to add a third cross support. To help eliminate 

rack vibration or noise caused by wind and the aerodynamic properties of 

your van, add our Wind Deflector which easily attaches to the front cross 

support of your rack. Also available is a Retractable Ratcheting Tie-Down 

that securely installs onto the crossbar or your rack to easily secure cargo.

Ladder Rack Accessories

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

CBR-0006 Extra Cross Support, Transit, Low Roof 9 lbs. $168.90

CBR-0008 Extra Cross Support, All other 11 lbs. $152.00

FEA-0001 Ladder Stops (Pair) 2 lbs. $50.66

AWD-1 Wind Deflector 1 lb. $33.49

ACC-8000 Retractable Ratchet Tie-Down 4 lbs. $81.85

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

VBR-FT-M Ford Transit, Low Roof, Single 88 lbs. $1,666.74

HBR-E-FT-M Ford Transit, Mid & High Roof, Single 98 lbs. $1,995.68

HBR-E-PM-M RAM ProMaster, All, Single 100 lbs. $2,195.23

HBR-E-SP-M MB Sprinter, All, mounting channels included, Single 91 lbs. $2,119.22

HBR-E-SPX-M MB Sprinter, All, mounting channels not included, Single 76 lbs. $1,840.53

HBR-E-NV-M Nissan NV, All, Single 88 lbs. $2,102.32

VRR-FT-M Ford Transit, Low Roof, Double 129 lbs. $2,637.91

HRR-E-FT-M Ford Transit, Mid & High Roof, Double 153 lbs. $3,321.10

HRR-E-PM-M RAM ProMaster, All, Double 155 lbs. $3,520.65

HRR-E-SP-M MB Sprinter, All, mounting channels included, Double 146 lbs. $3,444.64

HRR-E-SPX-M MB Sprinter, All, mounting channels not included, Double 131 lbs. $3,165.95

HRR-E-NV-M Nissan NV, All, Double 143 lbs. $3,427.74

Slide Down Rotation

As handle is turned, the hydraulic 
assist begins to pivot ladder down

Double Rotation

Single Rotation

All Aluminum Side Access Rotation Ladder Racks

�  Hydraulic assisted for a smooth descent

�  Easily load and unload ladders without climbing

Prime Designís Side Access Upgrade incorporates good ergonomic positioning to reduce body stress, accidents and 

injuries when accessing your ladders. This innovative rotation mechanism utilizes a hydraulic assisted design that 

lets you unload your ladders safely and easily, all in a matter of seconds! When in place your ladders are secured by 

ridged ladder stops that eliminate the need for other unreliable tie downs. Stainless steel hardware is included and 

non-metalic bushings are used to eliminate the chance of bi-metal corrosion. All racks are available in either single or 

double rotation configurations. Add a 3rd cross support for shorter loads and step ladders. Ladder Stops are required if 

adding a third cross support.
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�  Safely stow and deploy ladders from the rear 

of the vehicle

�  Complete racks available or add the 

DeployPro upgrade to your current rack

�  Easily adjustable to fit 6í-10í step or 16í-

28í extension ladders

Prime Designís NEW DeployPro Ladder Rack 

is the industryís only ergonomic, rear deploying 

solution for ladders on low, medium and high 

roof vans. The DeployPro design allows the user 

to safely stow and deploy ladders from behind the 

vehicle, shielded from potential road hazards or traffic. 

The systemís integrated hydraulic cylinder provides a controlled 

ladder deploy and gas assisted lift for stowing ladders up to 75 

pounds. All aluminum construction with stainless steel hardware provide 

increased durability and years of service. Adjustable ladder support bars 

assure a good fit for various ladder sizes. Add the optional Lock N Go mechanical 

locking upgrade which provides additional securement of your ladder and makes 

loading and unloading quick and easy. Available in 23îW for standard extension ladders 

and 30îW for step ladders and wider extension ladders. Complete DeployPro ladder racks 

are available for Ford Transit, RAM ProMaster, MB Sprinter, Nissan NV and Chevy/GMC full size 

vans, all roof heights. If you already have a Prime Design ladder rack, the DeployPro upgrade comes 

completely assembled and can easily be added to the driver or passenger side of your rack. DeployPro 

mounting on other base racks is also possible with customer supplied hardware required.

DeployPro
The New Ergonomic Rear Access 

Ladder Rack from Prime Design

Nissan NV High Roof van with DeployPro and Rotation RackFord Transit Low Roof Van with ladder ready for removal

Front ladder 

holders adjust 

to your ladder.

Ladder 

extends 

down for 

safe and 

easy 

removal.

All aluminum 

construction with 

stainless steel 

hardware.

Lock N Go upgrade 
provides additional 

securement of your ladder

Adjustable cross 

bars secure 

ladder in place.

* Includes hardware for mounting to Prime Design Base, Lock Down or Rotation Racks seen 

on page 34 & 35 and the AluRack on page 40. Other mounting solutions are possible with 

customer supplied hardware.

DeployPro System Including Base Rack 
MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

VDB-FT-M Ford Transit, Low Roof 173 lbs. $3,263.76

HDB-FT-M Ford Transit, Medium or High Roof 172 lbs. $3,239.63

VDB-GM-M Chevy Express or GMC Savana 154 lbs. $3,116.07

HDB-PM-M RAM Promaster, All 174 lbs. $3,429.68

HDB-NV-M Nissan NV, All 162 lbs. $3,341.20

HDB-SP-M MB Sprinter, All, mounting channels included 165 lbs. $3,357.29

HDB-SPX-M MB Sprinter, All, mounting channels not included 150 lbs. $3,091.88

DeployPro Upgrade Module and Accessories
MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

DPS-8000 Transit Low Roof & Chevy/GMC Express/Savana* 129 lbs. $2,468.76

DPS-8001 Transit Mid/High Roof, ProMaster, Sprinter, NV* 129 lbs. $2,468.76

PLR-8229 Lock N Go for Extension Ladders ñ 23îW 7 lbs. $231.00

PLR-8234 Lock N Go for Extension & Step Ladders ñ 30îW 8 lbs. $231.00
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with stainless steel hardware and are 

protected by a durable white powder coat 

finish. See our presentation on page 30 for 

a more in depth description of this rack. 

Specify year, make and standard or long 

wheelbase vehicle when ordering.

Prime Designís Side Access Rotation Ladder Rack incorporates good ergonomic 

positioning to reduce body stress, accidents and injuries when accessing your 

ladders. This all aluminum rack features an innovative rotation mechanism that 

has a hydraulic assisted design that helps you load and unload your ladder safely, 

without ever reaching over your head to do so, all in a matter of seconds! When 

in place, your ladders are secured by ridged ladder stops that eliminate the need 

for unreliable tie downs. With a simple twist, 

the exclusive hydraulic system lowers your 

ladder gently to the side of your van in a mat-

ter of seconds! Rack mounts in a full length 

aluminum channel that attaches to the vehi-

cle utilizing existing factory mounting points. 

Side Access Rotation Racks come complete 

Aluminum Lock-Down Ladder Rack

� One-man operation � Lock down/quick release design � Single or Double Racks 

Easily load or unload ladders by yourself with this all-aluminum Lock-Down Ladder Rack for the Ford Transit Connect, Nissan 

NV200, Chevy City Express and RAM ProMaster City. Once ladder is loaded, a simple turn of the handle clamps it into place. 

Add your own padlock to the handle mechanism to prevent ladder from being removed from the rack. Rack is available in 

single (curbside) or double Lock-Down configurations. You can also purchase a Standard Base Rack without Lock-Down 

and add the Lock-Down upgrade to either the street or curb side at a later date. Rack mounts in a full length aluminum chan-

nel that attaches to the vehicle utilizing existing factory mounting points eliminating the need to drill holes in the roof. Also 

available is a Retractable Ratcheting Tie-Down that securely installs onto the crossbar of your Prime Design rack to easily 

secure cargo. This all-aluminum Ladder Rack comes complete with stainless steel hardware and is protected by a durable 

white powder coat finish. Please specify year, model and standard or long wheelbase of vehicle when ordering.

Single Lock Down Rack

Double Lock Down Rack

Base Ladder Rack

Aluminum Side Access Rotation Rack

MODEL DESCRIPTION  WEIGHT PRICE

VBR-10M Single, NV200, City Express 56 lbs. $1,570.71 

VBR-30M Single, 2014 & Newer Transit Connect 56 lbs. $1,604.50 

VBR-50M Single, ProMaster City 56 lbs. $1,663.81

VRR-20M Double, NV200, City Express 96 lbs. $2,541.88 

VRR-40M Double, 2014 & Newer Transit Connect 96 lbs. $2,575.67

VRR-60M Double, ProMaster City 96 lbs. $2,634.98

Unfold and extend handle to 

begin lowering ladder.

As handle is turned, the Hydraulic Assist 

begins to pivot ladder down.

With less than half a turn, the ladder is 

lowered, ready for removal.

  2014 & NEWER NV200 &
MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT TRANSIT CONNECT PROMASTER CITY CITY EXPRESS

VBC-10M Single Aluminum Lock-Down Ladder Rack 25 lbs $848.08 $907.39  $814.29

VCC-20M Double Aluminum Lock-Down Ladder Rack 34 lbs $1,062.83 $1,122.14 $1,029.04

VBB-200M Aluminum Base Ladder Rack 16 lbs $633.33 $692.64 $599.54

ACC-8000 Retractable Ratchet Tie-Down 5 lbs $77.95 $77.95 $77.95
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STEP 1
 Unfold and extend handle 
to begin lowering ladder.

STEP 2
As handle is turned the Hydraulic 

Assist begins to pivot ladder down.

STEP 3
With less than a half turn the ladder 

is lowered, ready for removal.

Ladder held securely in place.

Aluminum Side Access Rotation Ladder Rack

� Ergonomic design engineered with the worker in mind

�  Hydraulic Assisted Rotation provides a smooth 

effortless descent

�  All Stainless Steel hardware and 

non-metallic bushings

� Racks accept padlocks for added security

Put simply, this is the absolute best Aluminum Side Access 

Rotation Rack on the market today. It eliminates reaching and 

stretching when loading and unloading ladders. This ergonomic 

rack features a rotation mechanism with an innovative hydraulic 

assisted design that lets you load and unload up to a 100 pound 

ladder safely, quickly and easily without ever reaching over 

your head to do so. Telescoping handle gives you the leverage 

to swing ladder into position with just a simple twist and the ex-

clusive hydraulic system lowers your ladder gently to the side of 

your vanóall in a matter of seconds! Base Rack comes complete 

with stainless steel hardware and is protected by a durable white 

powder coat finish. Models are available here for Chevy/GMC, 

2014 & older Ford, Dodge, the new Mercedes Benz Metris and 

High Cube Vans with roofs 7í to 10í high. Racks for the new Ford 

Transit, RAM ProMaster and MB Sprinter are available on page 

35. Racks for the Ford Transit Connect, Chevrolet City Express, 

Nissan NV200 and RAM ProMaster City are featured on page 37. 

Racks for full sized Chevy/GMC, Dodge and Ford (2014 & older) 

mount to the van drip rails. High Cube Van racks bolt to the roof 

or roof channel of the vehicle. Mercedes Benz Metris mid-sized 

van racks come complete with aluminum mounting channels 

that attach at OEM mounting points for installation. Racks are 

equipped with hydraulic assisted rotation on the curb side of the 

vehicle for all vans and both curb or street side for Standard Full 

Size Vans. Dual Rotation Racks can be special ordered for High 

Cube Vans, please call for details. Ladders up to 28í can be easily 

carried on these racks. Please specify vehicle make, model and 

year of vehicle when ordering. 

Available for 
Enclosed Service 

Bodies. 
See page 46. 

AVAILABLE FOR HIGHER ROOF VANS. See page 35 AVAILABLE FOR MINI VANS. See page 37

  SINGLE ROTATION  DOUBLE ROTATION

DESCRIPTION MODEL  WEIGHT PRICE MODEL  WEIGHT PRICE 

Chevy/GMC, Ford, Dodge VBR-100 62 lbs. $1,603.29 VRR-200 105 lbs. $2,658.90

Mercedes Benz Metris VBR-ME-M 62 lbs. $1,748.07 VRR-ME-M 105 lbs. $2,803.68
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Single Lock-Down Ladder Rack

Aluminum Lock-Down Ladder Rack

�  One-man operation

�  Single or Double Racks

�  All Stainless Steel Hardware

Double Lock-Down Ladder Rack Base Rack

Easily load or unload ladders by yourself with this

all-aluminum Lock-Down Ladder Rack. Once ladder is loaded, a simple turn 

of the handle clamps it into place. Add your own padlock to the handle mechanism 

to prevent ladder from being removed from the rack. Rack is available in single 

(curbside) or double Lock-Down configurations and Standard Base Rack without 

Lock-Down. Racks for full sized Chevy/GMC, Dodge and Ford (2014 & older) mount to 

the van drip rails. Mercedes Benz Metris mid-sized van racks come complete with 

aluminum mounting channels that attach at OEM mounting points for installation. 

These heavy duty all-aluminum Ladder Racks come complete with stainless steel 

hardware and are protected by a durable white powder coat finish.  Please specify 

year, make, and model of vehicle when ordering.

Aluminum Side Access Rotation/Lock-Down ìCOMBOî Rack

�  Hydraulic cylinder provides a smooth and controlled decent

�  All Stainless Steel hardware and non-metallic bushings

The Aluminum Racks on these two pages have become industry stan-

dards, just ask any power, telephone or cable provider with a fleet of 

vans. Now weíve taken our Aluminum Side Access and Lock-Down 

Ladder Racks and combined them to create the ìCOMBOî rack. On the 

curb side of the van you simply turn the handle and the Side Access 

Rack lowers your ladder to the side of your van where it can be easily 

removed, frequently if needed. This ergonomic rotation mechanism with 

an innovative hydraulic assisted design accommodates up to 100 pound 

ladders. On the street side, you easily turn the handle of our Lock-Down 

mechanism which un-clamps the ladder from the rack which allows 

you to lift up the end of the ladder, lean it on the extended front removal 

horn and walk the ladder away from the vehicle.

Racks feature all aluminum construction, stainless steel hardware, 

non-metallic bushings and are protected by a white powder coat fin-

ish. ìCOMBOî racks are available for all Chevy/GMC, Dodge and Ford 

(2014 & older) full sized vans which mount in the vehicle drip rails and 

the Mercedes Benz Metris mid-sized van which comes complete with 

aluminum mounting channels that attach at OEM mounting points for 

installation. Please specify vehicle make, model and year of vehicle 

when ordering.

For more details on the construction, use and features of the Lock-

Down and Side Access Racks, see the presentations of the Side 

Access Rotation (pg. 38) and Lock-Down Racks shown above.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

VCR-200C  ìCOMBOî Rack ó Chevy/GMC, Ford, Dodge 74 lbs. $1,818.04

VCR-ME21  ìCOMBOî Rack ó MB Metris 82 lbs. $1,962.82

CHEVY/GMC MB METRIS WITH

  FORD/DODGE  MOUNTING CHANNELS

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE PRICE

VBB-50 Base Rack 31 lbs. $547.68 $692.46

VBC-100 Single Lock-Down 44 lbs. $762.43 $907.21

VCC-200 Double Lock-Down 54 lbs. $977.18 $1,121.96

Available 
for Higher 
Roof Vans. 
See Page 34.
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The AluRack, Prime Designís all anodized aluminum cargo 

carrier rack, is aerodynamically designed and engineered to 

reduce fuel consumption and minimize noise while carrying 

all your short or long loads. Racks include up to nine high 

strength, all aluminum extruded cross supports. 

See the chart to the right for the number of cross sup-

ports that applies to your van. A rear roller bar makes 

loading and unloading ladders and other long cargo 

from the rear of the vehicle manageable and safe. Full 

length side rails are constructed with .080 thick wall 

aluminum tube and are 5î high to protect and keep 

cargo on the rack. Gas strut assisted Quick Clamp 

lock down upgrades are available for both the curb 

and street side of your rack and secure your ladder in place 

with the turn of a handle (accepts padlock, not included). 

To quickly and easily secure cargo to your AluRack, add the 

Retractable Ratchet Tie-Down which firmly attaches to the 

crossbar or your rack. Racks come complete with stainless 

steel hardware and mount in drip rails on Chevy/GMC and 

Ford full sized vans with drip rails and in mounting channels 

(included) that attach to existing OEM mounting points on 

RAM ProMaster, Ford Transit, 2007 & newer MB Sprinter, 

Nissan NV, MB Metris and all Mini Vans. Please specify year, 

make, model, wheel base and roof height when ordering.

Drip Rail Mount Ratchet Tie-Down

The All Aluminum AluRackô

Cargo Carrier by Prime Design

Crossbar Design

Like the wing of an 

airplane, the crossbars 

improve 

aerodynamics.

Rugged & Durable

With rack weights ranging from 33 - 96 lbs., 

AluRackô weighs 30% less than a similarly 

configured steel rack, allowing you to carry more 

cargo without jeopardizing OEM roof capacity.

Mountings

AluRackÆ mountings 

maintain the vehicleís 

warranty and resale value 

by using drip rails and 

factory mounting points.

RACK NUMBER OF

 MODEL DESCRIPTION LENGTH SUPPORTS WEIGHT PRICE

 AR1301S Ford, ìEî Series, 2000 and Newer, All 123î 8 61 lbs. $1,235.10

 AR1303S Chevy/GMC, Express/Savanna 123î 8 61 lbs. $1,314.72

 AR1928 Sprinter, 144î WB, Low Roof 140î 9 81 lbs. $1,649.31

 AR1929 Sprinter, 144î WB, High Roof 124î 8 72 lbs. $1,418.04

 AR1407 ProMaster, 118î WB, Low Roof 116î 7 73 lbs. $1,511.70

 AR1418 ProMaster, 136î WB, Low Roof 140î 9 84 lbs. $1,725.32

 AR1413 ProMaster, 136î WB, High Roof 124î 8 78 lbs. $1,540.32

 AR1908 Ford Transit, 130î WB, Low Roof 135î 8 77 lbs. $1,428.41

 AR1909 Ford Transit, 148î WB, Low Roof 148î 9 89 lbs. $1,592.94

 AR1910 Ford Transit, 130î WB, Med. Roof 116î 7 71 lbs. $1,312.15

 AR1911 Ford Transit, 148î WB, High Roof 124î 8 82 lbs. $1,340.77

 AR1912 Ford Transit, 148" WB, Med. Roof 148î 9 60 lbs. $1,525.77

 AR1900 Nissan NV, Standard Roof 124î 8 69 lbs. $1,632.41

 AR1916 Mercedes Benz Metris, 126î WB 116î 8 66 lbs. $1,304.98

 AR1937 Mercedes Benz Metris, 135î WB 116î 8 71 lbs. $1,333.60

 AR1903 2014 & Newer Transit Connect, 104î WB 88î 5 32 lbs. $978.32

 AR1904 2014 & Newer Transit Connect, 121î WB 100î 6 36 lbs. $1,091.63

 AR1221 Nissan NV200/Chevy City Express 100î 6 33 lbs. $1,057.84

 AR1927 RAM ProMaster City 100î 6 50 lbs. $1,150.94

 ACX Quick Clamp, street side  ó  ó   6 lbs. $351.68

 AXC Quick Clamp, curb side  ó  ó   6 lbs. $351.68

 ACC-8000 Retractable Ratchet Tie-Down  ó  ó   5 lbs. $81.85

Quick Clamp Upgrade

Now available in black! 

See website or call for details.

Rear Roller Bar for easy 

loading and unloading
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12í Cargo Carrier Rack with 

Heavy Duty Mount Kit

OEM Mounting Point 
Installation

Ratcheting 
Strap

Drip Rail 
Mount

Channel Mount 
Installation

8í Cargo Carrier Rack on a RAM ProMaster City Conduit Carrier. Front and rear supplied.

This is the only van rack completely fabricated first and then hot dip galvanized for a rust 

free abrasive resistant finish on every cut end, weld and inch of the rack. And this rack 

doesnít end with the finish. Each rack includes welded two piece side trusses made from 

1¼î and ¾î 14 gauge steel tubing and solid ¼î steel rod. Cross supports are 1¼î 13 gauge 

round tube. Topperís patented mounting system allows you to use 100% of the available roof 

space on your van. All racks feature closely spaced cross supports that allow you to carry 

shorter loads or loads that have a tendency to sag like plywood or sheetrock. To complete 

your rack add side mount conduit holders for carrying full lengths of tubing.

The Ford Transit Connect, Chevy City Express, Nissan NV200 and RAM ProMaster City 

racks are 8í long, have seven 53î cross supports. Transit Connect and ProMaster City racks 

must be installed with mounting channels (sold separately), while City Express and NV200 

racks mount to existing OEM mounting points on your vehicle. The High Roof Nissan NV, 

Ford Transit 130î wheelbase and RAM ProMaster 118î wheelbase use our 10í long Cargo 

Rack. Our 12í long Standard Cargo Rack is 

available for standard wheelbase Chevy/

GMC, Ford ìEî Series, Ford Transit 148î 

wheelbase and Nissan NV Low Roof 

full size vans, all 144î wheelbase 2007 

and newer Sprinter Vans and 136î & 

159î standard wheelbase Dodge RAM 

ProMaster vans. Both the 10í and 12í 

racks include seven cross supports with 

four mounting assemblies and have a 500 

lb. load rating. The capacity of these racks 

can be increased to 750 lbs. by adding two 

additional mounting assemblies included 

in our Supplemental HD Mount Kits. Our 

Hot Dip Galvanized Cargo Carrier Rack
� 4.5î High Welded Two Piece Side Rail Design  

� Now Available for Transit, Sprinter and ProMaster Vans

Transit Connect-8í, 

Chevy City Express-8í, 

Nissan NV200-8í,

ProMaster City-8í,

ProMaster 118î-10í

Chevy/GMC-12í, Ford ìEî 

Series-12í, Sprinter-12í, 

ProMaster 136î & 159î-12í, 

Transit 130î-10í

Chevy/GMC-14í, Ford ìEî 

Series-14í, Sprinter-14í, 

ProMaster 159î ext.-14í, 

Transit 148î-12í  

Nissan NV-Std-12í 

and High Roof-

10í, Transit 148î 

ext.-14í  

Match your vehicle with the rack 
listings below to find your price

MODEL DESCRIPTION  WEIGHT PRICE PRICE PRICE PRICE

CC-150 8í Cargo Rack, 7 supports 57 lbs. $683.10 ó ó ó

CC-200 10í Cargo Rack, 7 supports 65 lbs. $747.70 $710.60 ó $794.90

CC-500 12í Cargo Rack, 7 supports 75 lbs. ó $766.70 $767.30 $842.20

CC-750 14í Cargo Rack, 9 supports 100 lbs. ó ó $907.70 $842.20

CCH Conduit Carrier ó single side 10 lbs. $ 94.80 $ 94.80 $ 94.80 $ 94.80

CCHDK Supplemental HD Mount Kit 4 lbs. $ 82.90 $ 82.90 $ 82.90 $ 82.90

P-TMC Transit Connect Mounting Channels 12 lbs. $123.30 ó ó ó

P-TMC1 Transit Mounting Channels 14 lbs. ó $171.50 $197.85 $224.30

P-TMC3 Sprinter Mounting Channels 18 lbs. ó $198.60 $239.20 ó

TPMCTY ProMaster City Mounting Channels 12 lbs. $126.40 ó ó ó

CCWD Wind Deflector 2 lbs. $ 69.10 $ 69.10 $ 69.10 $ 69.10

CC-1CB001 Ratcheting Strap 10 lbs. $ 80.90 $ 80.90 $ 80.90 $ 80.90

14í Extended Cargo Rack fits the extended body Chevy/GMC and Ford ìEî Series 

full size vans, 170î wheelbase 2007 and newer Sprinter, 159î extended wheelbase 

RAM ProMaster and the Ford Transit 148î extended wheelbase vans. Each 14í rack 

includes nine cross supports with six mounting assemblies and have a 750 lb. load 

rating. Mounting on Sprinter vans require the OEM mounting channels shipped 

on most Sprinter cargo vans but also available below if needed. Rack mounts to 

existing OEM mounting points on the Dodge RAM ProMaster. Mounting on the Ford 

Transit will require mounting channels (sold separately). All hardware is cadmium 

plated and included. Please specify year, make, model, wheelbase and roof height 

of vehicle when ordering. Occasionally, due to changes in aerodynamics caused 

by the installation of ladder racks, some vibration may occur. If you experience 

this problem, installing the optional Wind Deflector and slightly repositioning the 

rack on your vehicle should help eliminate the vibration. Secure your load with the 

convenient Topper Ratcheting Strap that has a reach of up to 72î and is made of 2î 

seatbelt grade polyester web.
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Ladder Glide® inserts in each cross member for 
smooth, low-friction loading and unloading

Full length 5 3/8”H Side RailsCantilevered rear cross member keeps cargo from 
damaging roof while loading and unloading

Extension Beams are 11’6” 
for standard-length vans and 
13’0” for extended vans

Work WinchTM (optional) 
plugs into I.T.S.TM Series brackets from 
left or right and secures cargo quickly 
and safely

All Aluminum “Contractor’s Rig” 
Cargo Carrier from System One®

� Sturdy all-aluminum construction and stainless steel fasteners

� Five cross members to accommodate short and long cargo

� Ladder Glide® inserts permit smooth, easy loading and unloading

� Optional Work Winch™ ratchet tie-downs

Unique I.T.S.™ (Integral Tie-Down System) Series design makes the Contractor’s 

Rig ideal for your heavy-duty rooftop cargo needs. Five aluminum cross members 

support short and long loads. Cantilevered rear cross member extends to mini-

mize potential for roof and gutter damage when loading and unloading cargo. All 

cross members feature high-density polyethylene Ladder Glide inserts so cargo 

slides on and off easily. Recessed top and bottom T-slots accommodate optional 

System One accessories (sold on pages 44-45). Optional Work Winches (sold 

below) install onto the Contractor Rig’s mounting brackets to secure overhead 

cargo. Work Winches are constructed of aluminum and stainless steel and 

include a heavy-duty 7-foot nylon strap. Handle may be permanently attached to 

shaft or removed for storage when Work Winch is not in use. The Contractor’s 

Rig is available for standard or extended vans. Please specify year, make, and 

model of vehicle when ordering.

� Rust-Free tie down system

� Easily secure your cargo

� Effortless "plug-in" installation

The Work Winch® is the most universal and 

easiest to use tie-down system ever made. Work 

Winches® “plug in” to any of these racks in 2 to 3 

minutes. They are constructed of aluminum alloy 

and stainless steel with a PVC bearing. It is the 

only rust free tie-down system made and has a 

nearly unlimited lifespan. This is not a bolted-on 

aftermarket accessory, but an integral part of a 

System One I.T.S.® series ladder rack. Just lift 

the pawl and pull out as much strap as you need. 

Place the strap around the load and hook it to an 

anchor hole or crossmember. Take up the slack 

with the handwheel and tighten fi rmly using the 

handle. Available individually or in a set of four, 

one at each rack gusset.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

WW-10  Work Winch, Single 4 lbs. $ 92.00

WW-40  Work Winches, (set of 4) 15 lbs. $269.00

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

CRS-50  Contractor's Rig, Standard 138"L 107 lbs. $783.70

CRE-30  Contractor's Rig, Extended 156"L 111 lbs. $805.20

Work Winch® Tie Down Systems

Also available for Pick-Ups. See page 45.

https://www.americanvan.com/ladder-racks
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Prime Designís NEW DeployPro Ladder Rack is the industryís only ergonomic, rear deploying solution 

for safe and easy storage and removal of ladders on pick-up trucks. The DeployPro design allows the 

user to safely load and unload ladders from behind the vehicle, shielded from potential road hazards or 

traffic. The systems integrated hydraulic cylinder provides a controlled ladder deploy and is gas strut 

assisted for stowing ladders up to 75 pounds. 

All aluminum construction with stainless steel 

hardware provide increased durability and years 

of service. Adjustable ladder support bars assure 

a good fit for various ladder sizes. Complete 

DeployPro ladder racks are available for 

Ford F-Series, Chevy Silverado, GMC 

Sierra, Nissan Titan and RAM trucks. 

Add the optional Lock N Go mechanical 

locking upgrade to provide additional 

securement of your ladder and make 

loading and unloading quick and easy.

DeployPro for Pick-up Trucks
� Safely stow and deploy ladders from rear of vehicle 

� Available with or without Side Access Rack

� Add the Lock-N-Go Upgrade for extra securement of your ladder

Also Available for 
Chevy/GMC, Ford, 

RAM, Mercedes and 
Nissan Cargo Vans. 

See page 36.

PDB-0021 shown

PDR-0021 shown

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

PDB-0021  DeployPro/Base Rack Combo 204 lbs. $4,382.53

PDR-0021  DeployPro/Side Access Rack Combo 239 lbs. $4,981.09

PLR-8229  Lock N Go for Extension Ladders ñ 23îW 7 lbs. $220.00

PLR-8234  Lock N Go for Extension & Step Ladders ñ 30îW 8 lbs. $220.00
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� Custom aluminum extrusions for strength        � 1,250 lb. load capacity

The Contractor Rig™ Aluminum Truck Rack has been engineered with you, the contractor in mind. Its heavy wall, 

large profi le, aluminum extrusions provide outstanding performance in high abuse work environments. The Pick-Up 

Trak™ is the foundation of the system and is the only component bolted to your vehicle. Trusses and side beams 

complete the rig and boast the capability of an impressive 1250 lb. load capacity. Recessed T-slots on all mounting 

surfaces run along the entire length of the Trak making adjustability limitless while also accommodating the optional 

cab screen, tie downs, anchors, hooks and ladder stops. The rear truss can be completely removed within seconds. 

Ladder Life™ Anti-Wear inserts on each crossmember and your choice of 66 color inserts to complete this profes-

sional looking rack for your truck. Select the rack based on your truck cab type and bed length. Please specify year, 

make, model, interior bed length and the color of the accent trim strips to be provided when ordering. 

Cross Member 

J-Hook 

Quick Hook

Inside Hook 

Anchor

Tall Side 

Stop, 13”

Mid Cross 

Member 

Ladder GlideTM 

Insert 

Exclusive Ladder LifeTM 

Anti-wear Inserts 

Window Guard

Work Winch

Work Winch

Easy-Adjust 

Knob Cargo 

Anchor

5” Ladder 

Stop/Anchor

All Aluminum Contractor Rig™ for Pick-Ups by System One®

Cab Window Guard
The Cab Window Guard is designed to 

protect the rear window and cab of your 

pickup truck from heavy equipment and 

shifting cargo. Unit mounts to the inside 

T-Slot of the truss legs of your System 

One® Contractor Rig® or Utility Rig™. All 

aluminum construction. Attaches with 

provided stainless steel fasteners.

Tall Side Stop
Used when ladders or lumber exceed the height of 

the rack side beam. 13” high, it mounts anywhere on 

the horizontal fl ange of the beam. Drilling is required. 

¼”D x 2”W aluminum construction. 

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

CPA109 Tall Side Stop, 13” 9 oz. $ 18.30

Mid Cross Support
For step ladders and short or fl exible 

cargo. Designed to provide front-to-rear 

positioning of crossmember on rack. 

Includes Ladder Life™ rubber anti-wear 

strip. Please provide front and rear 

crossmember length if adding this to an 

existing rack.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

CPA205 Mid Cross Support 40” to 51” width 18 lbs. $60.00

CPA210 Mid Cross Support 55” to 62½” width 21 lbs. $72.20

For full-size pick-ups with short beds 
and standard cabs, and all compact pick-up trucks

MODEL WEIGHT PRICE

S1-CR10  111 lbs. $1,117.00

 For full-size pick-ups, Tundra and Dakota with 8’ 
 beds and standard cabs, or short beds with extended cabs  

MODEL WEIGHT PRICE

S1-CR20  116 lbs. $1,127.70

For full-size pick-ups with 8’ beds and extended cabs

MODEL WEIGHT PRICE

S1-CR30 122 lbs. $1,149.20

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

CP2CG Cab Window Guard, All Trucks 14 lbs. $159.00
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Sliding 

Cargo Anchor
An extremely 

versatile anchor 

point which can be 

positioned anywhere 

in any T-slot on the 

rack. Typically used in the Pick-Up Trak™ on the bed rail. 

Cast aluminum with brass insert knob, sold separately, for 

quick release and movement of anchor.

Sliding Ladder 
Stop/Anchor

Ladder Side Stops are used 

as guides for ladders, lumber, 

pipes, etc. This Ladder Side 

Stop/Anchor version includes 

a hole for tying off ropes, etc. 

¼”D x 1”W aluminum 

construction. Stops bolt to 

T-Slots in crossmember.

Quick Hook
Made to hold extensions, 

rope, etc. or keep 5 gal. 

buckets in place, this stainless 

steel hook can easily be 

clipped into the Pick-Up Trak 

anywhere along its length and 

can easily be moved when 

needed. Vinyl covered ¼”D x 

1”W aluminum construction.

Inside Hook/Anchor
A handy hook for small 

coils of rope or cord. 

Also has an anchor for 

holding the hook end of 

a ratchet tie-down strap 

when rack is empty. Vi-

nyl covered ¼”D x 1”W 

aluminum construction.

Accessory Knob
Heavy duty plastic Accessory Knob can 

be used on System One® Ladder Racks 

to permit a quick release. Approximately 

2½” plastic knob with 5/16” female brass 

threads. Typically used in conjunction 

with a 5/16” bolt to connect a brace to a 

truss or it is also used on many of the 

System One® accessories to permit a quick release or mov-

able accessory. Shown on Sliding Cargo Anchor, not included.

Crossmember J Hook
A very heavy duty hook 

that is ideal for large 

coils of extension cord, 

welding cable or chain. 

Unit bolts to the inside 

T-Slot of the crossmem-

ber and can even be 

installed with window guards. Hook has a depth of 5” and 

is made from ¼”D x 2”W aluminum.

System One® All Aluminum Utility Rig™

System One’s® Utility Rig™ for pick-up trucks is a highly versatile and economical ladder 

rack. Its extremely rigid free-standing 4½” wide trusses have a 600 lb. working load capacity 

and allow easy loading and unloading of equipment and material. Furthermore, the rear 

truss is completely removable in seconds for full unrestricted access to the cargo area. The 

front truss is also just as easy to remove, leaving the Pick-up Traks™ on the bedrail to serve 

as a cargo restraint system and bed rail protector. The Utility Rig™ includes Ladder Life™

anti-wear inserts for ladder protection, Ladder Glide® low friction insert for easy loading and 

unloading, side stops on all four upper corners, and color inserts to match the truck.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

S1-UR10  System One® Utility Rig™ 70 lbs. $665.50

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

S1-CR50-L89 Utility Body Rack for 8’ or 9’ Standard or Extended Cab 122 lbs $1,127.70

S1-CR50-L11 Utility Body Rack for 11’ Standard or Extended Cab 130 lbs $1,278.20

System One® For Utility Body Trucks
The System One Truck Rack Utility Trak®, attaches to the top surface of the Utility Body 

using concealed bolts and serves as a structural anchor rail for tie downs. All Aluminum 

rack is packed with all the same features as the Contractor’s Rig™ sold above and has 

an impressive 1250 lb. load capacity. Rack dimensions vary based on truck body size and 

style. Please specify body length, 8’, 9’ or 11’, standard or extended cab and the height 

differential between top of truck body and top of truck cab. Please call for specifi c details.

The Work Winch® is the most universal and easiest to use tie-down system ever made. Work Winches® “plug 

in” to any of these racks in 2 to 3 minutes. They are constructed of aluminum alloy and stainless steel with a PVC 

bearing. It is the only rust free tie-down system made and has a nearly unlimited lifespan. This is not a bolted-on 

aftermarket accessory, but an integral part of a System One I.T.S.® series ladder rack. Just lift the pawl and pull 

out as much strap as you need. Place the strap around the load and hook it to an anchor hole or crossmember. 

Take up the slack with the handwheel and tighten fi rmly using the handle. Available individually or in a set of four, 

one at each rack gusset.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

WW-10  Work Winch, Single 4 lbs. $ 92.00

WW-40  Work Winches, (set of 4) 15 lbs. $269.00

Work Winch® Tie Down Systems

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

CPA410 Easy Adjust Knob   1 oz. $4.00

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

CPA108 5” Ladder Stop/Anchor 7 oz $14.20

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

CPA114 Member J-Hook   8 oz. $24.80

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

CPA101 Cargo Anchor   3 oz. $10.90

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

CPA107 Inside Hook/Anchor   8 oz. $14.30

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

CPA141 Quick Hook   5 oz. $12.50

https://www.americanvan.com/ladder-racks
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Reduce injuries and increase productivity with Prime Designís ErgoRack 

for Enclosed Service Body vehicles. These racks offer the most safe and 

simple solution for stowing and deploying your ladder. Equipped with 

a universal mounting system, this rack can be adjusted to the specific 

angle of an enclosed service body roof. These ergonomic racks include 

Prime Designís innovative rotation mechanism, which utilizes a hydraulic-

assisted design that lets you unload your ladders safely and quickly ñ without 

your feet ever leaving the ground. The removable handle gives you the leverage 

to rotate the ladder into position with a simple twist, while the exclusive hydraulic 

system lowers your ladder gently to the side of your van ñ all in a matter of seconds! 

While stowed, your ladders are held in place by ridged ladder stops that eliminate 

the need for other unreliable and inefficient tie-downs. Available in single rotation, two 

crossbar configuration and double rotation, two or three crossbar configurations. All 

necessary brackets and mounting hardware included for installation. 

MODEL DESCRIPTION BODY WIDTH WEIGHT PRICE

HBR-E-UM3-72-M Single Rotation, 2 Crossbar - 72îW 68-78î 66 lbs. $1,882.29

HRR-E-UM3-72-M Double Rotation, 2 Crossbar - 72îW 68-78î 112 lbs. $3,207.71

HRR3-E-UM3-72-M Double Rotation, 3 Crossbar - 72îW 68-78î 116 lbs. $3,446.32

HBR-E-UM3-84-M Single Rotation, 2 Crossbar - 84îW 80-90î 69 lbs. $1,907.60

HRR-E-UM3-84-M Double Rotation, 2 Crossbar - 84îW 80-90î 114 lbs. $3,233.02

HRR3-E-UM3-84-M Double Rotation, 3 Crossbar - 84îW 80-90î 120 lbs. $3,488.53

HBR-E-UM3-90-M Single Rotation, 2 Crossbar - 90îW 86-96î 70 lbs. $1,907.60

HRR-E-UM3-90-M Double Rotation, 2 Crossbar - 90îW 86-96î 115 lbs. $3,233.02

HRR3-E-UM3-90-M Double Rotation, 3 Crossbar - 90îW 86-96î 121 lbs. $3,488.53

Enclosed Service Body 

ErgoRack by Prime Design 
� Universal Adjustable Mounting System

� Stow and Deploy ladders in a matter of seconds

Universal Adjustable Mounting System fits to specific angle of roof

Other 
Body Width 
Applications 

Available. See 
our Website.

Prime Designís All Aluminum 

Commercial Grade Rear Access Ladder
� Provides Safe Access to Vehicle Roof

� No Drilling Required ñ Installs in Minutes!

� All Aluminum Construction w/Stainless Steel Hardware

� Available in an Anodized Bright Dip Clear or Black Finish

Getting to the roof of your van can be a difficult and unsafe task, especially 

on the new higher roof vehicles. If you need to carry ladders or any other 

type of cargo on your roof rack, youíll find these new Heavy Duty Aluminum 

Van Ladders provide the optimum safety for loading and unloading. These 

commercial grade ladders are constructed from durable yet lightweight 

6005-T6, 6061-T6 compatible aircraft grade aluminum alloy. Padded mounting 

attachments at the top and bottom of the Driverís side rear door adjust to 

perfectly fit your vehicle for a safe and stable installation all without ever 

drilling in to your vehicle. Non-slip, square surface steps with an industry best 

standoff from the vehicle provide spacious and safe footing when climbing. 

Models are available for Transit low, medium and high roof, ProMaster low 

and high roof, Sprinter standard and high roof, Nissan NV and Chevy/GMC 

vans. Please specify year, 

make and model of vehicle 

when ordering.

Also available 

with a 

black finish

Padded top and bottom clamps attach to door edges without drilling

5/32” Thick 

Side Rail 

Extrusions

550lb. Middle 

Rung Load 

Capacity

1/4” Thick 

Mounting 

Plate 

Bracket 

Support

1/8” Thick 

Rung 

Extrusions for 

Safe Climbing

165lb. Top Rung 

Load Capacity

  CLEAR FINISH BLACK FINISH

VEHICLE  WEIGHT STEPS MODEL PRICE  MODEL PRICE 

Transit-Low Roof 16 lbs. 5 AAL-8010 $546.86 AAL-8010-BLK $696.03

Transit-Medium Roof 18 lbs. 7 AAL-8009 $601.38 AAL-8009-BLK $750.53

Transit-High Roof 18 lbs. 7 AAL-8011 $601.38 AAL-8011-BLK $750.53

ProMaster-Low Roof 16 lbs. 7 AAL-8012 $601.38 AAL-8012-BLK $750.53

ProMaster-High Roof 18 lbs. 7 AAL-8008 $601.38 AAL-8008-BLK $750.53

Sprinter-Standard Roof 16 lbs. 6 AAL-8004 $574.99 AAL-8004-BLK $724.16

Sprinter-High Roof 18 lbs. 7 AAL-8003 $601.38 AAL-8003-BLK $750.53

Nissan NV-Standard Roof 16 lbs. 5 AAL-8013 $541.60 AAL-8013-BLK $690.77

Nissan NV-High Roof 18 lbs. 7 AAL-8014 $596.10 AAL-8014-BLK $745.28

Chevy Express/GMC Savana 16 lbs. 5 AAL-8015 $541.60 AAL-8015-BLK $690.77
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MODEL LENGTH WEIGHT PRICE

RS-9  9î Rubber Strap 2 oz. $1.90

RS-15 15î Rubber Strap 3 oz. $2.10

RS-20 20î Rubber Strap 4 oz. $2.40

RS-31 31î Rubber Strap 6 oz. $3.10

RS-41 41î Rubber Strap 7 oz. $4.50

Industrial-Strength Molded Rubber Straps 
These straps, rated at 1500 psi tensile strength, can stretch to twice their original length and are not affected 

by weather conditions. Straps are available in 5 sizes and come with steel S-hooks in place.

Quik-Lockô 

Ladder Clamp
No need to tie ladders to racks ñ just 

raise the Quik-Lock handle and a 

spring-loaded U-clamp extends over 

the side rails of the ladder, moves 

down and tightly retracts over the 

ladder rung. Clamps have protective 

rubber sleeves to protect ladder 

rungs. Add a padlock (not included) 

for protection against theft. Quik-Lock can be bolted to any 

ladder rack with a square or rectangular upright, or a flat 

mounting surface that allows direct bolt-on installation. Made 

of rust-proof aluminum.

EXTENDS, THEN 

RETRACTS TO FIT MOST

LADDERS

U-CLAMP 

STRADDLES 

RUNG TO 

FIRMLY 

HOLD

LADDER

Aluminum Door Kits for PVC Pipe Tubes
� Stainless Steel Latch Spring w/Padlock Tab

� Available for 4,î 6î or 8î Schedule 40 PVC Pipe

�  Made from Quality Cast Aluminum

These kits turn Schedule 40 

PVC pipe into secure storage 

for conduit, copper tubing, dis-

connect sticks or even sensitive 

surveyorís instruments. Available 

in 4½,î 65/8î and 85/8î sizes for 

4,î 6î and 8î tubes. Hinged Cast 

Aluminum doors provide con-

venient access and are rubber 

gasketed for a weather-tight 

seal. Cast aluminum saddles sit 

on the rack support providing a 

base that conforms to the tube 

shape. Kits include door, end 

cap, two saddle brackets, two 

ìUî brackets and all hardware 

needed to mount to your ladder 

rack support. PVC tubes not 

included.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

AD-40-KIT Aluminum Door Kit for 4î PVC Pipe Tube 5 lbs. $81.90

AD-60-KIT Aluminum Door Kit for 6î PVC Pipe Tube 5 lbs. $92.30

AD-80-KIT Aluminum Door Kit for 8î PVC Pipe Tube 7 lbs. $112.30
MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

QLV-20  Quik-Lock for Van Racks 3 lbs. $79.80

Rack Strap Ratcheting Tie Down System 
�  Mounting Adapter for Van Racks Included

�  Applies up to 500 pounds of Wrap Tension

This secure alternative to bungee cords, originally developed for pick-up 

truck racks, can now be used on van ladder racks with the addition of the 

bolt on Mounting Adapter included with each Rack Strap. The Adapter, 

manufactured from 1î steel tubing, will fit our ìCCRî series racks sold on 

page 33 and our ìULWî series racks sold on Page 32. You can now secure 

your load quickly and easily by looping the 7í long, 1½î wide polyester strap 

around the load and hooking it back to the front of the Rack Strap body, 

then ratcheting it down to the desired 

tension. Rack Straps have a durable 

zinc chromate finish and the Mounting 

Adapter is protected by a powder coat 

finish available in either white or black. 

All mounting hardware is included.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

RS-5WH Rack Strap w/White Mounting Adapter 5 lbs. $62.00

RS-5BK Rack Strap w/Black Mounting Adapter 5 lbs. $62.00
MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE 

RS-1 Rack Strap for Square Mount 3.5 lbs. $51.70

Rack Strap 

Ratcheting 

Tie Down 

System
�  Available for 

square surface 

mount 

applications

This secure alternative to bungee cords is designed to be 

used on the side rail supports of your van or pick up truck 

rack. Permanently mounts to your overhead rack with 4 

bolts, or can be welded to the rack frame. You can now 

secure your load quickly and easily by looping the 7í long, 

1½î wide polyester strap around the load and hooking it 

back to the front of the Rack Strap body, then ratcheting it 

down to the desired wrap tension, up to 500 lbs. Rack Strap 

works with racks 

that have square 

or rectangular 

side rails. Housing 

has durable zinc 

chromate finish. 

Sold individually. 

Square Mount

https://www.americanvan.com/quik-lock-lockable-ladder-clamp.html
https://www.americanvan.com/conversion-kit.html
https://www.americanvan.com/rack-strap-for-square-or-round-mount.html
https://www.americanvan.com/rubber-strap-various-lengths.html
https://www.americanvan.com/rack-strap-with-mounting-adapter.html
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Step Ladder Storage System

Jet RackÆ Universal Mounting Kit
Different vans and truck caps have 

many different mounting profiles and 

finding a good one isnít always easy.  

Thatís why Jet Rack has developed a 

Universal Mounting Kit that features 

dual-layered welded plates designed 

with high-strength fasteners that allow 

bending and gentle forming to fit almost 

any shape necessary to achieve a solid, 

lasting installation. These specially 

designed plates have been tested and 

are capable of supporting dynamic weight under extreme force far beyond 

anything your Jet Rack will ever be challenged with.

1

Hook the 
ladder onto the 
receiving pin.

2

 Slide the ladder 
forward along 
the rail.

3

Raise the foot of the 
ladder to secure it to 
the catch bracket.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

JET-800 Jet Rack Ladder System 7 lbs. $105.40

�  Tension locking system ñ no 

troublesome buckles or ties 

�  Store ladders horizontally or vertically

�  Rack installs in unused space 

on ceilings or walls

�  Load and unload ladders in seconds

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

JRMP-1420 Universal Mounting Kit 2 lbs. $33.40

Store step ladders in the unused space on the ceiling or wall of your vehicle or storage room with this easy-to-use tension securing storage system. The Jet RackÆ stores 

A-frame step ladders up to 10 feet in length that have ìtool holesî in their top plastic shelf or cap. Simply hook the ladderís top shelf hole onto the Jet Rackís receiving pin, 

slide the ladder forward into place, and secure the foot of the ladder to the Jet Rackís catch bracket. For mounting, a 7/8î deep Unistrut type hanger rail, not included, is 

mounted to the flat surface where you want to mount your Jet Rack. The JetRack mechanism is then mounted to the Unistrutô to complete the installation, usually in about 

30 minutes.  For a rock solid mount in truck caps or vans with protruding roof support beams see our Universal Mount System with high strength fasteners and conforming 

mounting plates on this page. Unistrutô rails can be found at supply houses and home stores nationally and need to be approximately the same length of your ladder.

https://www.americanvan.com/cbtrack-ladder-racking-system.html
https://www.americanvan.com/jet-rack-mounting-kit.html
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Heavy-Duty 

Aluminum Holder 

for Pipe and Conduit

�  Heavy .063-thick Aluminum 

Diamond Plate

� Holds cargo up to 10í6î long

�  Re-inforced loading platform for 

durability

� Spring-up, lockable rear door

Transporting extra long loads of pipe, 

conduit or tubing is no problem with 

this maintenance free aluminum rack. 

The fully enclosed design allows you 

to easily carry cargo up to 10í6î long 

with plenty of room for ladders and 

other equipment on your roof rack 

(roof racks sold separately). Heavy 

.063 thick Aluminum Diamond Plate construction with a steel re-inforcement harness 

on the loading end for additional support. A convenient spring-up lockable rear door 

which accepts padlocks (sold below) contains and protects your valuable cargo. Easily 

attaches to your ladder rack with two 1î wide mounting straps. Overall unit dimensions 

are 10í8îL x 11îW x 6îH. Unit comes complete with stainless steel mounting hardware.

Conduit Tube Racks by Prime Design
� All Aluminum Tube Construction

� Heavy Duty Steel Reinforced End Caps

� Available in 10í 8î ID Length

Easily manage long conduit or tube with the confidence it will stay securely on your roof 

with Prime Designís Conduit Tube Racks. Unique design features rugged .100 thick alumi-

num construction and is available with an interior length of 10í 8î. Steel reinforced aero-

dynamic end caps help eliminate wind noise at high speeds. Tubeís 5îW x 5îH design 

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

APH-10  Aluminum Pipe Holder  45 lbs. $540.40

PL-50  Master Padlock, #3    5 oz. $9.20

MODEL DESCRIPTION OVERALL LENGTH WEIGHT PRICE

CON-8005  Conduit Tube 11í 3î Long 34 lbs.   $492.48

Padlock ready door keeps contents safe Steel reinforced front cap with hinged door

Lockable rear door accepts padlocks

provides storage for more volume than a standard 6î diameter PVC pipe solution. 

Tube Racks fit all standard roof racks, but will also fit Double Lock Down and Side 

Access Racks in the middle position. Rack tubes ship in two parts which then insert 

into a tube coupler to form the full length tube. Racks are attached to cross members 

with supplied, no-drill brackets.

https://www.americanvan.com/prime-design-conduit-tube.html
https://www.americanvan.com/heavy-duty-aluminum-pipe-and-conduit-carrier.html
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This versatile Hand Sanitizing Station provides quick and easy access for your 

hand washing and sanitizing needs. This product comes available with two 

separate dispensers: Gojo heavy duty waterless hand cleaner (included) and 

another dispenser for any commercially available hand sanitizing solution. 

The HSS-12 cleaning and sanitizer station is compact enough to mount inside 

the cab of your vehicle as well as on any flat panel or surface including a van 

partition, side wall of the van, or on the side panel of a shelving unit. The station 

includes a convenient built-in paper-towel dispenser and trash bin as well as 

a compartment for household products such as a box of tissues or disposable 

gloves. Unit is constructed of 18-gauge steel and measures 12îW x 11 7/8îD x 16 

1/2îH. Finished with a durable gray powder coat finish while all zinc plated steel 

hardware is included for installation. Paper towels, disposable gloves and hand 

sanitizer not included.

Hand Sanitizing Station
� Easy access to wash and sanitize your hands

� Mounts to any flat surface in your vehicle

� Made of heavy duty 18-gauge steel

Trash Bin

Dispenser with 

Gojo heavy duty 

waterless cleaner

Universal 

Hand Sanitizer 

Dispenser

Disposable 

Glove 

Compartment

Paper Towel 

Holder

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

HSS-12 Hand Sanitizing Station 12 lbs. $399.60

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

DS-15FT Open 2-Tray Unit 12 lbs. $158.50

DS-25FT Open 3-Tray Unit 18 lbs. $210.80

DT-1FT Covered 2-Tray Unit 16 lbs. $166.40

DT-2FT Covered 3-Tray Unit 23 lbs. $220.40

DR-20FT Multi-Purpose Door Organizer - 3 Tray 18 lbs. $220.40

DT-BFT Extra Mounting Brackets for Ford Transit 3 lbs. $45.80

DD-4 Extra Dividers for Covered Trays (6) 1 lb. $4.00

Door Storage Trays for the Ford Transit
Covered Tray Door Storage Units

Perfect for storing tools, nuts, bolts and other small items. 

Each individual tray has a latched lid to help keep con-

tents dry and prevent spills. Trays come with four dividers 

that adjust on 1î centers and measure 18îW x 4 ¼îD x 2 

¾íH. Available in two versions, a two-tray unit which mea-

sures 21îW x 4 ¼îD x 13 ½îH and a three-tray unit which 

measures 21îW x 4 ¼îD x 21îH. Mounting Brackets add 6 

½î to the total height of the unit.

Door Storage Trays are the perfect solution 

for storing and keeping parts and tools easily 

accessible in Transit Vans.  Eliminate the need 

for entering your van for your most frequently 

used items. Door Trays with and without tray 

covers are available for your Transit Van in 

both two and three tray models or choose our 

Multi-Purpose Door Organizer with one cov-

ered, one open and one tray for hand tools and 

spray cans. Trays can be mounted on either the 

driver or passenger side rear swing-out doors. 

Steel construction with a durable powder 

coat finish. Vehicle specific, surface leveling 

brackets to compensate for the door contour 

along with complete mounting hardware are 

included. Extra brackets are available if needed 

for a previously purchased Door Tray now 

being installed in a Transit Van.

Multi-Purpose Door Organizer

Top shelf can store three spray or aerosol cans and is 

perforated to accept screwdrivers, pliers or other hand 

tools. Open middle tray is perfect for boxes and other large 

items. Covered bottom tray has a latched lid to prevent 

spills and can be divided into 1î sections with 4 included 

dividers. Open middle tray measures 18îW x 4 ¼îD x 3îH 

and covered bottom tray measures 18îW x 4 ¼îD x 2 ¾îH. 

Complete unit measures 21îW x 4 ¼îD x 21îH. Mounting 

Brackets add 6 ½î to the total height of the unit.Open Tray Door Storage Units

These Open Tray Storage Units are ideal for storing large 

items or boxed parts that extend above the depth of the 

individual trays. Each individual tray measures 18îW x 4 

¼îD x 3îH. Available in two versions, a two-tray unit which 

measures 21îW x 4 ¼îD x 14îH and a three-tray unit which 

measures 21îW x 4 ¼îD x 21îH. Mounting Brackets add 6½î 

to the total height of the unit.

DS-25FT

DS-15FT

DT-2FT

DR-20FT

https://www.americanvan.com/hand-sanitizing-station.html
https://www.americanvan.com/van-organizers/door-and-storage-trays
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Open Tray Door Storage Unit  >>
� Ideal for storing large items and boxed parts

� 1, 2 or 3-tray units

These open tray storage units have the highest storage capacity of 

all our door storage units, making them ideal for storing tall and larger 

items, including boxed parts. Open design keeps items in full view 

for quick, easy access. Two-tray units fit doors with handle on inside 

(newer Ford E-Series and GMC side door, left door). One-tray unit 

mounts almost anywhere! Trays measure 18îW x 4¼îD x 3îH. One-

tray unit measures 18½îW x 4¼îD x 7îH. Two-tray unit measures 

21îW x 4¼îD x 14îH. Three-tray unit measures 21îW x 4¼îD x 21îH.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE 

DS-1X  Open 1-Tray Unit   4 lbs. $59.20

DS-15  Open 2-Tray Unit   9 lbs. $116.50

DS-25  Open 3-Tray Unit 15 lbs. $170.10

<<  Covered Tray Door Storage Unit
� 1, 2 or 3-tray units

� Latched lids prevent spills

Units mount on inside of most rear or side swing-out van doors. 

Two-tray units fit doors with handle on inside (newer Ford 

E-Series and GMC side door, left door). Powder coat finish. Trays 

measure 18îW x 4¼îD x 2¾îH, and come with 4 dividers per tray 

that adjust on 1î centers. One-Tray unit measures 18½îW x 4¼îD 

x 7îH. Two-tray unit measures 21îW x 4¼îD x 13½îH. Three-tray 

unit measures 21îW x 4¼îD x 21îH.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE   

DT-X  1-Tray Unit    6 lbs. $64.40

DT-1  2-Tray Unit  13 lbs. $124.30

DT-2  3-Tray Unit  20 lbs. $180.10

DD-4 Extra Dividers (6)    1 lb. $4.00

DR-20  

VPT-30

DS-25  

DS-15  

DT-2  

DT-1  DT-X  

<<  Versatile Storage Tray
� Mounts on shelving unit sides

� Fits on narrow side doors

Units can be mounted on the side of a shelving unit or on the 

narrow left-side doors found on Ford E-Series and Chevy/GMC 

full-size vans. This open tray unit is ideal for storing tall and larger 

items to help organize your van. Made of heavy-duty steel and 

finished with a durable gray powder coat. Trays measure 

14îW x 4 ¼îD x 3îH. Complete units measure 16îW x 4 ¼îD x 21îH.

MODEL DESCRIPTION  WEIGHT PRICE

VPT-30 Versatile UnitñOpen Tray 11 lbs. $158.80

Multi-Purpose Door Organizer  >>
Top shelf can store 3 spray or aerosol cans and has holes for screw-

drivers, pliers, or other tools. Open middle tray is ideal for boxes and 

other larger items. Covered bottom tray can be divided into 1î sec-

tions for storing nuts, bolts, and other small items. Powder coat finish. 

Open middle tray measures 18îW x 4¼îD x 3îH. Covered bottom tray 

measures 18îW x 4¼îD x 2¾îH and comes with 4 dividers that can 

be adjusted on 1î centers. Unit measures 21îW x 4¼îD x 21îH.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

DR-20 Door Organizer  15 lbs. $180.10

DD-4 Extra Dividers (6)  1 lb. $4.00

DS-1X  

Available
for

Transit Van
See Page 50

Available
for

Transit Van
See Page 50

Available
for

Transit Van
See Page 50

https://www.americanvan.com/van-organizers/door-and-storage-trays
https://www.americanvan.com/van-organizers/door-and-storage-trays
https://www.americanvan.com/van-organizers/door-and-storage-trays
https://www.americanvan.com/versatile-storage-trays.html
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Caulk Tube Tray
�  Holders for 10 oz. or 

32 oz. tubes

� All steel construction

Put an end to searching for caulk 

or cleaning up after leaking tubes 

in your van. Now you can keep 

your caulking gun and up to eight 

10-ounce tubes or six 32-ounce 

tubes of caulk handy in these 

convenient new trays. Standard 

10 oz. tube holder has a caulk 

gun holster that is 2½î square for 

standard caulk guns and has 21/8î 

diameter tube slots. Convenient 

front storage tray measures 

10¼îW x 2îD x 2îH. Tray for larger 

32 oz. tubes has a 3î square gun 

holster for larger guns and has 

25/8î diameter tube slots. These 

all steel constructed trays can 

be mounted on any flat vertical 

surface. Mounting on the end of 

a shelving unit near any cargo 

door provides access without having to enter 

van. Trays have durable gray powder coat 

finish and come complete with all mounting 

hardware. Overall unit dimensions for standard 

tray are 131/8îW x 7½îD x 67/8îH and quart tube 

tray measures 11îW x 7îD x 9¼îH.

Book and Map Rack
These high-quality steel racks can be mounted to shelving 

unit sides, safety/security partitions, or directly to vans. 

Pockets are extra-wide to hold larger service manuals and 

most spiral-bound maps. Powder coat finish. BK-4 measures 

13¾îW x 7îD x 163/8îH, has 4 pockets, and can be mounted 

over cab desk, between seats, without limiting rear view 

mirror vision. BK-7 measures 13¾îW x 7îD x 28îH, and has 

7 pockets.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

BK-4 Book Rack 8 lbs. $114.60

BK-7 Book Rack 19 lbs. $179.50

Five-Compartment Paper Rack
Keep work orders, delivery forms, invoices, even maps 

organized. Your 8½î x 11î papers are compartmentalized 

with the top 2½î exposed for easy identification. Rack 

mounts easily to security partitions, shelving unit sides, or 

inside door panels. Powder coat finish. Measures 9¾îW x 

4îD x 21îH.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

PR-5 Paper Rack 9 lbs. $96.30

PR-5  BK-7  

BK-4  

Wire Reel Rack
� Five storage levels

� Holds different sized reels for flexibility

�  Designed to meet the demands of 

electrical contractors

Add reel storage capacity to your van without sacrific-

ing floor space. Rugged steel holder mounts on secu-

rity partition, the wall of your van, or the end panel of 

a shelf unit. Up to five storage rods are held in place 

with gravity, and are removable with one hand.  Bot-

tom two reel sections are sized for smaller diameter 

reels. Powder coat finish. Reel width capacity is 12îW 

and 7î in diameter. Unit measures 143/8îW x 4½îD x 26îH.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

RR-14 Reel Rack 13 lbs. $103.60

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

CTT-8 Caulk Tube Tray 3 lbs. $56.30

CTTL-6 Large Caulk Tube Tray 3 lbs. $65.70

CTTL-6

CTT-8

https://www.americanvan.com/van-organizers
https://www.americanvan.com/van-organizers
https://www.americanvan.com/van-organizers
https://www.americanvan.com/van-organizers/holders
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Steel Tank Holders
�  Safely store and transport tanks in 

upright position

� Designed to fit all standard tanks 

Durable holders protect your tanks and 

mount securely to the floor of van, preventing 

tanks from shifting while vehicle is in motion. 

Constructed of 16-gauge steel with powder 

coat finish.

Hold-All Trays
These versatile Hold-All Trays provide quick access to aerosol cans 

and tools in a convenient, space-saving storage module. The 3î cut-

outs fit most aerosol cans and the multi-sized cut-out pattern holds 

an assortment of screwdrivers, pliers, or other tools. Available in 

three sizes: 12î, 15î, and 21î widths, and are 4îD x 5½îH. Designed 

to mount on shelving end panels, vehicle doors, or just about any-

where. Heavy-duty steel construction with powder coat finish.

TK-3

TK-4

TK-1

TK-6

TK-5
TK-2

Pipe Caddy 
Perfect for storing 

shorter lengths of pipe 

in the cargo area of 

your van. Opening on 

one side allows for in-

serting longer lengths 

that cannot be loaded 

through the top of 

the caddy because of 

interference with the 

vehicleís roof. Rubber 

straps (two included) 

secure pipes in the 

rack. Unit is finished 

with a durable gray 

powder coat finish 

and is shipped with all 

necessary mounting 

hardware. Measures 

6¾îD x 36îH.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

SP-36 Pipe Caddy 10 lbs. $88.10

5-Gallon Bucket Holder
Keep standard 5-gallon 

plastic buckets in place 

and secure. Heavy-duty 

16-gauge steel holder 

with powder coat finish 

easily mounts to floor of 

vehicle. Holds buckets 

up to 111/8î in diameter. 

Holder is 11½îW x 61/8îH.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

BH-10 Bucket Holder 3 lbs. $47.70

Utility Hooks
Large 4î I.D. hooks can be mounted on shelves or 

walls of vehicle. Constructed with 3/8î steel rod for 

strength and durability. Powder coat finish.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

UH-1 1-Hook Plate 2 lbs. $19.80

UH-2 2-Hook Plate 4 lbs. $32.50

UH-3 3-Hook Plate 6 lbs. $40.70

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

HA-12 Hold-All Tray ñ 12î Wide 2½ lbs. $33.00

HA-15 Hold-All Tray ñ 15î Wide 3 lbs. $37.50 

HA-21 Hold-All Tray ñ 21î Wide 4 lbs. $49.90

Aerosol Caddies Mount

To Any Flat Surface
Sturdy caddies that mount directly to a shelving unit, a door, or 

any flat surface in your vehicle. Available in 3, 4, or 6-can sizes, 

all with 3î cut-outs that hold most standard-sized aerosol cans. 

Heavy-duty steel construction with powder coat finish. Caddies 

measure 4îD x 8îH.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

SCH-3 3-Can Aerosol Can Caddy, 12îW 1 lb. 12 oz. $33.00

SCH-4 4-Can Aerosol Can Caddy, 15îW 2 lbs. $37.50

SCH-6 6-Can Aerosol Can Caddy, 21îW 3 lbs. $49.90

MODEL DESCRIPTION INSIDE DIA. WEIGHT PRICE

TK-1 ìMCî Presto Lite 4¾î 2 lbs. $43.60

TK-2 ìBî Presto Lite 6¾î 3 lbs. $46.20

TK-3 30-lb Refrigerant 9¾î 3 lbs. $51.80

TK-4 50-lb Refrigerant 13î 4 lbs. $54.00

TK-5 14.1 oz. Propane 3¼î 1 lb. $40.20

TK-6 40 Cubic Ft. Nitrogen 77/8î 3 lbs. $50.00

https://www.americanvan.com/hold-all-trays-av-ha-112-1507.html
https://www.americanvan.com/can-aerosol-can-caddy-av-sch-346-1505.html
https://www.americanvan.com/5-gallon-bucket-holder.html
https://www.americanvan.com/steel-tank-holders.html
https://www.americanvan.com/pipe-and-conduit-holders.html
https://www.americanvan.com/utility-hooks.html
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MODEL DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS WEIGHT PRICE

CST-7 Caulk Tube/Spray Can Tray 131/8îW x 7¾îD x 67/8îH 3 lbs. $62.60

Pipe Nipple 

Tray with Handle 
� All steel construction

� Available in 1î, ¾î, ½î or Combo Nipple Trays

Never search your van for a pipe nipple again with these all steel Pipe 

Nipple Trays. Our 1î Tray holds up to 40 ñ 1î nipples while the ¾î tray holds 

up to 60 and the ½î tray holds up to 84. Our Combo Tray holds up to 16 ñ 1î, 

20 ñ ¾î and 24 ñ ½î nipples. All trays have a maximum piece length capacity 

of 6î. These all steel trays have convenient fold down handles making 

carrying them to the job with one hand a snap. Trays can be easily stored on 

the vehicle floor or in any of our shelving units.

�  3 and 4-tier 

steel racks

�  Holds 30 

and 50-lb. 

refrigerant and 

recovery tanks 

Heavy-duty 3 and 

4-tier welded steel 

towers safely and 

securely transport 30 

and 50-lb. refrigerant 

tanks. Racks with 3 

tiers feature storage tray on top. Trays for the 

FT-230, FT-330 and 

FT-250 measure 911/16îW x 2½îH x 107/16îD, tray for the FT-350 

measures 12¼îW x 2½îH x 11½îD. Each tier tilts down slightly 

for greater stability. Supplied rubber straps secure tanks. Units can be bolted to 

van ribs or floor, a shelving unit, or the bulkhead security partition. Towers are 

constructed of 1î square, 14-gauge steel tubing with powder coat finish.

Caulk Tube/Spray Can Tray
� Holds 4 Caulk Tubes and 3 Spray Cans         � Mounts to Any Flat Surface

This dual purpose tray holds up to 

four 8 oz. tubes of caulk as well as 

three spray cans up to 3î in diam-

eter. Caulk gun holster measures 

2¼îW x 2½îD and holds standard 

caulk guns with or without tube in 

place. Convenient front storage 

tray measures 10¼îW x 2îD x 2îH 

and is perfect for keeping tape 

measures, safety glasses or any 

other small frequently used item 

easily accessible. Mount these 

sturdy all steel trays to the end 

of a shelving unit near any cargo 

door for easy access without 

having to enter your van. Trays 

have a durable gray 

powder coat finish and 

come complete with 

all mounting hardware. 

Overall dimensions are 

131/8îW x 7¾îD x 67/8îH. 

See our ìAll Caulkî Tube 

Tray on page 52.

NC-75

NC-25C

NC-50NC-10

Refrigerant 

Tank Towers

MODEL DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS WEIGHT PRICE

NC-50 1/2î Pipe Nipple Tray 8½îW x 131/8îL x 65/8îH 5 lbs. $76.90

NC-75 3/4î Pipe Nipple Tray 8½îW x 131/8îL x 65/8îH 6 lbs. $84.50

NC-10 1î Pipe Nipple Tray 8½îW x 131/8îL x 65/8îH 6 lbs. $88.10

NC-25C Combo Pipe Nipple Tray 8½îW x 131/8îL x 65/8îH 6 lbs. $88.10

MODEL DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS WEIGHT PRICE

FT-230 Holds 2-30#, 1-50# tank 15¼îW x 13¼îD x 40îH 31 lbs. $323.30

FT-330 Holds 3-30# tanks 12¼îW x 13¼îD x 38¼îH 32 lbs. $323.30

FT-430 Holds 4-30# tanks 12¼îW x 13¼îD x 47¾îH 34 lbs. $365.30

FT-250 Holds 2-50#, 1-30# tank 15¼îW x 13¼îD x 43îH 34 lbs. $323.30

FT-350 Holds 3-50# tanks 15¼îW x 13¼îD x 46¾îH 39 lbs. $323.30

FT-23050 Holds 2-30#, 2-50# tanks 15¼îW x 13¼îD x 48¾îH 36 lbs. $365.30

https://www.americanvan.com/freon-tank-tower.html
https://www.americanvan.com/van-organizers/holders
https://www.americanvan.com/van-organizers/holders
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Spray Bottle Holder 

Keeps Bottles 

Accessible
This sturdy Spray Bottle tray will mount 

to partitions, shelving unit sides or just 

about any other flat vertical surface 

in your van. Each 11îW x 6îD tray has 

two 3½îD holes to accommodate spray 

bottles of any shape with a diameter of 

4½î at their widest point. Heavy-duty 

steel construction with a durable 

powder coat finish.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

SBH-2 Spray Bottle Tray 3 lbs. $36.70

Youíll know exactly where your 

caulk tubes are in your van with our 

new Caulk Tube Tray for 1-quart 

tubes. Stores up to six caulk tubes 

in six 25/8îD holes. This all steel con-

structed tray includes a convenient 

caulk gun holster to hold a caulk 

gun with or without caulk tube in 

place. Easily mounts to partitions, 

shelving unit sides or just about 

any other flat vertical surface in 

your van. Mounting on the end of a 

shelving unit near any cargo door 

provides access without having to 

enter the van. Trays have a durable 

gray powder coat finish and comes 

complete with all mounting hard-

ware. Overall unit dimensions are 

11îW x 7îD x 9¼îH.

Large Caulk 

Tube Tray
� Holds six 1-Quart Tubes

� Includes Caulk Gun Holster

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

CTTL-6 Large Tube Caulk Tube Tray 3 lbs. $65.70

Gallon Jug Holder 

Mounts to Any 

Flat Surface
This heavy-duty steel holder keeps 

round or rectangular jugs secure inside 

your vehicle. Two-jug model has an interior 

dimension of 12¾îW x 8îD. While this holder 

accommodates the most common sizes 

of jugs, please be sure to measure your 

containers before ordering. Heavy duty steel 

construction with a durable powder coat 

finish. Measures 13½îW x 81/8îD x 10îH. 

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

JH-2 2-Jug Holder 5 lbs. $62.50

Practice Holder
This Practice Holder is perfect 

for keeping forms, small tools, 

lights as well as many other small 

items at your fingertips. It can be 

mounted to the side panels on any 

of our shelving units, on van par-

titions, between the seats without 

obstructing your rearview vision 

or any other flat surface in your 

van. Holder measures 13îW x 5îD 

x 7îH. Finished with a durable gray 

powder coat finish.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

PH-50 Practice Holder 3 lbs. $47.30

Three Pocket Literature Rack
�  Low profile, only 5î deep

� All steel Construction

This handy Literature Rack will hold work 

orders, delivery forms, manuals, binders, 

catalogs or just about any other flat item 

that will fit in itís 12½îW x 1¼îD x 6½îîH 

pockets (9î max height capacity). Unit 

mount on a shelving unit end panel, van 

partition between the seats in the cab or 

to any other flat vertical surface.  Mea-

sures 13îW x 5¼îD x 151/8îH and has a 

durable gray powder coat finish.

Hand Cleaning 

Station
Get cleaned up right at your 

vehicle with this convenient 

new hand cleaning station. 

Mounts to shelving side, safety 

partition, or any flat surface. 

Complete with a 12îW x 7îD 

top shelf to hold your choice 

of soap and a center storage 

area for a back-up roll of 

towels, work gloves, safety 

goggles, etc. Paper towel 

roll hanger holds all standard 

11îW rolls. This all-steel unit 

measures 12îW x 7îD x 15¾îH 

(17¾îH with towels in place). 

Trays have a durable gray 

powder coat finish and comes 

complete with all mounting 

hardware.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

LR-30  Three Pocket Literature Rack 5 lbs. $71.40

MODEL DESCRIPTION   WEIGHT PRICE

HCS-12 Cleaning Station 6 lbs.  $96.00

https://www.americanvan.com/van-organizers/holders
https://www.americanvan.com/van-organizers/holders
https://www.americanvan.com/jug-holder-hand-cleaning-station.html
https://www.americanvan.com/practice-holder.html
https://www.americanvan.com/van-organizers/holders
https://www.americanvan.com/literature-binder-holder.html
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MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

UH-1A One Hook Utility Hook 8 oz. $22.20

UH-2A Two Hook Utility Hook 1 lb. $35.10

UH-3A Three Hook Utility Hook 2 lbs. $43.20

Aluminum 

Aerosol Caddy
This sturdy aluminum 3-can aerosol 

caddy mounts directly to a shelving 

unit, a door, or any flat surface in 

your vehicle. The 3" cutouts hold 

most standard sized aerosol cans. 

Caddy measures 12"W x 4"D x 8"H.

Large 4" I.D. Utility Hooks can be mounted on shelf end 

panels, partition or just about any flat surface. Constructed 

in aluminum with 3/8" aluminum rod hooks. Mounting plate 

is 13 ¾" wide.

Aluminum Utility Hooks

This versatile All Aluminum Hold-All 

Tray provides quick access to aero-

sol cans and tools in a convenient, 

space-saving storage module. The 

3" cut-outs fit most aerosol cans 

and the multi-sized cutout pattern 

holds an assortment of screwdrivers, pliers, or 

other tools. Tray measures 12"W x 4"D x 5 ½"H. 

Designed to mount on shelving end panels, 

vehicle doors, or just about anywhere.

Aluminum 

Hold-All Tray

Aluminum Drawer Unit for Parts and Tools

� Heavy duty Ball Bearing Slides

Whether you stack them or mount them 

on a shelf these Aluminum Drawer Units 

store and keep your parts and tools 

accessible when needed. Drawers slide 

open or closed easily on 100 lb rated steel 

ball bearing slides and are kept in place 

by spring loaded drawer latches. When 

mounting these drawer units on a shelf 

youíll need our Riser Mounting Bracket 

which lifts the unit 3î to position it above 

the 3î shelf lip for opening. Drawer Unit measures 18îW x 12îD 

x 12îH. Drawers measure 15 1/8îW x 11 1/2îD x 4îH.

Mounts in Shelf 
with Riser Bracket

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

SCH-3A 3-Can Aluminum Aerosol Can Caddy 1 lb. $35.30

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

HA-12A Aluminum Hold-All Tray - 12"W 3 lbs. $35.30

Carry Case Stack Rack
� Keeps Carry Cases within easy reach

� Secure even on the bumpiest roads

�  Can also be used to hold many other items 

Our Carry Case Stack Rack holds three of our 

popular Small Parts Cases enabling you to 

keep frequently used parts and hardware 

accessible when needed. Convenient top 

bin is perfect for storing tape measures, 

markers, pen lights, glasses, etc. Racks 

mount to any flat surface but are especially 

useful when mounted to the van partition 

at the side door making cases accessible 

without entering the 

van. Comes complete 

with three of our 

CA-12 Carry Cases. 

Constructed with 

heavy duty steel and 

protected with a 

durable powder coat 

finish. Rack measures 

163/8îW x 7îD x 25½îH 

with each tapered 

case pocket measur-

ing 163/8îW x 41/8îD.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

CAH-30 Carry Case Stack Rack with 3 Cases 23 lbs. $170.10

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

MDU-30A_G2 Aluminum Drawer Unit 17 lbs. $249.10

MDU-30AR Riser Bracket for Shelf Mounting 3 lbs. $  23.40

Carry-All Tray and Rack Systems store and organize all types of small parts and 

tools. Attached restraining bar keeps trays in place while vehicle is moving, and is 

simply moved up to remove trays. Systems are available with 6 trays with adjust-

able dividers and fold-down handles. Welded heavy-duty steel rack with powder 

coat finish mounts securely to floor of van. 6-Tray System (15½îW x 18îD x 36îH), or 

as individual trays (12¾îW x 17îD x 4îH). Optional bolt-on top tray (13îW x 17½îD x 

2½îH) offers additional storage and can be bolted to the top of these.

MODEL DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS WEIGHT PRICE

CT-100 6-Tray Unit 15 ½îW x 18îD x 36îH 96 lbs. $536.40

SC-12 Individual Tray 12 3/4îW x 17îD x 4îH 10 lbs. $  72.60

CT-TR Bolt-On Top Tray 13îW x 17 ½îD x 2 ½îH   6 lbs. $  32.40

Carry-All Trays and Rack
� Stores and organizes small parts

Optional Bolt On Top Tray

https://www.americanvan.com/carry-case-stack-rack.html
https://www.americanvan.com/tripp-lite-ultra-compact-inverters.html
https://www.americanvan.com/aluminum-2-drawer-unit.html
https://www.americanvan.com/aluminum-utility-hooks.html
https://www.americanvan.com/aluminum-can-aerosol-can-caddy-12-w.html
https://www.americanvan.com/hold-all-trays-12-w-x-4-d-x-5-1-4-h-av-ha-12a-3322.html
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MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

HDV-28819 Heavy-Duty 5 ½î Vise 26 lbs. $254.90

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

SVM-11 Slide-Out Vise Mount 32 lbs. $240.80 

Floor Mount Vise Mount
Heavy-duty, floor-mounted vise mount clears rear and side cargo 

doors in its fully-opened position. Mounting plate accommodates 

most standard size vises, and can be used with assembly in closed 

position. Assembly is constructed with 3/16î wall structural tubing 

and plate. By simply turning the knob the unique ìlocking wedgeî is 

tightened which securely holds extension in place. Telescopes to 26.î

5½î Heavy-Duty Vise
This Wilton Vise has heavy-duty castings with 

a 30,000 PSI iron body built for rugged use and 

extended life. Features replaceable serrated steel 

jaw inserts and built-in pipe jaws as well as a 360∞ 

swivel base with lockdown that allows for quick 

and easy positioning. Finished with a durable pow-

der coat to resist scratches and provide a tough 

durable surface. Vise Mount 
stored in 

closed position

These all steel Holders bolt to the floor of your van 

to securely hold our Heavy-Duty 5-Gallon steel 

fuel oil cans (sold separately). Cans feature a 

Smart-Fill spout designed to comply with all CAEB/

EPA and child resistance regulations. To avoid 

spills these spouts feature a long tapered filling 

tube that allows you to watch the fuel level in the 

tank as it becomes full. As an added feature these 

holders can be used to store just about anything in 

your van. Choose from these sizes, 1-Can ñ 7îW x 

14¼îD x 11îH, 2-Can ñ 14îW x 14¼îD x 11îH and 

3-Can ñ 21îW x 14¼îD x 11îH.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

FHA-1 1-Can Holder 8 lbs. $43.20

FHA-2 2-Can Holder 12 lbs. $54.60

FHA-3  3-Can Holder 16 lbs. $73.10

GI-5 5-Gallon Can w/Spout 7 lbs. $80.80

Fuel Oil Cans and All Steel Holders

FHA-1

FHA-3

FHA-2

Aluminum 
Open Tray Door 
Storage Unit

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE 

DS-15A Aluminum Open 2-Tray Unit 5 lbs. $126.70

DS-1XA Aluminum Open 1-Tray Unit 2 lbs. $  70.50

These Open Tray Door Storage 

Units are available constructed 

in aluminum and keep items in 

full view for quick, easy access. 

Trays measure 18îW x 4¼îD x 

3îH. Two tray unit mounts on 

the rear driver side door and 

measures 21îW x 4½îD x 14îH 

while the One-tray unit mounts 

on the rear passenger door and measures 18½îW x 4¼îD x 6½îH.

DS-15A  

Samlex SAM Series low interference, high efficiency modified sine wave 

DC-AC inverters convert 12V DC to 115V AC at an output frequency of 60 

Hz. While lightweight, compact and highly durable, these units are simple 

to install and operate. Connect the power inverter through any 12V lighter 

socket in your van, car, boat, truck or RV. Inverters are fan cooled and utilize 

a cool surface technology. Units have an integrated low battery input alarm 

and a universal protection circuit. Includes one three prong outlet and a 12 

Amp USB Charging Port. ETL Safety Listed.

Samlex 100 Watt Modi  ̌ed Sine Wave 

Compact Inverter
� Convert 12V DC to 115V AC

� Includes USB Charging Port

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE 

SAM-100-12 Samlex 100 Watt Compact Inverter 0.3 lbs. $43.20

https://www.americanvan.com/heavy-duty-512-vise.html
https://www.americanvan.com/slide-out-vise-mount-av-svm-all-2222.html
https://www.americanvan.com/aluminum-open-tray-door-storage.html
https://www.americanvan.com/van-and-truck-accessories/power-inverters
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PriorityStart 
ProMax Stops 
Dead Batteries!
Protect your vehicle’s battery and 

alternator with this automatic 

voltage disconnect system. Perfect 

for fl eet or utility vehicles with 

multiple electronic accessories (cell phones, lights, GPS, computers, etc.) 

Computerized system monitors battery voltage when vehicle ignition is off, 

to prevent voltage spikes and battery drain. Works automatically, with no 

timers to set. Priority Start detects and disconnects any drain on the bat-

tery, in order to maintain starting power and prevent costly ‘down time’ for 

your fl eet vehicles. Automatically reconnect battery simply by operating 

the vehicle’s headlight switch. Patented safety features prevents the unit 

from disconnecting the battery while the engine is running. Unit installs 

directly to your top or side post battery in less then 15 minutes, without 

hardwiring or bolting. Easily transferable to another vehicle. Made with 

military-strength components. Vibration/shock protected.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

PS-12 12 Volt ProMax 2 lbs. $123.30 

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

BA-510  97 dB(A) 1 lb. $38.80

BA-630  107 dB(A) 2 lbs. $110.70

BA-917  87-112 dB(A) 2 lbs. $151.70 

Ecco Back-Up Alarms
Protect yourself and those around you with the Ecco Back-Up Alarm best suited to your 

needs. Choose from three different decible level emitting alarms all meeting OSHA, Bureau of 

Mines and GSA “K-Spec.” standards. All are also UL approved, conform to SAEJ944 and meet 

CE requirements. Each alarm is sealed and pressure washable. 

BA-917 

Heavy Duty Smart Alarm - Operates 

from 12 - 24 VDC and provides 87 

- 112 dB(A). Automatically adjust 

output alarm to 5 dB(A) above 

surrounding noise level. Same 

construction as BA-630.

BA-510 

Standard Duty - 

Operates from 12 VDC 

and provides 97 dB(A). 

Glass filled nylon housing 

and epoxy encapsulated 

circuit board.

BA-630 

Medium Duty - 

Operates from 12 - 36 VDC 

and provides 107 dB(A). 22 

gauge steel housing with 

18 gauge mounting plate. 

Powder coat finish.

This durable heavy duty rubber mat features a raised diamond tread anti-skid surface that prevents loads 

from shifting while protecting the fl oor of your vehicle. Mats come custom trimmed to � t your vehicle wall 

to wall, around the wheel wells, starting at the rear fl oor trim to just behind the base of the driver and 

passenger seats. Mats are available for most current and recent year standard and extended full size 

vans including MB Sprinter, Dodge RAM ProMaster and the new Ford Transit van. Mats are also available 

for both the 2010-2013 and 2014 and newer Ford Transit Connect as well as the RAM ProMaster City and 

Dodge RAM CV. Also available is the Universal rectangular mat which is 69”W x 123”L and can easily 

trimmed for use in trailers, box trucks, your shop and many other applications. Mats for Sprinter vans may 

require some minor trimming. Please specify year, make, model and wheel base when ordering.

Custom-Fit Rubber Van Mats
� Installs in minutes – no cutting or gluing

� Protects against scratches, spills, and stains

Universal 
Mat for other 
Applications 

Now 
Available!

MODEL VEHICLE APPLICATION WEIGHT  PRICE

VM-10 2010-2013 Ford Transit Connect, 2014 & Newer Ford Transit Connect, Standard 

and Long WB, ProMaster 118” WB, ProMaster City, Dodge RAM CV

26 lbs. $117.30

VM-12 Ford E-Series, Chevy/GMC and Nissan NV Standard WB, Sprinter 2007-Current 

144” WB and 170” WB, ProMaster 136” WB, Ford Transit 130” WB and 148” WB

50 lbs. $148.30

VM-14 Ford E-Series and Chevy/GMC Extended WB, Sprinter 2007-Current 170”WB, 

ProMaster 159” and 159” extended WB, Ford Transit 148” extended WB

65 lbs. $179.90

VM-3254 Universal Mat - 69”W x 123”L 65 lbs. $148.30

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE 

RS-1 Rack Strap for Square Mount 3.5 lbs. $51.70

Rack Strap Ratcheting 

Tie Down System
� Available for square surface mount applications

This secure alternative to bungee cords is designed to be used on 

the side rail supports of your van or pick up truck rack. Permanently 

mounts to your overhead rack with 4 bolts, or can be welded to the rack 

frame. You can now secure your load quickly and easily by looping the 

7í long, 1½î wide polyester strap around the load and hooking it back to 

the front of the Rack Strap body, then ratcheting it down to the desired 

wrap tension, up to 500 lbs. Rack Strap works with racks that have 

square or rectangular side rails. Housing has durable zinc chromate 

finish. Sold individually. 
Square Mount

https://www.americanvan.com/van-and-truck-accessories/power-inverters
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� Use your tools and applications with 115-volt AC power

� Samlex Hypersurgeô technology starts high surge loads with ease

� Inverters available with Pure and Modified Sine Wave

Powering lights, tools, testing equipment, laptop computers, even heating and refrigeration units 

with your vehicles 12-volt electrical system is easier with these Samlex Power Inverters. Models 

SAM-250-12 and SAM-450-12 conveniently plug into your vehicles 12V lighter socket. SAM-250-

12 includes one three prong outlet and a USB charging port while SAM-450-12 has two three 

prong outlets and a USB charging port. All other models connect directly to the vehicleís battery 

(Installation kits available in the section below). NTX Series Models feature a Pure Sine Wave and 

include Samlex Hypersurgeô technology to start high surge loads with ease. Also, with low noise 

load and a temperature controlled variable speed fan, operation of the unit is quiet. Units come with 

two three prong outlets, with the exception of the NTX-3000-12. This unit features a 30 Amp NEMA 

L5-30R locking AC outlet with mating 

plug and built-in GFCI protection for 

full power utilization. A mountable 

LCD Remote Control is included with 

all NTX Power Inverters for remote 

operation and convenient status 

monitoring and come with 16ë of 

connecting wire.

NTX-1000-12 NTX-1500-12  NTX-2000-12 NTX-3000-12

Model DC Output VoltageDC Input Voltage Watts Surge AC Outlets Weight    Dimentions W x D x H Price

Samlex Power Inverters Provide On-the-Go Power from Your Vehicleís Battery

�  Everything you need to mount your power 

inverter in your vehicle

�  Kits with cable and fuses specific to each 

inverter sold above

Power Inverter Installation Kits

Samlexís Inverter Installation Kits contain a pair of 10' heavy 

duty cables and a 100-400A fuse assemblies that are used to 

connect the inverter to the battery bank. The fuse protects 

the cable in the event of a short-circuit and the cables 

provide a safe and easy plug and play connection. Samlex 

uses the highest quality of industrial grade, flexible cables suitable to be used as battery cables for 

automotive, RV and renewable energy applications.

INSTALL KIT MODEL CABLE SIZE ANL FUSE SIZE INVERTER APPLICATION PRICE

DC-2000-KIT 2 ga 200 AMP NTX-1000-12  $339.40

DC-2500-KIT 2/0 ga 300 AMP NTX-1500-12, NTX-2000-12 $339.40

DC-3500-KIT 4/0 ga 400 AMP NTX-3000-12  $667.50

SAM-250-12 12 volt 115 volt 250 Watts 500 Watts 1 6î x 4.5î x 2î 1.2 lbs. $  77.40

SAM-450-12 12 volt 115 volt 450 Watts 900 Watts 2 5î x 6î x 2î 1.6 lbs. $  92.70

NTX-1000-12 12 volt 115 volt 1000 Watts 2000 Watts 2 8.5î x 11î x 3.6î 5.4 lbs. $446.90

NTX-1500-12  12 volt 115 volt 1500 Watts 3000 Watts 2 8.5î x 13.1î x 3.6î 7.8  lbs. $545.40

NTX-2000-12 12 volt 115 volt 2000 Watts 4000 Watts 2 8.5î x 13.1î x 3.6î 8.6 lbs. $655.40

NTX-3000-12  12 volt 115 volt 3000 Watts 6000 Watts 1 8.5î x 17.8î x 3.6î 12 lbs. $913.40

NTX-10-1000-00-12NTX-10-1000-00-12 NTXNTX-15-1500-1212NTXNTX-1500-12 NTXNTX-20-2000-00-12 NTX-3000-12

y 

o 

SAM-450-12SAM-250-12

https://www.americanvan.com/12-volt-promax.html
https://www.americanvan.com/rack-strap-for-square-or-round-mount.html
https://www.americanvan.com/van-and-truck-accessories/power-inverters
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Ford 

Super Duty 

Pick-Up 

Trucks

GMC, Chevy 

Express and 

Savana Vans

Chevy 

2000-2006 

Pick-Up 

Trucks
Patented Rubber Ball 

and Socket Joint

Fully adjustable, spring-loaded Tough Trayô fits most laptops.

Three points of adjustability allow 

you to easily position your laptop.

RAMÆ 
Combination
Telescoping &
Tension Knob

RAMÆ Ball & Socket Joint

RAMÆ Double 6î
Swing Arm System

Telescoping Pole

Attached to
Seat Bolts

1

2

3

RAMÆ Tough 

Tray Universal 

Laptop Holder

Height Adjustable from 5
8̌î to 17

8̌î

Tough Trayô

Width adjustable from 10.4î TO 17î

RAM Laptop Stand for All Vehicles
These sturdy Universal Laptop Stands can be easily installed in all vehi-

cles. You can choose from the Floor Mount or the Vertical Mount stands, 

both made of heavy duty steel with a black powder coat finish. These 

stands include many of the same features found on our No Drillô Laptop 

Mounts. Stands telescope to heights of 12î to 18î for comfortable use of 

your laptop. Dual aluminum swing arms provide articulation and 12î of 

reach for driver access. RAMís patented rubber ball and socket joint pro-

vides additional adjustment as well as shock and vibration isolation. The 

RAM Tough Trayô accommodates laptops 10î to 16î wide and comes 

with adjustable retaining arms with secure rubber grips that adjust from 
5/8î to 17/8î high. The Floor Mount model bolts directly into the floor of 

the vehicle, while the Vertical Mount unit bolts to any vertical surface 

such as a cab partition, or an interior wall. All hardware, including blind 

fasteners for the floor mount are included. The pre-drilled mounting plate 

on both models measures 8îL x 8îW.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

RAM-VBD-122-SW1 Universal Laptop Stand Floor Mount 16 lbs. $310.70

RAM-VBD-128-SW1 Universal Laptop Stand Vertical Mount 14 lbs. $295.80  

Vertical Mount

Floor Mount

RAMís Vertical Mount Stand allows 

you to bolt your mount to any flat 

vertical surface.

RAMÆ Combination

Telescoping &

Tension Knob

RAMÆ Tough 
Tray Universal 
Laptop Holder

RAMÆ Double 6î
Swing Arm System

Telescoping Pole

Attaches to 
vertical surface

RAMÆ Ball & 
Socket Joint

RAM No-Drillô Mounts
� No drilling. Uses existing seat bolts     � Available for most vans and pick-ups

These No-Drillô Laptop Stands install quickly and easily into your vehicle, using the front bench or passenger 

side seat rail bolts as attachment points. The all-steel pedestal mount has a telescoping range from 12î to 18î 

in height. Dual aluminum swing arms provide articulation and 12î of reach for driver access to the laptop. Pat-

ented rubber ball and socket joint provides additional adjustment as well as shock and vibration isolation. The 

RAM Tough Trayô is made from high impact ABS composite and is spring loaded to accommodate 10î to 16î 

wide laptops.  The tray features four adjustable retaining arms with rubber grips. These arms can be moved 

both vertically and horizontally to provide a custom fit for varying thickness of laptops and complete access to 

ports and drives. Hole patterns on the perimeter of the tray facilitate the mounting of additional RAM system 

accessories. Each mount is custom formed to fit most vans and pick-ups. Please specify year, make and 

model of vehicle when ordering. Mounts for other vehicles also available; please call for availability. 

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

RVB-100 Mount for most Vans 18 lbs. $358.10

RVB-125 Mount for Nissan NV Vans, 2011 & Newer 18 lbs. $367.80

RVB-150 Mount for all Ford Transit Vans 18 lbs. $298.10

RVB-200 Mount for Most Pick-ups 19 lbs. $326.50

RVB-220 Mount for Ford F150, 2004-2014 19 lbs. $333.40

RVB-250 Mount for Chevy/GMC Pick-ups 19 lbs. $415.80

See 

Website for 

RAM Mount 

Accessories

https://www.americanvan.com/mobile-office
https://www.americanvan.com/mobile-office
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Space Saver 

Cab Desk
�  Easy foldout

�  Holds binders, 

manuals, papers

This convenient desk 

rests on floor of your 

vehicle and mounts 

to the safety/security 

partition. Four slanted 

pockets hold books 

and manuals up to 13î 

wide. Two top trays are 

accessible when desk 

is closed, to store pens, 

pencils, and business 

cards. Slide-arm strut supports top of desk when desk 

is opened. Folds down with a lift-and-lower motion and 

secures with a latch. Flashlight holder mounted on the side. 

Powder coat finish. Measures 13îW x 10îD x 28îH.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

SSD-5  Space Saver Cab Desk 26 lbs. $225.00

FLH-10  Additional Flashlight Holder  1 lb. $  24.50

Backsaver 

Work Station
�  Opens into place in seconds

The Backsaver Work Station 

folds down from your vanís rear 

or side door to give you a sturdy 

work surface anywhere you go. 

This compact station mounts on 

the door panels below the win-

dow. Just release a pin lock to 

fold down the work surface, 

lock the adjustable telescop-

ing uni-pod leg in place and 

adjust the work surface to a 

position as high as 36î from 

the ground. Constructed of 

heavy-duty aluminum with 

a high-strength composite 

fiber board work surface. 

Work surface measures 

24îW x 15îD.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

DWS-21 Backsaver Work Station 22 lbs. $220.00

Cab File Desks with Locking Lids
These heavy duty Cab File Desk systems are designed to 

accommodate all of your office needs on the road. All steel 

construction with fully hinged lockable lids provide secure 

storage for laptop computers, cellular phones, important 

files and other valuable items. Handy lid-mounted spring 

clip holds papers in place for writing. All components have 

a durable grey powder coat finish. Models available to fit 

most older and current full sized and mini vans without OEM 

center consoles. Reference the chart below to find the Cab 

File Desk for your vehicle. Units mount to van floor with 

hardware provided.

Standard Van, Transit, ProMaster, 

NV and Sprinter Van Desk
Desk features built-in hanging rails that adjust to hold either 

letter or legal sized hanging files and a storage tray to 

accommodate pens, cell phones, sun glasses or other items 

needed in your ìmobile officeî. The removable storage 

tray slides along rails the full length of the desk to expose a 

14î deep storage area. Tray measures 105/8îW x 67/8îD for 

the Standard Van Desk and 71/8îW x 67/8îD for the Transit, 

ProMaster, NV and Sprinter Desk. Full opening lid with 

key lock and a front panel wire access port enables you to 

charge electronic devices stored in the desk. Without files in 

place, the desk provides even more secure storage for other 

necessities. Notched desk body fits over floor mounted 

electric control modules found in some full-sized vans. 

Standard Van Desk measures 12½îW x 22½îD x 18½îH. 

Transit, ProMaster, NV and Sprinter Desk measures 8¾îW x 

22½îD x 18½îH.

MODEL DESCRIPTION APPLICATION WEIGHT PRICE

CFD-22 Cab Desk Chevy/GMC, Ford E-Series, 2003 & Older Dodge 22 lbs. $231.70

CFD9-22G Cab Desk Ford Transit, MB Sprinter, RAM ProMaster, Nissan NV 20 lbs. $231.70

CFD-22G - 121∕2”W 

CFD9-22G - 91∕2”W

Accommodates 

standard or legal 

sized hanging files
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MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

SDU-20  4-Drawer unit, 11½îD drawers, 18îW x 12îD x 12îH 37 lbs. $274.40

SED-20   4-Drawer unit, 17½îD drawers, 18îW x 18îD x 12îH 54 lbs. $343.20

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

SDU-40  8-Drawer unit, 11½îD drawers, 18îW x 12îD x 24îH 70 lbs. $418.10

SED-40   8-Drawer unit, 17½îD drawers, 18îW x 18îD x 24îH 91 lbs. $616.40

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

CDU-30 3-Drawer Unit, 11½îD Drawers, 18îW x 12îD x 12îH 32 lbs. $227.90

CDU-60 6-Drawer Unit, 11½îD Drawers, 18îW x 12îD x 24îH 61 lbs. $407.60

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

MDU-10 4-Drawer unit, 11½îD Drawers, 18îW x 12îD x 24îH 53 lbs. $315.20

MED-10 4-Drawer unit, 17½îD drawers, 18îW x 18îD x 24îH 71 lbs. $363.20

EC-10 ìEgg Crateî Divider Set for 11½îD Drawer   2 lbs. $   12.40

ECX-20 ìEgg Crateî Divider Set for 17½îD Drawer   4 lbs. $  15.30

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

MDU-30  2-Drawer unit, 11½îD Drawers, 18îW x 12îD x 12îH   29 lbs. $181.70

MED-30  2-Drawer unit, 17½îD Drawers, 18îW x 18îD x 12îH   43 lbs. $216.50

EC-10  ìEgg Crateî Divider Set for 11½îD Drawer     2 lbs. $  12.40

ECX-20  ìEgg Crateî Divider Set for 17½îD Drawer     4 lbs. $  15.30 

Small Parts Drawers—12” High
These Drawer Units are 12îH, come with four 21/8îH drawers and have front-

to-rear depths of 11½î or 17½î. All drawers are 153/8îW x 21/8îH and come with 

tough ABS divided and removable trays. Manufactured in steel with Slide-Arm 

supported drawers and complete with a durable powder coat finish.

Small Parts 

Drawers—

24” High
These Drawer Units are 

24îH, come with eight 

21/8îH drawers and have 

front-to-rear depths of 

11½î or 17½î. All drawers 

are 153/8îW x 21/8îH and come with tough ABS divided and removable trays. 

Manufactured in steel with Slide-Arm supported drawers and complete with a 

durable powder coat finish.

Large Parts and Tool Drawers—12” High
These Drawer Units are 12îH, come with two 4¾îH drawers and have front-to-rear 

depths of 11½î or 17½î. All drawers are 153/8îW x 4¾îH and optional ìegg crateî 

dividers can be added to divide 11½î deep drawers into nine 3¾î x 51/16î compartments 

or 17î deep drawers into twelve 43/8î x 51/16î compartments. Manufactured in steel with 

Slide-Arm supported drawers and complete with a durable powder coat finish.

Combo Drawer Units—12” and 24” High
Available in two sizes: 12îH cabinet with two 2îH drawers and one 4¾îH drawer 

or 24îH cabinets with four 21/8îH drawers and two 4¾îH drawers. Manufac-

tured in steel with Slide-Arm supported drawers and complete with a durable 

powder coat finish.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

SR-12  Shelf Riser Bracket ó 12îD 6 lbs. $28.80

SR-18  Shelf Riser Bracket ó 18îD 8 lbs. $33.30

Large Parts and 

Tool Drawers—

24” High
These Drawer Units are 24îH, 

come with four 4¾îH drawers 

and have front-to-rear depths 

of 11½î or 17½î. All drawers 

are 153/8îW x 4¾îH. Optional 

ìegg crateî dividers can be 

added to divide 11½î deep 

drawers into nine 3¾î x 51/16î compartments or 17î deep drawers into twelve 

43/8î x 51/16î compartments. Manufactured in steel with Slide-Arm supported 

drawers and complete with a durable powder coat finish.

Riser Mounting 
Brackets
When mounting these drawer 

units on shelving, youíll need our 

Riser Mounting Bracket which 

lifts the unit 2¾î to position the 

bottom drawer above the 3î 

shelf lip for opening. Use our 12î 

Riser for 12î, 13½î and 16î deep 

shelves and our 18î Riser for 18î 

and 24î deep shelves.
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Heavy Duty Steel Slide Drawer Storage Unit
� Full Length 50î Drawer Extension with ìzeroî Drawer Sag!

� Fully Welded 1½î-.083î wall Structural Steel Frame

� Full 48î Telescopic Ball Bearing Slides

This all steel Slide Drawer Storage Unit provides easy accessible storage for up 

to 200 pounds of tools and parts per drawer. Each 58îL x 6¼îD x 117/8îW drawer 

is locked in place until released by depressing a thumb lever latch that also locks 

the drawer in place at 50% and 100% open.  Drawers extend a full 50î on two tele-

scopic 48î ball bearing slides which even when fully opened, provide a firm base 

to keep the weight of the drawer from sagging. Load clearance for the bottom 

and middle 6 ½î deep drawers is 10î with the top drawer having no restriction. A 

42 ½îL x 16 ¾îW x 34îH x .083î wall thickness steel tube frame provides stability 

for this heavy duty 200 lb. storage unit.  Ideal installation is directly behind van 

partitions but can also be positioned at rear doors or most doors in step and box 

vans.  Protected with a durable gray powder coat finish, these Drawer Units have 

flawlessly served some of our Larger Power and Utility Companies for years.

 MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

SAS-3 3 Drawer ñ Slide Drawer Storage Unit 204 lbs. $963.10

Access tools and parts 
without entering van

Fully extendable 6½” high drawers Over 12 cu. ft. of storage space!

Pull-Out Shelving
� Access parts and tools without entering vehicle 

� Heavy duty bearing assisted slide arms

Mount this unit at either side or rear door of your van to access parts from outside the vehicle. 

Middle and bottom shelves (11¾îW x 39½îD x 3îH) are supported with bearing-assisted slide 

arms. Spring-assisted latch holds drawers securely closed. Sturdy top stationary shelf (157/8îW 

x 40îD x 3îH) provides protection for the sliding shelvesí contents and is great for storing larger 

items. Small unit footprint (157/8îW x 405/8îD) provides nearly 14 square feet of shelf storage 

capacity. Heavy-duty 1î square steel tube frame construction with 18-gauge steel shelves and 

powder coat finish. Unit measures 157/8îW x 431/8îD x 18¾îH.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

RS-403  Pull-Out Shelf Unit 82 lbs. $428.10

1” square, 14-gauge 

tubular steel

18-gauge steel construction 3” Deep stationary shelf Spring-assisted 

latch

Bearing-assisted slide arms
Durable powder 

coat finish

3” Deep 

Pull-Out 

shelves
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Stor-King Heavy Duty Steel 
Floor Storage Units
� 14-gauge Steel Construction

� High Capacity 9” Deep Drawers

� 400 Pound Drawer Capacity!

Keep equipment neatly stored away yet readily acces-

sible from outside of the vehicle. These heavy duty steel 

Pull-Out Drawer Units mount inside the rear or side door 

of your van while maintaining fl oor space for carrying 

equipment and supplies and access to other storage 

units in your van. Drawers feature conveyor-type rollers 

at the front and bearing assisted drawer movement 

at the rear of the drawer, easy grip pull handles and 

locking paddle handles for security. Safety drawer stops 

prevent injury to � ngers when closing. 12-gauge steel 

channel cross supports in the top of the unit provide 

rigidity for walking or loading items on the top of the unit. 

Bottom skids run the full width of the unit for secondary 

reinforcement. Self adhesive 4” wide anti-skid strips are 

supplied to prevent slippage when walking on unit. Stor-

King Floor Storage Units are available in models with 

varying compartment sizes (see dimensions below) that 

can be divided with the 5 galvanized dividers supplied 

for each compartment. Additional dividers and anti-skid 

strips are available below. Units are protected with a 

durable gray Powder Coat � nish.

Top and bottom mounted bearings provide 
solid, level drawer movement.

Model:
SK-1012

Cabinet Dimensions:
103∕16”W x 48”D x 123∕16”H

Single Compartment:
93∕8”W x 441∕2”D x 9”H

Weight: 100 lbs.

Price: $830.00

Model:
SK-2012

Cabinet Dimensions:
20 3∕16”W x 48”D x 123∕16”H

Single Compartment:
19 1∕16”W x 441∕2”D x 9”H

Weight: 140 lbs.

Price: $1,066.20

Model:
SK-4012

Cabinet Dimensions:
403∕16”W x 48”D x 123∕16”H

Small Compartment (two):
93∕8”W x 441∕2”D x 9”H

Large Compartment:
203∕8”W x 441∕2”D x 9”H

Weight: 236 lbs.

Price: $1,453.70

Model:
SK-3012

Cabinet Dimensions:
303∕16”W x 48”D x 123∕16”H

Small Compartment:
93∕8”W x 441∕2”D x 9”H

Large Compartment:
193∕4”W x 441∕2”D x 9”H

Weight: 185 lbs.

Price: $1,390.60         Eight Dividers IncludedDividers Included

Recessed front conveyor rollers support 
up to 400 lbs. per drawer.

 MODEL DESCRIPTION SIZE WEIGHT PRICE

 SAS-448 Anti-Skid Strips (3) 48”L X 4”W 1 lb. $12.70

 SKD-S9 Small Divider - All Units 93∕8”W x 7”H 1 lb. $ 8.80

 SKD-L20 Large Divider for SK-2012 191∕16”W x 7”H 2 lbs. $12.80 

 SKD-L30 Large Divider for SK-3012 19¾”W x 7”H 2 lbs. $13.20

 SKD-L40 Large Divider for SK-4012 203∕8”W x 7”H 2 lbs. $13.80
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Large-Capacity Parts 

and Tools Storage Cabinets
� Extra-deep 17î drawers

� 18, 24, or 30-drawer units

Embossed runners allow easy opening and closing. Two dividers provided for each draw-

er adjust on 1î centers. Units can be stacked, or mounted and raised on a steel base that 

is 13îH. Drawer stops prevent spilling contents. Drawers measure 55/16îW x 17îD x 3½îH.

 

MODEL DRAWERS DIMENSIONS WEIGHT PRICE

DR-18  18 34îW x 17½îD x 13îH 75 lbs. $484.10

DR-24  24 34îW x 17½îD x 17îH 96 lbs. $613.20

DR-30  30 34îW x 17½îD x 21½îH 118 lbs. $713.10

Extra Dividers
Add as many dividers as you need for inventorying sizes of nuts, 

bolts, and small parts. Dividers for regular and large-capacity 

drawers snap into place, but can be easily removed when needed.

MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT PRICE

DD-1  Drawer Dividers for DU Series 2 oz. $1.10 each

DD-2  Drawer Dividers for DR Series 3 oz. $1.10 each

Small Parts Drawer Units
� Store and index small parts              � Dividable on 1î centers

Choose from 6, 9, 18, or 24-drawer units that can be floor stacked or shelf mount-

ed. Drawers measure 5¼îW x11¼îD x 27/8îH and slide smoothly on 2 embossed 

runners. Compatible with all of our 13î, 16î, and 18î shelving. Mount the unit with 

the cabinet sitting on the front of the shelf and drawers stay closed. Drawer stops 

prevent spilling contents. Two dividers per drawer included with units. 

MODEL DRAWERS DIMENSIONS WEIGHT PRICE

DU-6  6 34îW x 11 5/8îD x 4îH 18 lbs. $129.30

DU-9  9 17 1/8îW x 11 5/8îD x 11îH 25 lbs. $166.80

DU-18  18 34îW x 11 5/8îD x 11îH 50 lbs. $255.60

DU-24  24 34îW x 11 5/8îD x 14 1/2îH 60 lbs. $355.50
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Small Parts Cabinets 
Choose from 3 cabinets and 4 drawer confi gurations. Drawers feature 

carrying handles, positive hold-down latches, piano-hinged metal covers, and 

high-impact polystyrene inserts with scoop compartments set into heavy-duty 

steel shells. Smooth gliding slide-arms support weight of fully-open drawers. 

Locking bar holds drawers in place and can be secured with padlock (sold 

separately). Drawers can be � oor mounted, inserted into most of our shelving 

units, or mounted on a steel open base. To order, select cabinet size from the 

table below, then select a combination of drawers from the illustrations.

A.  DL-24 fits 

20” Cabinet

     DS-24 fits 

15” Cabinet

B.  DL-16 fits 

20” Cabinet

     DS-16 fits 

15” Cabinet

C.  DL-12 fits 

20” Cabinet

     DS-12 fits 

15” Cabinet

D.  AD-L 20” 

Adjustable

     AD-S 15” 

Adjustable

D4SR  

D4LR  

Drawers are included with purchase D6SR  

SELECT ANY DRAWER COMBINATION

Floor-Mount Slide-Arm 
Drawer Units
� Choice of 3 drawer configurations

� Heavy-duty steel construction

Slide-arm supported drawers open and 

close easily. Internal stop keeps drawers 

in place while providing easy access 

with a “one fi nger” release. Padlock 

can easily be added for security (not 

included). Heavy-gauge steel units with 

powder coat fi nish. All units measure 

12”W x 12”D x 24”H.

6-Drawer Combination 

Four 93∕8”W x 11½”D x 21∕8”H drawers 

with divided ABS removable tray on 

top, and two 93∕8”W x 111∕2”D x 4¾”H 

drawers on the bottom with stationary 

center divider.

4-Drawer Large

Four 93∕8”W x 11½”D x 4¾”H 

drawers with stationary center 

divider.

8-Drawer Small

Eight 93∕8”W x 11½”D x 21∕8”H 

drawers with divided ABS re-

movable tray for small parts.

MODEL DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS WEIGHT PRICE

Cabinets

D4LR  4 Drawer—Large 20”W x 153∕4”D x 15”H 63 lbs. $355.00

D4SR  4 Drawer—Small 15”W x 113∕4”D x 111∕4”H 36 lbs. $226.60

D6SR  6 Drawer—Small 15”W x 113∕4”D x 165∕16”H 52 lbs. $324.30

Accessories

BSR-12  Base for D4SR or D6SR 12 lbs. $79.40

BLR-14  Base for D4LR  16 lbs. $84.90

ADL-D  Extra Dividers for AD-L Drawer 1 oz. $6.20

ADS-D  Extra Dividers for AD-S Drawer 1 oz. $4.10

PL-50  Master Padlock, #3 5 oz. $9.90

MODEL DRAWERS WEIGHT PRICE

DR-6   6 49 lbs. $381.10

DR-4  4 44 lbs. $297.70

DR-8  8 45 lbs. $476.90

PL-50   Master Padlock, #3  5 oz. $  9.90

Slide-Arm  Supported 

Drawers

DR-6

DR-4  

DR-8  
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Call toll-free

800-526-4743 
Monday - Friday 8:30AM-8:00PM (EST).

Email 

ave.salesservice@safefleet.net
On-Line 

www.AmericanVan.com 

Material Cost Impact on Pricing
Unexpected fluctuations in material cost may necessitate price 

changes and/or surcharges on our products. Updated prices can 
be viewed at www.americanvan.com. Prices listed on the website 

represent the most current and final prices to our customers.

Our Four Showrooms
South Jersey Showroom

149 Lehigh Avenue, Lakewood, NJ 08701
Open Monday-Friday: 8:30am-4:30pm (EST)

800-526-4743

North Jersey Showroom
80 Industrial Road, Lodi, NJ 07644

Open Monday-Friday: 8:00am - 5:00pm (EST)
800-350-8267

Long Island Showroom
700 Broadhollow Road, Farmingdale, NY 11735

Open Monday-Friday: 8:00am - 5:00pm (EST)
800-760-2799

Florida Showroom
215 W. Grant Street, Orlando, FL 32806

Open Monday-Friday: 8:00am - 5:00pm (EST)
833-214-4400

Establishing an Account
Open accounts for qualified companies can be 

established by calling our customer service department for 
a credit application. Government agencies, cities, counties, 

states, public schools and universities are automatically 
approved. If you qualify for automatic approval, a hard copy 

of your purchase order will be required with your order. 

Shipping
We ship most UPS orders within 48 hours. Heavy, bulky items 

are shipped by common carrier. Most shelving units can 
be shipped unassembled by UPS or assembled by common 

carrier at a higher shipping charge. Our sales department will 
quote shipping charges for called in orders. Shipping charges 

for on-line orders will be provided in the checkout process.

Customer Service
For questions or help regarding an order youíve received or 
to check status of a current order simply call our Customer 
Service Department at 800-323-6646. For all other inquiries 

you can call our Customer Service Department or email 
them directly at ave.salesservice@safefleet.net

Satisfaction Guaranteed
Meeting our Customersí needs and expectations is very 

important to us. If you are not 100% satisfied with your order 
simply call our Customer Service department for a return 

authorization number and return the item in new and unused 
condition within 30 days of purchase for a prompt refund of the 

purchase price, no questions asked.

Duplicate or Unwanted Catalogs
To minimize the waste of duplicate or unwanted catalogs,take 

a picture of the mailing label and email it to us at salesser-
vice@amvanequip.com or clip the label and mail it to our 

Circulation Dept. at the Lakewood, NJ address listed above.

Copyright 2024 American Van Equipment LLC.

All Aluminum Storage Cabinet for 

Power Tools and Other Valuable Cargo
� Heavy Gauge Aluminum Construction with a 250 pound capacity

� Drawer extends out a full 32î with ìzeroî drawer sag

� All Stainless Steel Locking Paddle Handle for security

� Electric Pass-Thru Port for Stored Tool Charging

This all aluminum Stor-King storage unit keeps all your costly power tools, parts, electrical testing equipment 

etc. secure and easy to access. Stop reaching for heavy tools in your van. Install this small footprint space 

saving cabinet up against the partition or inside the rear doors of your van where you can easily slide the 

drawer open to access your tools and parts without having to step up into your van. These 13½î clear deep 

drawers with easy grip pull handles easily glide in or out on a conveyor type roller at the front and a bearing 

assisted drawer movement at the rear of the drawer.  Stainless Steel locking paddle handles make closing, 

latching and locking a snap. Self-adhesive 4î wide anti-skid strips are supplied to prevent load movement 

or if you prefer a full top shelf with a 3î high lip is available. Bottom Skids run the full width of the unit for 

secondary re-inforcement. Overall unit measures 12¼îW x 42îD x 18îH while actual drawer dimensions are 

115/8îW x 39¼îD x 14½îH with 8îH side walls.

MODEL DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS WEIGHT PRICE

SKA-1242 Stor-King All Aluminum Drawer Unit 12¼îW x 42îD x 18îH 58 lbs. $796.60

SKA-SH12 Stor-King All Aluminum Top Shelf 12îW x 42îD 9 lbs. $78.00

Recessed conveyor roller 
supports up to 250 pounds

With optional all 
aluminum Top Shelf

Cord 
pass-thru port 
for charging

Cord 
pass-thru port 
for charging

Ordering By Phone, Email or On-Line

Heavy-Duty Aluminum Slide Drawer 

Storage Units with Top Shelf
These 12î wide Aluminum Storage Units mount directly to 

the floor of your vehicle taking up minimum floor space when 

installed in either the side or rear doors of your van leaving ample 

room to enter the vehicle. Cabinets are 40î deep and can be 

placed almost anywhere in your van. When positioned in front of 

your driverís side shelving units, as pictured to the left, youíll have 

side door access to your unit without entering the van. Top shelf 

with 3î lip is the perfect place to store big and bulky items. These 

fully welded units are constructed of industrial grade 3003-H14, 

.063 and .125 aluminum. Bearing assisted slide arms prevent 

these 40î deep drawers from dipping when open and support an 

individual drawer capacity of 60 pounds, evenly distributed. Each 

12î wide drawer can be divided into nine 10¼îW x 4îD x 43/8îH 

compartments using 8 dividers (5 included per drawer). Available 

in two, three and four stacked drawer models. 

MODEL DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS WEIGHT PRICE

 AV40-2  2-Drawer Stack Unit 12îW x 40îD x 15îH 46 lbs. $591.00

 AV40-3 3-Drawer Stack Unit 12îW x 40îD x 21îH 65 lbs. $843.20

 AV40-4  4-Drawer Stack Unit 12îW x 40îD x 27îH 85 lbs. $1012.50

 AV-1N Extra Dividers 2 oz. $1.10
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drawer 

handles High-impact 

polystyrene dividers

Customer ID #

Catalog Code

AV12-3  
AV12-1  

 AV12-4  

AV3626  

 AV-36-6  

Heavy-Duty Aluminum Slide Drawer Storage Units

Floor Units Stack Units Short Floor Units

AV12-2  
AV-2450  

AV-4850  

AV-3650  

Oversized 

drawer 

handles

High-impact 

polystyrene dividers

Slide-arm 

supported 

drawers with 

Delrinô 500P 

bearing

 AV-3650  

MODEL DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS WEIGHT PRICE

AV-2450  2-Drawer Floor Unit 24îWx50îDx6îH 58 lbs. $720.90

AV-3650  3-Drawer Floor Unit 36îWx50îDx6îH 85 lbs. $1044.80

AV-4850  4-Drawer Floor Unit 48îWx50îDx6îH 113 lbs. $1,257.40

AV-3626  3-Drawer Short Floor Unit 36îWx26îDx6îH 46 lbs. $735.30

AV36-6  6-Drawer Short Stack Unit 36îWx26îDx12îH 77 lbs. $1,135.90

AV12-1  1-Drawer Stack Unit 12îWx50îDx6îH 28 lbs. $437.40

AV12-2  2-Drawer Stack Unit 12îWx50îDx12îH 55 lbs. $720.90

AV12-3  3-Drawer Stack Unit 12îWx50îDx18îH 80 lbs. $1,005.70

AV12-4  4-Drawer Stack Unit 12îWx50îDx23îH 108 lbs. $1,214.20

AV-1N  Extra Dividers 2 oz. $    1.10

Slide Drawer Storage units are available in 3 unique designs. Single level Floor Units provide top storage space 

for larger equipment and other cargo. Model AV-4850 4-drawer floor unit fits in full-size vans and pick-ups. 

Models AV-3650 and AV-2450 can be used in most vehicles and are ideal for mini vans. Flat or stacking short units 

(models AV-3626 and AV36-6) are just 26î deep and are perfect for use in mini vans with rear seats, station wag-

ons, or SUVs. Compact stacking units are just 12î wide and come in 1, 2, 3, and 4-drawer models. These units take 

up a minimum of floor space and install in either side or rear doors of vans, leaving ample room to enter the vehi-

cle. Bearing-assisted slide arms prevent drawers from dipping, even with the heaviest of loads. Fully-welded units 

of industrial grade 3003-H14, .063 and .125 aluminum have 1/8î thick diamond plate tops. 50î deep unit drawers can 

be divided into eleven 101/8îW x 4îD x 43/8îH compartments using 10 dividers (5 included per drawer). 26î deep 

drawers can be divided into 5 compartments of 101/8îW x 4îD x 43/8îH using 4 dividers (2 included per drawer).

Top load rated 

200 lbs./sq.ft.

Efficient 12î x 50î 

footprint saves 

cargo space

Access storage 

without entering vehicle AV12-4

Perfect
for Vans, 
Pick-ups 

and 
SUV’s!

Slide-arm 

supported 

drawers with 

Delrinô 500P 

bearing

Slide-arm 

supported 

drawers with 

Delrinô 500P 

bearing

https://www.americanvan.com/floor-storage-drawer-system



